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ABSTRACT
Loss measurements were conducted using a five-hole conical
pneumatic probe in a subsonic wind tunnel containing a modeled
cascade of controlled diffusion (CD) stator blades Vel In
reference measurements at high incidence one blade was modi-
fied (slotted at the leading edge) in an attempt to (passive-
ly) reduce the size of the leading edge separation bubble and
thereby improve performance. Prior to the surveys, the acqui-
sition and reduction software was modified to provide loss
calculations using both mass-averaged and fully-mixed-out
conditions for the upstream and downstream flows. Results
showed that the mass-averaged method provided the more consis-
tent results, and this was explained. The slotted leading
edge blade was found to produce less loss than the reference
blade, and it was concluded that the control concept should be
explored in more detail.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The current drive for highly maneuverable, short take off
and landing (STOL), and short take off, vertical landing
(STOVL) aircraft is generating a demand for efficient aircraft
engines which are also capable of operating stably at extreme
angles of attack and with distorted inlet flow fields. Such
operating conditions push the engines towards stall. Hence
there is need for accurately predicting the available stall
margin for a new engine, and for developing compressor designs
which have wide stall margins at high efficiencies.
Developing components and testing assembled engines for
performance and stable operating margins, is enormously costly
and a lengthy process. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
potentially provides a means of modeling the engine flow
fields and of evaluating the stall margin and efficiency
during the design process. Thus the designer has the ability
now to select and incorporate compressor blade shapes which
allow the engine to achieve the desired characteristics. The
CFD codes used for design purposes must first be validated by
comparison with cascade wind tunnel data for flow structure
and blade element performance. Laser doppler velocimeter
(LDV) systems provide information on the flow structure by
mapping the velocity field. Pressure probe measurements are
required to determine the loss coefficient, which is the key
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measure of the blade performance. Accurate loss measurements
using a pressure probe in the Naval Postgraduate School's
(NPS) cascade wind tunnel facility, including exploratory
tests of a blade leading edge modification, were the focus of
the present study.
The cascade wind tunnel was configured with the mid
section of a controlled diffusion (CD) stator blade designed
by Sanger [Ref. 1] at NASA Lewis Research Center. Previous
studies with the present CD blading include the work of
Koyuncu [Ref. 2], who conducted pressure probe tests at air
inlet angles from 24.3 degrees to 47.2 degrees to establish
on- and off-design blade losses. Subsequently, Dreon [Ref. 3]
measured losses at various positions moving downstream through
the wake and concentrated on verifying the accuracy of the
loss measurements at the air-inlet angles of 40.3 and 43.4
degrees. The detailed flow structure was mapped by Elazar
[Ref. 4], who obtained LDV measurements of the flow through
the passage formed by adjacent blades, of the boundary layer
development on the blade surfaces and of the early wake
development. Hot-wire measurements were obtained by Baydar
[Ref. 5] to verify the LDV measurements of Elazar. Classick
[Ref. 6] improved the data acquisition and reduction process
for pressure probe measurements using new computer hardware,
documented a user manual and made demonstration measurements.
Classick's and Dreon's work provided the background for the
present study. The cascade flow field was found to be
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acceptably periodic and showed good span-wise independence in
each of the earlier studies.
In the present work, the software and procedures developed
by Classick were used to obtain accurate measurements to
establish the blade element performance at a high air inlet
angle near stall. The measurements were used to examine the
possible standardization of cascade blade loss measurements in
terms of "fully mixed-out flow" conditions, and as a reference
against which to evaluate performance changes caused by
leading edge modifications. Cascade losses as evaluated from
the "mass-average" of stagnation pressure surveys can vary
depending on the locations of the probe survey stations.
Calculating the loss using the fully mixed-out conditions from
both the upstream and downstream survey stations, in principle
provides a loss measurement that is independent of survey
station. With respect to modifying the leading edge, at off-
design incidence angles, the leading-edge separation bubble on
the suction side of the blade generates a significant loss.
By introducing counter rotating streamwise vortices at the
leading edge of the blade (by creating a series of diagonal
slots to generate a pattern of oblique jets) early
reattachment will decrease the bubble size and subsequent
growth of the suction side boundary layer, thereby generating
smaller losses. Measuring accurately the loss of the
reference CD blade and a slotted CD blade will establish the
blade element performance improvement.
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The present study involved further development of the
measurement procedures followed by reference and modified
blade measurements. First, the measured yaw angle was
correctly referenced to the blade row geometry, completing a
procedure initiated by Classick [Ref. 6]. Secondly, the fully
mixed-out loss computation was incorporated into the data
analysis software and the software was validated using an
analytically-constructed test case. A Reynolds number
subroutine was also added. Finally comprehensive pressure
probe measurements at an air inlet angle of 48.5 degrees were
obtained for the reference case and with a single slotted CD
blade inserted within the cascade of reference blades.
Conclusions of the study were that mass-averaged loss
coefficients can be evaluated with less uncertainty than fully
mixed-out loss coefficients because of the effects of slightly
varying cascade inlet conditions, and that the slotted blade
leading edge did create significant upper surface flow
modification, leading to a measured blade element performance
improvement.
The apparatus for the experiment is discussed in Section
II of this report. Section III discusses the test conditions,
calibration, referencing, survey runs, survey positions,
measurement uncertainties and outlines the measurements taken.
Section IV presents the results for the flow field, blade
performance, and effect of the modified leading edge on the
flow structure. The conclusions and recommendations follow in
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Section V. Details of the work are contained in the
appendices. Appendix A discusses the slotted blade
development, from the concept to the final production
procedures. The software, in the form of programs,
subprograms, data printouts and directory are provided in
Appendix 3. The Reynolds number subroutine is shown in
Appendix C. Appendix D presents the fully mixed-out flow
theory and the validation test problem is given in Appendix E.
Appendix F addresses the probe angle referencing procedure.
It should be noted that Apperdix C of Classick [Ref. 6] serves
as a users guide to the computer and software.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
A. CASCADE WIND TUNNEL
Figure 1 shows the NPS cascade wind tunnel facility. The
test section and instrumentation are shown in Figure 2. A
detailed description of the facility, test section and CD
blading is contained in Sanger and Shreeve [Ref. 7].
B. CONTROLLED DIFFUSION BLADING
The design procedure for the reference CD blading is
described in Reference 1. Table 1 provides the blade
coordinates, cascade geometry and nominal conditions for the
tests. Figure 3 shows the profile of a blade and shows the
location of 7ressure taps on the instrumented blade (blade 10
from the left in Figure 2), and the partially instrumented
blade (blade 11). The slotted blade leading edge is shown in
Figure 4. The slotted blade development from the reference CD
blade is given in Appendix A. The reference blade and slotted
blade surveys were made behind blade 7.
C. INSTRUMENTATION
The five-hole conical probe used and described by Dreon
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Plenum thermocouple and pressure probes, Prandtl probe,
wall static taps and instrumented blades were as described by
Classick [Ref. 6].
Inlet and outlet flow angles were recorded using a yaw
transducer mounted on the probe shaft. Probe sensor holes P2
and P5 shown in Figure 5 were used for yaw angle balancing,
with a water manometer. The (linear) yaw transducer was
zeroed in the vertical position and the span was set for the
range to be measured.
A turn counter was mounted on the motor-driven traverse
mechanism supporting the conical probe. The counter, which
was recorded manually, provided the probe displacement in the
blade-to-blade direction. A vernier scale on the probe mount,
also recorded manually, gave the span-wise displacement.
D. DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
1. Hardware
Figure 6 shows a schenatic of the data acquisition




Program ACQUIRE was used to control the data
acquisition and store the collected data in memory. The
program was unchanged from the work of Classick. Appendix B
















listing. The listing is included in Table B13 of the present
work.
b. CALC
Program CALC was used to reduce the data to
engineering quantities and parameters to be used in the
subsequent loss calculations. The flow of the program
remained the same as in Classick's work. However, the program
was modified to include calculation of the Reynolds number,
provide yaw angle reference to the cascade through-flow
direction and to provide additional parameters to pass to the
program segment computing fully mixed-out losses. The revised
listing and description of changes are given in Appendix B.
c. LOSS
Program LOSS was used to calculate the mass
averaged and fully mixed-out losses for the test blade from
the reduced data. The program was derived from the one
developed by Classick. The mass averaged portion was not
changed. Subroutine calls were added to calculate the mixed-
out conditions for the upstream and downstream measurements
and to calculate the loss based on the mixed-out conditions.
Additional programming was included to provide the new output.
Appendix B contains a complete listing of the program and
associated routines.
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III. TEST PROCEDURES AND PROGRAM OF MEASUREMENTS
A. TEST PROCEDURES
1. Setting Test Conditions
The inlet wall angle had been set previously at 48
degrees by Murray [Ref. 8]. A complete report of the angle
setting procedures is given in Appendix A, Section VI of
Reference 8. The inlet guide vanes were adjusted to ensure
constant inlet flow angle in both span-wise and blade-to-blade
directions. The adjustable upper walls were adjusted to
obtain uniform wall static pressures in the blade-to-blade
directions. All tests in the present study were conducted at
a wall angle setting of 48 degrees and an inlet dynamic
pressure (Q) nominally of 12.1 inches water. Atmospheric
pressure was monitored and updated every hour of testing if
necessary.
2. Calibration
Both Scanivalves were calibrated to give a digital
output in engineering units, prior to each test, using a
controlled source of shop air and a water manometer. The yaw
was referenced perpendicular to the cascade blade row entry
plane as described in Appendix F. Once this reference had
been established, the yaw transducer was scaled at two known
limits prior to each test, using a digital inclinometer.
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3. Referencing
Tunnel inlet conditions at the time of recording were
used to reference the pressure and velocity values obtained by
reduction of probe test data at each survey point. This was
done to eliminate the effects that small changes in the tunnel
supply conditions might have on the calculation of the mass
averaged loss coefficient (Duval [Ref. 9]) and the mixed-out
loss coefficient (Appendix D).
4. Probe Surveys
Pressure probe surveys involved recording a data scan
with the probe positioned at intervals varying from .05 to .6
inches. The surveys were conducted in span-wise directions
across the tunnel and in blade-to-blade directions along the
tunnel at the lower and upper traverse stations shown in
Figure 2.
5. Measurement Uncertainties
The yaw angle was referenced and calibrated to ±.1
degree accuracy set by limitation of the digital inclinometer.
The balancing uncertainty for the yaw angle was found to be
±.05 degree (equal to the variance when rebalancing with the
probe in a fixed position after rotating the probe to
introduce an imbalance). DVM fluctuations were minimized by
using the average of five samples in the acquisition process,
this had no effect on the accuracy of measurements.
Scanivalve resolution was set to .001 inches of water with an
estimated uncertainty of 0.02 inches of water of approximately
17
20 inches of water. Probe position in the blade-to-blade
direction was measured using a counter with a resolution of
±.05 inches. Span-wise position was measured on a vernier
with a resolution of ±.1 inches.
B. PROGRAM OF MEASUREMENTS
Probe surveys were conducted in the span-wise and blade-
to-blade directions to establish the cascade inlet condition
and the outlet flow fields behind the reference and slotted
blade. Table 2 contains a summary of the probe surveys
conducted, giving the survey number, the location, direction,
interval and number of the figure in which the reduced data
are shown plotted.
First, a set of probe surveys was conducted to establish
the flow quail'ty into the test section by spanning the entire
26 inches of traverse in the blade-to-blade direction.
Second, an upstream survey of the reference blade was
conducted in the blade-to-blade and span-wise directions.
Third, a downstream survey of the reference blade was
conducted in the blade-to-blade direction and in the span-wise
direction. Finally, a downstream survey of the slotted blade
was conducted in the blade-to-blade direction and in the span-
wise direction. This final blade-to-blade survey encompassed
two blade passages to provide data for the slotted blade and





SURVEY # LOCATION DIRECTION INTERVAL FIGURE
REFERENCE CASCADE:
1 UPSTREAM Blade-to-Blade 
.6 in 7,8,9
(Blades 4-13)
2 UPSTREAM Span-wise 
.05-.1 in 11
(Blade 7)
3 UPSTREAM Blade-to-Blade 
.i in 10
(Blade 7)
4 DOWNSTREAM Blade-to-Blade 
.05-.1 in 13a,14a,
(Blade 7) 15a








WITH SLOTTED BLADE INSTALLED:
7 DOWNSTREAM Blade-to-Blade .05-.1 in 13b,14b
(Blades 7&8) 15b




9 DOWNSTREAM Span-wise .05-.1 in 19b,20b
(Blade 7-- 21b
Suction)
Upstream and downstream surveys were made at the traverse
locations shown in Figure 2. The downstream span-wise surveys
were located one inch from a vertical extension of the
19
trailing edge in both the suction and pressure directions.
Measurement intervals were determined by the interval to be
surveyed. The tunnel surveys required intervals of .6 inches.
Upstream and downstream surveys were initially conducted at .1
inch intervals with the interval decreased to .05 inch
intervals when a measurable change in the flow conditions was
apparent. Instrumented blade surface pressure measurements
were recorded at the end of each of the blade-to-blade
surveys.
C. DATA REDUCTION AND PRESENTATION
The data collected were first scaled to engineering units
and stored in a "scaled" file (Table B7, Appendix B). The
scaled data were then reduced using the equations given in
Table 3. The reduced data were stored in a "calc" file (Table
B8, Appendix B). The "calc" file listing contains values of
Scanivalve gauge pressures, yaw transducer reading, plenum
temperature and atmospheric pressure. The ensemble averages
given at the end of the files represent the nominal test
conditions for the survey. Pressures are given in inches of
water.
The "calc" file provided the inputs for loss measurement
calculations. Figure B3, Appendix B is a program LOSS
printout. Referring to Figure B3 the upper portion provides
the name of the "calc" files used with the associated ensemble
reference values of the reference velocity, plenum pressure
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and atmospheric pressure. The intermediate values in the loss
calculations using mass averaging follow, with the final
results next. Mixed-out loss intermediate values are output
next with the mixed out conditions of velocity, total pressure
and static pressure preceding the calculated value of the
mixed-out loss.
Appendix B of Reference 6 defines and describes the
quantities Beta, Gamma and Phi which are listed in the "calc"
files. Table 3 and the list of symbols define all other
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results are presented first for the upstream flow
field in Figures 7-11. Blade 10 and the adjacent blade
surface pressures are shown in Figure 12. The probe surveys
downstream of blade 7 are shown in Figures 13-21, with section
(a) of each figure giving the reference case and section (b)
giving results with the slotted blade installed. Losses are
given in Figure 22 and the loss distribution for the reference
and slotted blade wakes is shown in Figure 23. Finally,
surface flow visualization sketches are given in Figure 24.
A. FLOW FIELD
1. Upstram Flow Field
The inlet flow field, spanning eight to nine blade
spaces, is shown in Figures 7-9. Deviations from a fully
uniform velocity were due to persistence of inlet guide vane
wakes and to slight non-uniformities in the vane passage
geometries. The inlet conditions in the survey region of
blade seven, where the present testing was based, was
acceptably unifcrm in the blade-to-blade direction as shown in
Figures 7 to 9 and in Figure 10, which shows the results of
the detailed upstream survey. The inlet flow conditions in
27
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Figure 16b. Slotted Blade Downstream Survey: Beta vs.
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Figure 19a. Reference Blade Downstream Inlet Survey: Beta
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Figure 24b. Slotted Blade Leading Edge Flow Visualization
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the span-wise direction shown in Figure 11 were considered to
be acceptably uniform in the mid-span region of interest.
2. Two-Dimensionality and Periodicity
Downstream span-wise surveys show a much diminished
core of two-dimensional flow on the suction side of the blade
(Figures 16a to 18a). This was the result of side-wall and
corner flow boundary layer build-up through the test section.
The pressure side had a greater core. However, the side-wall
effects again were evident (Figures 19a to 21a).
Figures 13a to 15a show good periodicity for the blade
passages enclosing blades seven and eight. The first and last
points are in good agreement and the spans iiiatch in depth,
width and shape. Similar periodicity can also be seen in
Figure 12 where the values of the coefficient of pressure for
the partially instrumented blade are shown plotted with the
coefficients for the fully instrumented blade ten.
3. Downstream Flow Field for the Reference Cascade
The reference blade downstream flow field is seen to
be qualitatively similar to that found in Dreon's [Ref. 3],
Elazar's [Ref. 4] and Classick's [Ref. 6] work. The angle,
pressure and velocity profiles across blades seven and eight
were very similar (Figures 13a to 15a) to each other. The
velocity and pressure in the core regions of the three
adjacent passages do not completely agree, as is apparent in
Figures 14a and 15a. This is most likely attributable to
inlet guide vane variations. The two outside passages (the
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endpoints) do agree well however. The span-wise flow profile
shows the boundary layer effects on the suction and pressure
sides (Figures 16a to 21a) with the suction side indicating a
vanishing core as discussed in Section A.2. The measurements
of blade performance are considered to be valid but marginal
due to the diminishing core.
4. Downstream Flow Field with Slotted Blade
The measurements behind the slotted blade show
qualitatively similar profiles to those behind the reference
blade. The slots had a measurable effect on the total flow as
shown in Figures 14b and 15b. There was a significant effect
on the wake of the slotted blade wake but, surprisingly, an
equally significant effect on the wake of the adjacent blade.
Figures 16b to 18b show that the core effectively vanished on
the suction side of the slotted blade. The slots appeared to
have a negative influence on the corner effects, which made
the integrated results at midspan less certain.
B. REFERENCE AND SLOTTED BLADE PERFORMANCE
Table 4 lists the loss coefficient, axial velocity density
ratio (AVDR) and static pressure rise for the mass-averaged
and mixed-out flow cases for the reference and slotted blades.
The values are also plotted on Figure 22 with results of
previous measurements of the reference CD blading at various
incidence angles. The calculated mass-averaged loss for the
reference blade with accurately referenced yaw angle fits
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TABLE 4
REFERENCE AND SLOTTED BLADE SURVEY RESULTS
REFERENCE BLADE
LOSS AVDR CP STATIC
MASS 0.1014 1.016 0.3851
MIXED 0.8760 1.015
SLOTTED BLADE
LOSS AVDR CP STATIC
MASS 0.08969 1.031 0.3859
MIXED 0.9627 1.031
well with the earlier work. The calculated mass-averaged loss
for the slotted blade shows a noticeable decrease compared to
that of the reference blade. The loss reduction is clearly
evident in the decreased wake size seen in Figure 23. Figure
23 shows the distribution of losses through the blade wakes by
overlapping inlet and exit flow stagnation pressure
distributions.
The mixed-out flow losses provide a conflicting result.
The calculated values were found to be unrealistic and
exhibited completely opposite trends compared to mass-averaged
loss. The mass-averaged calculations is such that the supply
condition fluctuations are removed by referencing to plenum
conditions. As presently carried out the mixed-out flow
method does not appear to be sensitive to, even minor tunnel
changes. Specifically the ensemble averages of Xrf and Pref
during inlet and exit surveys are involved in the calculation
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of the mixed-out conditions and the losses derived from them.
Therefore small changes in the ensemble averages have a very
large effect on the calculated losses.
Hence, until a method of referencing is devised which
leaves the mixed out loss independent of tunnel operating
level, the mass-averaged loss will be accepted as a means for
comparing performance.
C. EFFECT OF SLOTTED LEADING EDGE ON FLOW STRUCTURE
Visual observations of the flow over the reference and
slotted blades using an atomized oil mist and a LDV laser beam
illumination inaicated that there was a significant change in
the flow between the two types of blades. The pressure side
of the reference blade and slotted blade showed identical flow
patterns as would be expected since the leading edge slots
were positioned such as to have an effect on the separation
bubble on the suction side. The reference blade suction side
showed a pattern with some oil build up on the leading edge,
a dry region of about .25 inches in the region of the
separation bubble and the another oil buildup region where the
flow reattached to the blade. The oil deposit was
concentrated in the center of the blade due to the atomizer
positioning and boundary layer of the tunnel. This is
illustrated in Figure 24a.
The slotted blade suction side showed a buildup of very
small bubbles of oil near the exits of individual slots (where
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the oil flow had been channeled through the slots and
deposited in the local separations created by the jets). The
rest of the blade remained dry as shown in Figure 24b. It
appeared that the freestream flow with oil droplets never
reattached to the blade after separation. It was not possible
to determine changes in separation bubble size with this type
of visualization.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. LOSS CALCULATIONS
Investigations were conducted at a fixed inlet flow angle
of 48.5 degrees of a reference-controlled diffusion compressor
cascade and of the same cascade containing one blade with a
slotted leading edge. The following conclusions were drawn:
1. At this high angle of incidence, there was a vanishing
core of two-dimensional flow at the downstream
survey station.
2. The blade element performance quantities derived from
the probe measurements were consistent with previous
results at lower angle settings.
3. Mass-averaged loss calculations provided consistent and
certain results, due to removal of effects of variations
in supply conditions inherent in the method.
4. Mixed-out loss calculations, as currently performed,
are not useful since the results are sensitive to tunnel
supply variations.
The following recommendations for loss measurements are
made:
1. Reformulate the mixed-out flow loss calculations to
remove the ensemble average values from the
calculations.
2. Make probe surveys closer to the blade trailing edge to
reduce the effects of side-wall boundary layer buildup
on the two-dimensional core of the flow.
3. Automate the probe traverse process and incorporate the
use of highly accurate linear variable displacement
transducers.
4. Use two probes for simultaneous measurements at upstream
and downstream positions by incorporating item 3 and
using the capabilities of the current software.
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5. Conduct contour mapping of the downstream flow field to
better establish flow conditions and quality.
6. Employ the cascade's boundary layer suction provision to
extend the two-dimensional core.
7. Conduct probe surveys in the upstream and downstream
positions over three blade passages to better establish
blade wake effects and verify the accuracy of the
losses.
B. SLOTTED BLADE
While the results for the slotted blade must be considered
to be exploratory, the following conclusions were drawn:
1. The presence of the slots reduced the losses from the
blade.
2. The flow over the suction surface of the blade was
significantly changed by the presence of the slots.
It is therefore recommended that more definitive
measurements be made to define the effects on the separation





The arrangement of skewed slots at the leading edge of the
blade, shown in Figure 4, was intended to generate a series of
small jets, pumped by the high pressure near the stagnation
point to the very low pressure near the suction peak. This
attempted to adapt the ideas outlined by Johnston [Ref. 11] to
reduce the size of the leading edge separation bubble by
introducing streamwise vortices created when the jets interact
Introduction of the counter-rotating streamwise vortices
at the leading edge of the blade, prior to the separation
bubble, might cause the flow on the suction surface to remain
attached longer but would be expected to create a smaller
separation bubble by forcing earlier reattachment. This in
turn would decrease the losses across the blade, particularly
at high incidence where the bubble was largest. The
stagnation point was required to be sufficiently forward of
the vortex generator slots that flow through the slots in the
suction surface direction was ensured at all angles of
incidence. These restrictions governed the details of the
placement of the vortex generators at the leading edge.
Uniformity of the generators for the entire span was
required. The CD blading studied here was a compressor stator
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-cction which, in practice, would allow slotting without
introducing unacceptable stress concentrations. Since
slotting of the blades was easier to implement with control of
tolerances and uniformity, slotting was chosen rather than
attaching solid generators of any type. In particular the
small size required was more easily obtained by slotting.
Notching of blades in the production of smaller blades could
be done using laser techniques.
The stagnation point at the leading edge was determined
using the blade surface pressure distributions obtained at
48.520. The vortex generators were placed so that they were
normal to the camber line of the leading edge. This placed
the stagnation point forward of the generators and allowed
sufficient space for forward movement of the stagnation point
at lower incidence angles.
Slot depth and width were determined by the leading edge
radius. The leading edge radius was 0.045 inches which
allowed only a limited depth in order not to significantly
alter the leading edge flow field. A maximum depth of 0.010
inches was chosen for the slots. The leading edge radius also
limited the slot length when combined with the chosen depth.
In order for the generator to form a jet, its length had to be
greater than its width. At the slot angle of 520 and a
maximum depth of 0.010 inches a slot width of 0.010 provided
a length-to-width ratio of approximately three. This was
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sufficient to create a defined jet and yet allow for
stagnation point movement at lower incidence angles.
A slot angle of 450 was chosen initially. However, due to
machinery limitations, an angle of 520 was used. Spacing
between leading and trailing edges of the slots was
arbitrarily chosen as 0.020 inches. This allowed 67 slot
pairs to be placed on the leading edge of the ten inch span of
the CD bladina. Figure 4 illustrates the slotted leading edge
at a 1OX scale.
The slots were made using a 0.010 inch-wide by 2.5 inch-
diameter Jewelers Slotting Blade with 90 teeth. The shape of
the blade limited the slots to rectangular or square cuts with
the size depending only on depth of cut and chosen blade
width. The r'otting blade was mounted in a milling machine
with digital precision position indicators. The milling head
size and CD blade span limited the angle of the leading edge
slots Lo 52.20. The slots were made in one direction first,
then the cascade blade was reversed and the second set of cuts
was made. Slot widths of 0.010 inches to a tolerance of .0005
inch was determined by the blade. Slot depth was checked
every inch of span and a tolerance of 0.001 was maintained.
Slot trailing edge spacing was also checked visually every
inch and a tolerance of 0.005 inches was maintained. The
angle tolerance was fixed in each direction. In view of the
need to reverse the work under the machining head the
consistency in angle could only be maintained to 0.40.
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Figure Al shows the CD leading edge slots in the midspan
region. This view is from the suction (upper) surface of the
blade. Figure A2 shows the same slots from the frontal
aspect.
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Figure Al. Slotted Blade Leading Edge, Suction Surface View
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The software used for data acquisition and reduction
consists of three programs--"ACQUIRE," "CALC" and "LOSS," as
developed and discussed by Classick [Ref. 6]. The intent in
the present work was to introduce necessary program changes
without changing the original program flow. Therefore
Appendix C of Reference 6 should still be used for file
system, program flow and program executions. "CALC" and
"LOSS" were modified to provide Reynolds number calculations,
probe angle referencing and fully-mixed-out loss calculation
and these changes are discussed in the present section.
The file system is given in Section B2. The modified
program flow for "LOSS" is given in Section B3. The changes
to "CALC" and "LOSS" are discussed in Section B4. Copies of
the three programs and associated subroutines are included in
Section B5. Output data tables of reduced data for upstream
and downstream surveys of both the reference and slotted blade
are illustrated in Section B6. Recommendations for software
improvements are given in Section B7. Lastly a summary of




The current directory and file system is shown in Figure
BI. Four subdirectories exist under the Root directory
"CLASSICK." The "DATA" subdirectory contains the raw data
files created during the data acquisition. The "REDDATA"
subdirectory contains the scaled data files from the
acquisition and the reduced data files from the "CALC"
program. The "PROGS" subdirectory contains the acquisition
programs, data reduction programs and data plotting programs.
The "ROUTINES" subdirectory contains the sub-routines utilized
by three programs in the "PROGS" subdirectory.
The data file names are descriptive in nature. The
prefix (L, U, SUP, SUS, B) designates the survey type. The
number followed by three characters provide the date (26AUG,
4SEP) and the suffix (RAW, SCL, CALC) give the file type. If
more than one run was conducted on the same day a number is
added to the suffix (RAW1, SCLl). To designate the blade
surveyed, a blade number is embedded in the file type (L-
04MAY7RAW). To designate the modified blade the character "m"
was embedded (L-04MAYMRAW).
B3. PROGRAM FLOW
The program flow for "ACQUIRE" and "CALC" remain
unchanged from Classick [Ref. 6]. Figure B2 shows the flow
for the program "LOSS." The figure shows the prompts the user





DATA REDDATA PROGS ROUTINES
S-07APR7RAW S-O7APR7SCL ACQUITE SUBACQUIRE
L-04MAY7RAW L-04MAY7SCL CALC SUBCALC
U-22MAY7RAW U-22MAY7SCL LOSS LOSSCALC






















L Lower Traverse RAW Raw Voltage Reachings
U Upper Traverse SCL Engineering Scaled
S Span Lower Traverse CALC Reduced
SUP Span Upper Traverse Pressure
SUS Span Upper Traverse Suction
B Blade




Enter name of the file containing the calculated data from the lower
probe
Enter the high scan number for the lower probe
IEnter the name of the file containing the calculated data from the
upper probe
IEnter tie high scan number for tile upper probe file4
Enter the limit of integration for the lower probe survey
EEnter the lower scan limit4
Enter the upper scan limit
Enter the limit of integration for the upper probe survey£
Enter lower scan limit
Enter upper scan limit
.4
Loss printout printed to the printer
END PROGRAM
Figure B2. Program "LOSS" Flow
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option has. The changes to previous work were those required
to provide an angle input for referencing the probe pneumatic
axis, scan lengths to decrease file size and execution time,




The "CALC" program for data reduction was modified to
include the calculation of the Reynolds number of the flow,
correct for probe angle referencing and to provide required
parameters for fully-mixed-out loss calculations in the
program "LOSS."
The Reynolds number calculation required the addition
of subroutiiies "Murefensemble" for finding the average
coefficient of viscosity discussed in Appendix C, and "Datint"
to find the integral "Iintg" for the value of Eqn. C8. These
changes are shown in line 2507 and line 2529 of Table B1
respectively. Prompts were required to ask for the
integration interval to be used based on scan number. The
interval should span three inches or less to work with the
"Datint" integration subroutine.
The probe angle referencing correction required a
prompt for the input of angle PH as discussed in Appendix F,
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755 IENSEMBLE VALUES IN SUBROUTINE ENSEMBLE
-760 Ttfnit1iqI-0
7 70 FOR N-I TO 1910
775 ENTER @rt'tjI.iNRadd~it(.) 'THlE ARRAY IS ENTERED UITR A RANDOM
700) isiATEMENT.
78S ON END (Ormthl G010 Tuoprintcalc1
'790 Ptare-Reddlt(lI) IRETASSIGHIIENT OF ARRAY ELEMENTS TO
795 IIRENTIF10ADLE QUANTITIES TO BE USED IN
see IIN SUB3ROUTINE CALCULATIONS.
R10 Pp-Re-rdm t ( 1, 3)
815 rs-Reddat(I,4)
870 PI-Reddnit(l,5)
025 PZ'-Feddait( I G)
830 r3-Reddmt( 1,7)
835 rz3-(rz4pi)/z
840 P4-Red-qt ( 1,89)
845 PS-Redd',t(I.9)
98,0 Ptp-Pedrintt 1, 10)
955 P5pi-feddi I( I .II )
BO0 I8lLnNK-R'ddlt( 1,17)
870 Ynw-Reddeit(I,72) fIAW AINGLE CORRECTION COULD BE Mn0E
875 IHIERE IF NOT ALREADY DONE IN ACQUIRE.
800 TerivReddmt( 1,24)
885 Paviledrint( 1,25)
B9O 10ALCULAE BETA AND GAMMA COEFFICIENTS
895 CALL Pgcalc(Pai,PI.PZ3,P4,PS,Bt.-irwi)
900 ICALCULATE THlE ENSEMBLE REFERENCE VALUES OF PLENUM PRESS,PLENUM TEMP AND PA
905 CALL EnI.teble(rp,Pintiml.Pa,PainitlnI,TempTinitia.PpvgPavg,Tempav,N)




932) 'CnlCUt ATE OREF AND VREF
935 CALL Ovrefc~1r(Xref p,ep,.PpTlm,QrafT,Vr-ef)
940 ICA)LCULATE VELOCITY AND MACH If ANTD 0
945 CALL Vmricalc(Xvel,CpTen.p.6Vel.mnch.i~r,pn.O)
950 1 CALCUt nE T11F INIEGRANO FOR THEF AVnR EXP'RESSION
955 CALI KncetlclP8,pi.Pp,Xve1.Xref.G,Yatu.kn)
9630 ICALCULATE THE COEFFICIENT OF PRESSURE TERM TO OF MASS AIVERAGED.
965F 1TIIFSE TERMS ARE LISFn IN TH4E CALCULATION OF THE LOSS COEFFICIENT.
970 CALL Cnefprenia(Pl.Pp,P'm,XveI .93 Ep5. t)
9-7c; I(A rropi Air TIAF mIANTTTTrr Tn Air M11~q A~ri~nrrn mIITmiv V urcr tilo ire
65
TABLE B1 (CONTINUED)
se0 TOY Kn 10 GET W~E INTEGRAND RFQUIRED 10 cALCULAiE W~E fiASS AVERAGED CP-S
985 CALL Cplnvtegrnnd(Pp,PI,Pe.G,XveI.,8Kn)
990 1CALCULATE Pp-PI/Qref FOR PLOTS
995 CALL Prpfqref(Pp.Pl.Qref.Pq)
1000 1 CALCULATE STATIC PRESSURE UPSTREAMI
IOos CALL StmticpressTPi .Pm,xvei.,P5r-)













1100 Cal r ( N. 11) -P q
1105 CalcI(N.1g)-Pe 11"n & Ps ARE USED FOR STATic PRESS
file IRISE CAILCULATION IN PROGRAIM LOSS.
1115 Cm1cI(N.Z0)-Ps iIIESE VALUES ARE NOT PRINTED.
1120 Knaray(N)-CalcI(m.I0) lUANT TO STORE MORE mhnu JUST ONE







I160 TwoprintcailcI: OFF END @Pnthl
1165 ICALCULATE ENSEtlDIE AVERAGE OF X~RE
1170 CALL XrtnebePagpv,,feag
1175 ICAI CULnFE ENSEMIBLE AVERAGE Or Vnrr
1180 CALL Vrerensprble(Xrefnvg.Cp.TepavgVrefevg)
1185 icALCULATE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE or OTTFF
1190 CAILL Ore fenserb e(Pvg,Ppmvg, G.Xref avg. Oref avg)
119 PRN ...... **...........eo.......s..........
1200 PRINT
120S PRINT AnLIGN PAPER IN PRINTER. WHEN nEADY FOR A HARDCOPY OF 71lE
1me PRINT 'cnLCULATED DATA. PRESS "REDUJCED DATA""."
1210 PRINT
1729 ON KEY I LAREL "REDUCED DAIA" 6010 PrntdataZ
1230 SpIn?:, 0010 Sptn7
1235 Prntdmtiq?: PRINTER IS Prnter
1240 PRINT ................... f.... ........
1249 PRINT "FILE ",CmllIe5
1250 PRINT ..
1255 PRINT .... to...
1260 PRINT
i 69 PRINT 'SCAN L rP0 BETA GAMMA Pill XvflI
1270 PRINT " POSIT"
1275 FOR N-I 10 Scan






13os PRINT "scAN VEL VIIEF 0OREF mAcH
1310 PRINTI*
1315 FR N-1 T0 Scar,




1345 PRINT ......** * ,* * ** * ** * ** *
1355 PRINT SCN Pref-Ptl/Qref"
1360 FOR? N-1 10 Scran
1365 PRINT USING "4D.3X,tO.30E*",N,Cmlc(N.18)
1370 NEXT N
1375 PRA1IT
1380 PRINT ...... 0********0**...... *S** .....*4  *S...... **
13P5 PRINT
1390 P RI NT -ENSEMBLE AVERAGES-
I3ns PRINT-
14e0) PRpI NI ,PpAvG POAnVr TEMIT'VG XREFnV6 VRErAVP,
1405 PRINT UISING "MO. 30F 5X.M3D. ZOE,SX, 30.20. SX, MIT.3DE, SX, MD. 30E.3X. MD. 3F Ipa
141 ouiT'uT rnth41CalrlIv IDuIPUl STATEMENT IS SERIAL.
1415 DIM Cadclu( 100375 ISET'ARAIE CALC ARRAY FOR REUUCLLI
1470 iDAIA FROM UPPER SURVEY STATION.
1430 FOR H-I TO 100
1435 ENiER Iathl,NlReddat(o) IENIER STATEMENT IS RANDOM.
1440 ON END ("Pmthl 6010 1ujoprintcnIc?
1450 Pp-P-rcrntII1,3)
1455 P-I"1 r~iL 1.4)
1460 Pip-Reduirt( I . IV
1465 Psp-Redrlit 1,1I)
1470 P It-RledrntI 1,*13)
14 71 Pbti"Rerlrnt( 1 1,14)
1480) 13ti.Rerls k (I.IS)
1485 P~iu3u-lPZu#P3u)/Z
1490 P~ltrRedint II , IS)
1495 PSii-Rsrrdmt( 1 1I7)
15SOO IEILANK-ITEDAIl( 1,181
1505 IBLANK-REDDAJT 1,19)




1530 ICALCULAfE BTETA ANDI GAMMA COFI-FICIENIS
1535 COLL RRC'c1p5,P iuP~u3u,r4upSu ,Betnu.Gwimau)




1560 ICALCULAIE ORFF AIND VPFF
1565 CALL
I1s70 icALCULATE VELOCITYu AND MAC~u It f1f1) Ott
1575 CALL Vvtr-ilc(XeuI emir.eu~ntt~ii~aoj
15830 1 CALCULATE THlE INIEGRAND FOR THlE AVDR EXPRESSION
I SRS CALL Kfrrlc(rn,PIu.rrpXveluXrefu,G,Youui,Knu)
I1S90 I CALCI)LnIE TIIE COEFFICIENT or PRESSURE FOR IRE UPPER PROBE.
159c, 1 7111S TERM~ WILL BE MASS AVERAGED n110 UStr) IN THlE CALCULATION OF THlE
1609) 1 LOSS COEFFICIENT. THlE Cpsu IERM IS NOT USED IN WHE LOSS COEFFICIENT
I16975 I CALCLATnION.
161 CAL CnIr ePi,~,P.v~ u. ,ps .p




















1705 Cmlru(N.I1)Pa lCmlru(N.IS) TO Calcu(N.18) WILL HAVE
1710 Calcu(N,20)-F'Bu !ZEROS. ARMAY ELEMENT ASSIGNMENT IS




173S Twoprintca1IcZ: OFr END tostio
1740 PRINIT .*** ....... .  .***** ...... ** S .........
174s PRINT
1750 PRINT ........ *.........u.....*.C
1755 PRINT "FILE f 8CI I I e
I-760 PRINT .............................
1765 PRINT "......... ...... ...... *...*..............*.....
1770 PRINT
177S PRINT S'AN U PROl BE IAU GAIITAU PHIUY Xvelu
1780 PRINT Posit"
178S FOR N-1 T0 Scan
1790 PRINT USING "4D,ZX,4D.ZD,3X.M.3DE.3X,M.3E3X,1D.3E,3X.MD.3E",NCncu(
1795 NEXT N
I BM PRINT *.*........ ... .** .. ... *~**.... ........
1805 PRINT
18310 PRINT -SCAN VELU QU Pref-Ptu/Qret IIAcTU YAUU1
1815 PRINT "DEG"
1820 FOR N-1 TO Scan
1825 PRINT USING "4O.3X.MD.30E.3X.MD.3UE,3X,lIU.3)E.3X.MD.30E,3X.MU.3DE;INCaTcu
1830 NEXT N
1840 PRINTER IS Screri
18345 OUTPUT PT'rith5iCalcul')
1850 ELSE
185S MASS SIORPME IS "/CLAS;SICK/EL1ATA~n
1lO6S PRINT
870 PINT "ENTER THlE FILENAME FOR THE DATA 10 BE CALCULATED FROM THlE PROBE
1875 INTUT EtnIcfiIel
1880 CREAIE EDnl C'mIcrile.i,io
1885 ASSIGN Vl'ath4l 10 CalcTilet
im 895 ... s ... o- ....... SS* S** ONE Pll(nDE * *****SS****S.........I....
1900 I ... e.... PscANiVALVE rpR AND SCANNER CHANNEL AssiGNMENT..S.'. ... .9 ...
1905 1-
1910 is
1915 is VARIARLE VAR I AULF POT/CHANNEJL DATA ARRAnY
1920 I. REPRESENTS
1925 1-
1930 is* P t mrr Pa-Pm PAnTI I Redrlt(I I I
193J I- PcnI PcniI-rtmre POnr 2 Reddat ( I.2)
68
TABLE B31 (CONTINUED)
1940 1 P,3 Pp Ievium-Pt are rumi 3 Re.drJnt 1.3)
194S l- Ps pul1iltatic-Ptare Poll! 4 Reddnt(l.4)
1950 ie PI T'l-Ptare Folly S flddat(11S)
IOS l*s P7 rz -Ptarl POP 1 6 nedrint( I G)
19160 1- P3 P3-Ptare PORT 7 Raddait(I.7)
iqFs I. P73 (P741731/Z
197o I. T,4 P4-Ptlr-e PORT 8 Recdnt(I.8)
197S I- PS P-Pt are roil 1 9 R-ddmt ( 1 .9)
]SRO I- Ptr, Ptots1prndtl-Ptre Pont 10 Reddiqt(l.10)
i985 I. P~p Pstntprndtl-Ptrl PoRT IIi Re~1dt( I 1
1990 H Ln1JK roilT 12 Reddst( I IZ)
1995 01. (IANK Pon 1 13 Reddmt( 1 13)
2 WO I- DLnNm PoilT 14 Reddat( 1 14)
z ovs I. Ponit pile POS IT I NPUT R? d dn t C I IS)
70Q)10 1-* Y~,., Pile YAw cURNP ?4 feddmt ( I . 16)
7015 I - Tem~p fOrtL TEmpty-LENUI) ClIAnt 10 rtfddat( I . 17)
ZOZO 1 I'mP AIT1OSPTIERIC PRESS INPUIT TTeddat( 1 .19)
7075 1-
7030 I-
7035 1- . I .. ... . ..... 0 .............. #** **** * * S*t**S SS***S**
2740) I .... *......v ......... suilA REDUCTION .... f.. ..... -4156.v .... 0..4 ...
7045 DIMl CnlI(1T00,7S)
7 z05 ) Plnir 19) !1iviTiIRIES CONDITIONS FOR ENSEMBLE
7017,0 ICALCULAiIONS IN SUBROUTINE ENSEMBOLE.
Z770 P aIrit1 mt)- 0
2071 INPUT "INP'UT VERNIER READING 'J)IEN PROBE BAR IS HORIZONTOL' ,Betft,
275 FOR N-I 10 109)
7000 ENTER tvP'.hINtRedr-fat(TT nARAy ENTERER RANDOMLY
27,05 ON END f Ah.l rOTO PrIntcnlI
Z090) Ptave-FReddat( I Il) 'REASSIGUTTIENF or ARRAY ELEMENTS To
2035 110 IOENIYInALE OUANTIIIES UJSED IN
2100 I SUBROUrINE CAILCULAITIONS.
210S PcmI1Rd11nt( 1,71
7110 rp-ndrmtT 1 .3)
7i15 PsReddnt(I.4)
7170 P4tlerdtTT1,5)
7)75 P7'TTrdrfit( 1 .6)
2130 P3lI~eddFntT 1 7)
zi13s T'73-(P74r3)/z
2140 P4-Redrlfit( I 81
7145 rS-FledrImt 1 9)
2155 ptppedd~nt(I'll)
Z160 IBLAmK-rlriat I 1, Z)
ZIGS IBLA VK.RrisltT I , 13)
7170 IBLnNK-RdrImt(l.I4)
2185 1erip1Tddtt( 1, 17)
7190 Pn-Reddievt( I 10
2191 Yatj 4 0.4S#T8etmf-13etpmh)
z 19!7 ICALCULATE RETA AIND GAMMA CT)ErFIT7IENIS
Z777 CI~tt tncm1c1Pm.PTPZ3,P 4 ,PSjRet,Fnm0
770)5 ICALCULAnTr THE ENSEMBLE REFERENCE VALUES or P-PLENUM,PLENUM TEll' AND PA.
ZI CALL En ;mble,(PpPinitimi,PrPflinitsin *1ep,1initin1 ,rpnvl.Ptevg,1emp~vg,NT










2755 icAL-CULAIE VELOCITY AND mACH a AND Q
2260 CALL v,.qcicec(xvl.cp.emp.G.vel.mnic.pl.r.Q)
2265 1 CALCULATE THlE INIEGFIIINO For THE AVOR EXPRESSION
2zz? CALL KncaIc(Fn.pipp,xvei.Xref.(i,Yau.Kni)
2Z7S I CALCULAIE THIE COrFFICIENT OF PRESSURE TERMIS TO BE MA5S AVERAoGED.
22BO THESE TERMS ARE USED IN THlE CALCULATION OF IIHE LOSS COEFFICIENT.
2205 CALL Coefpre-5(PI.PpPPBXveI.,Cpi5.Cpt)
2290 icALCULATE THE QUANTITIES 10 BF mASS AIVERAIGT. MULTIPLY THESE VALUES
ZZ35 ICY Kn TO GET TIlE INIEGRANO REQUIITFO 10 CALCULATE IIHE MASS AVERAGED CP'S
2300 CALL Crlntegrand(t'pPIPn.G,,XveI,A.B.KinT
2305 ICALCLULAIE Pp-PI/Qref fOR PLOTS
2310 CALL Prffqref(PP,PTQref.Pq)




2335 iEAICULAiE INTEGRANn FOR REYNOLDS NO
7340 CALL Reltiteprard( Kn.U. Yaw, Tri









Z 39T) C ml c JN. 9)1-Yaw
2395 C~nlrt.T0-,
Z4eO EmlcTN.l T' )Cpt
Z I-, C'i I H N 1IZ) cp5.
7110 Cal 0(N. 13) -0 - f
*,415 C,1,71 f. 14)-Vref
7470 Cnl c( N, 1 STQ
Z4?5 C,,T(N.16)-n
Z4130 rnl c( N, 1 7)'TT
Z435 Cal c( N. 11)TT'q
2440 Cal c(N, 19 ) -'m
2 445 Cnl c( N.O 70 -'s
2450 CmIcTN'TJ)
2455 C~lc(N,2Z)-TI e
Z4'5G C m I c N, 73 vn
2457 Cn I c(I". 74 V I
7,160 K n mray (NTC aI c N, 1) IWONT TO SIONE Iti Ki VALUIE IN ON
24F,5 'Af?"rfl FOR) MASS AIVERAGING CALCIJLAIIONS
7410 Pi po( N -Cal c( N. I
2475 Anr m( ) Cml r.( N IGT
74PO Dm, my( N)LICA(HN, 1 7
2485 Cm9r y( N )-nI cIN,722
7430 Scm,,N
7491 NEXT N
Z496 PrInr~lcl: Or r EN4D OT'sthl
2499 I CA? CUTAlE ENSrRI ~E AVERAGE OF YRTF
2499 CnLT )Xr-!fenhIP.Pe~g~pq,X,refmvq
25e ICA)ICULATE FN5EMITLF AVERASE Or VI~rr
25F) ICAILL Vrf-lim~eXetvi,:~p~mqvemu
7502 ICAL CUtnI ATFN5FMOTF Avr,?)(C;E oT Qlf
Z503 CALL Oref ern -mhlf.IPn,r.pmvg,G.X(r efevq.Dt efmvqT
7-4* !CALcutATr 711F [NSFMRLEA.'E or STATIC TIfr'
2505I? C..tL 1.T~~mennl(lmmc.rf~,lmsmmq
ZSO 1f6 Cl ' ATEHF INE EOLF A'J nf Vic,( )SI T Y
2 5Z1 CAL L Mur r f -rmhl (I ep t Tttmq Mur ! f





zSiZ PRINT .*eeo.......................******se e****&#*S***e********
2513 PRINT "..
7514 PRINT "ENTrR THE LIMITS OF INiESTntION I.e.. THE LO1UEST TO 71IE
ZSI PRINT -HIGHEST SCAN NUMBER DESIRED FOR REYNOLDS CALCULATION."
ZSIG PRINT -..
z517 PRINT .... .. ,, 0 ........,,, ,, , , , , ,, , ,,, , ,, , , , , .... ... ..... .. "
7518 PRINT -..
Z519 PRINT .. .. 0 .. ... .. . ... .. . .. .
zszo PRINT ""
ZSZ1 PRINT "ENTER TIlE LOU SCAN"
ZSZ INPUI Lowpoint
7,7,3 PRINT * .... .................................... ......... ........
Z524 PRINT -..
ZSZ0 PRINT ENTER THE HIGH SCAN"
??G I NwU I lItpint
Z5Z7 LOnuSe ALL FROM "/CLRSSICx/ROUTINES/LOSSALCAL
7578 lINFGTAF I
Z5Z9 CALL Oat int iLowpoint .1lpolrn .Car3y( # ) Prbpo-( •.I intgt
Z53) R.e-IZ&t.67,(((PpavgIPasvg)/I7.7)/(53.3*Tempmvg))v(VrefavgMuref)]inwtg
7531 PRIT......* ...................... 09.....
7s3Z PRINT "..
7533 PtINT "LIGN PAPER IN TIE PRINIER. WREN READY FOR A HARDCOPY OF TIlE
2534 PRINT "..
7535 PRINT "CALCULPTED DATA, PRESS .. REDUCIED DAiA"
7536 PRINT ....
Z537 PRINT "'........... v ..... *-was,....,....,'o ''.... e'...* .'
2538 ON KEY 4 LAREL "REDUCED DAIT" G010 PrntdntMl
7539 Solr13! r.'r: Spin3
Z540 Prntcitetn PRINIER IS Prnter
Z541 PRIT I.. .. Of.. ....... s.... 0 ....... a
254z PRINT "FItE " ,C'l cT I I fe!
Z543 rnINT ......... u..sofe ...... e...e.....e * e.. "
Z544 PI N1 ....
2545; PRINT........................I.....*........
754G FRI NI ....
25d7 rdI I 'SrAN rP9 RElh TARATlTl Pill XveI
ZS.4T3 POINT " P05it "
7549 FOR N-i T0 Scarn





Z5 5 PRINT SCAN VeT Vr e" 0 Oref MTCll
2556 P1 NI "
Z557 FOP N'! !) 5cmr
Z5,5r PRINT USINE, "40,3X.iD.33E.3XT )..3T.3X.MD.3 ...3X.MD.30E.ZX.TI.3d)E.X,MDI.30
7559 NEXT N
756 SROVnI NT ..
75SI PIN '.......... ....................... ,. ' ...... *. .. '''...
z 7F;z PRINT ....
Z5 r, P3 rINrT N Pri ,-T't.;p,-f U Ir e-
29F4 T OT' N- I tO 5cstl
25r,0 rOINT USING ' 4O),'XMD.30f.3).Mt),3[)F.3X.M fl.3DE"iN.CaIc(N.18).CmIcN.1),.Cal
75rE, tiE A I N
7 9 rd P INT *............ .. ........
7 FR N P1 T 11
27 7 PRINT '" UNSFrTLE NVFRAGCFS
7 POT I!O';r iT 'f I" !AVG, XP[ r AV, VTAE
7 173 PRINT ISINg, MOj. 301 *.X. M.3T). .S .3D. 0.S MI). 311" X. MO. 3 .13X, MD. 3Dr IPrpA
71
TABLE B1 (CONTINUED)
2574 PRINT -"RurlF 1E1mrsiniTAvw
2575 PRINT USING *lO3E3.I.D"lue*epttv
257s PRINT-
2577 PRINT "RETYNOLDS NO"
2578 PRINT USING -O.4DE-spe
Z579 PRINT , .. *..... .0..& ..... ** .. *......*.. 19.0....n.0
Z580 PRINTER 1S Scre,
2581 DUIPUT LbPmth4o~aIcT-) lSERIAL OUTPUT STATEMTENT.
ZS8Z ENE) IF
Z5S83 PRTINT * ~ *...f.* ..... *..... ... .... f..... .... ......
2584 PRI NI
ZS5I5 PRINT "T0 CALCULATE TIlE CP'S FOR THlE BLADE DATA. PRESS "GA Ef"PS"I"
zsTT6 PRINT - PRESS ""GO ON"" 10 CONTINUE.-
75P 7 PRTNT""
Z589I PRINT "--........
25119 ON V.EY I LABEL "81LAL cl 2', GnID Calculmtecp
75901 ON KEY 4 LABEL "GO ON" 6010 LoadoiptciiZ
z591 Spin4: C1010 Spin4
259Z CaIc.Jiatecp! MASS SiORAGE IS"CLSCKEDA"
Z593 Pill N I -"
2', 4 PRINT............... ...... a.........
7595 PRINT""*
759Gr6 RI "rIFER THE FILE NAMIE OF THE BLADE DATA SCALED IN ENGINEERING UNITS"
2F,97 I N'U T S c I bIetd fIIe S
2598 rpRIT "..... ........ ...... ..........
2599 ASSIGN PT'athiS 10 ScldTile'.
26E; 1)1 PRINT""*
met1 PRINT1 "ENTER IRIE FILE NATME 'TO STORE TIIE MASS AVERAGED EP'S CALCULATED"
26117 PRINT "FROM ITHE BLADE DATA."
ZT3T3 INTPUT 01 ncqic.
25114 CRIEATE 'V Al Pldr'11R0
26115 ASSIGN lprtbi 10 GBtadcaTcl
76116 DIMI Prntdati( 1,48) TDIIILiISIDN SIITENrS FOR BLAIDF ARRAYS
2 601 7 ARI HERE So AITITy SPACE IS ONLY ASSiGIJD
26198 TIE BLADE OPTION 1S SELECIED.
26119 DIII Cp'In'5mvg4RT
26111 MAE Cpasag" (0)
7611 MAT Prntriatn- (0)
261j3 PRINT" "
26), 4 illRI "ENTER PIIE LIMITIS or IIEGRAFTION i e. , IlE LOWEST T0 IlE
26)5 PRINT "IIIGIIFST SCAN NUMBER DESIRED EDIl BLADE CR'S"
7617 PRINT""....to.. .
IS 19 P'ilNTIt "#~*#~********* ..... ********SS***
27119 PRINT'"
26r71I PilNT "ENTER THlE LOW SCAN"
27 INPrut La'petrit
273 pINTi ". . . .......*C....*s* ***tIt* *S#R ."
274 FRIN I"
27 5 IPRlI NT "ENTER I111 )1G SCAN'
2676 I NPUTII Iipo Irn
77 I INTEGIRAT A
7?? IINIEGrAnTE EP
2630 (A) I Ont Ird I Lowpatnt 111lpol ft. B*OriyT I PTr blins1 r RI *ntc))
2631 I INTECRATT7 kit
7632 CAT]L Omt ititLowpoint *IT1point X~n~r-Ayl rr brne Prro ) Iknintg)
26F,3", FENTE IF A5;Tnt datn *
7C; IF, Tp1-Ir nt rd m( I1 11
7T3 fiD7ITO N-F Ir s tbl qrpr t 10 Last b I dert I OTTAINrD F Ft31'TFORT ASSIGNMENT SIIFF 1
-72
array assignment section of "CALC." These changes are shown
in lines 2071 and 2191 of Table BI.
Modification to provide for mixed-out flow loss
required subroutine calls Xrefensemble, Vrefensemble,
Tempstatensemble, to calculate values Yef, Vref and Tsref needed
for evaluation of the integrals as defined in Appendix D. The
subroutines required are contained in "SUBCALC." Additionally
most values had to be placed in arrays for the proper passing
to "LOSS." Lines 2350-2510 of Table B1 contain the changes to
"CALC." Table B2 is a listing of "SUBCALC."
2. "LOSS" ChanQes
The "LOSS" program was -dified to perform fully-
mixed-out flow loss calculations in addition to the previously
programmed mass averaged loss calculation of Classick [Ref.
6]. This required the change of variables from simple to
array variables, the addition of five subroutines and
subroutine calls, and the associated print and format
procedures to produce the additional output.
The pressure, dimensionless-velocity, yaw angles and
position variables were assigned to an array to allow the
subsequent calculations discussed in Appendix D. This allowed
for proper passing of upstream and downstream values to the





1S 5 111 1 FILE CONTINmS ALL THF cALCULtioN SUBROUTINES CALLED BY THE
70 iBATA REDUCTION PROGRAM tALC.




5o OPTION ElASE 1
55 DIM E(S)
60 DIMl F(S)
65 mnr E- (0)
70 WIT F- 10)
75 FOR J-1 10 6



























270 SUB Vrefern-emb1 el ( vPGXrefLvC. ev.rf'q)




305 SUB CF,ntrqrerin(rpP.PIF.GXvel .. K0~
310 m-'P / (r14 ra ) *( G/ ( G-I1 l)X ve 12 ( I l-Xvf-I Z G 1(-I Ifl
315 N I -(r a(I, #r ) - ( I y IzPG/c, I I































tO :PROGRAM LDSSGZ0 1111S PROGRAM USES VALUES FROM THlE CALC ARAYS GENERATED BY REDUCING
30 ISCALEDI DATA IN PROGRAM CALC. SUBROU)INES INTEGRATE THESE VALUES nD A
40 ISTATIC PRESSURE RISE COEFFICIENT*AVDR & LOSS COEFFICIENT is CALCULATED.
so IMUCH OF THlE CODING uAS PREVIOUSLY COMMENTED ON IN PROGRAM ACQUIRE AND
so IPROGRAM cALC.
70 OPTION BASE I
s0 DIM Calc1(100.7S) INOTE TiiAT uj AND I DESIGNATORS DISTINGUISH
90 ITHosE VALUES FROM LIPPER SURVEY AND LOWER





I So DIM Cnlct( 100,7S)
I Fc' 111M Von~g I I TV
170 DIM Positul 100)
180 DIM Cptxkri( tOO) ICOFIDINED VALUES TO MAKE IlE INIEGRATIONS
190 DIM Cptuxknu( 100) IMORE EXPLICIT 70 THE PROGRAMMER.
ZOO DIM Cpsxkn( Ioo)
7 10 DIM XKn( 100)
220 DIM Knu( t00)
7 O DIM Yxkrw( 100)
Z40 DIM Z x l 100)
zS50 Dim rawu( oO)
751 DIM P&I ( 10)
76o DIM XI(IOO)
770 DI M Xlref( tOO)
7o0 Dim F1ref( IOO)
290 DIM Pt1( 100)
300 DIM Y ., ( l00))
310 DIM Xu. .00)
370 DIM Xur-ef( 100)
330 DIM Puref( tOO)
340 Dimr Pttj ( I 0)
350 DIM Yauu( 100)
360 MA) CmlcI" (0)
3-70 MAT cmicu- (0)
30) MAT ro~sjt (0)
390 MAT Positu- (0)
403 MAT Cptxlr)- (0)
410 MAT Cptu'Iknu'. (0)
420 MAT Cpsxl~n- (0)
430 MAT Kn- (0)
440 MAT Knu- (0)
450 MAT Y.kn- (o)
460 MAT Zxdcnti (0)
470 MAT reu- (13)
471 MAT Pat- (0)
480 MAT Xl- (0)
490 MAT Xlref- (0)
500 Mtir Plref-' (0))
510 MAT Pit- (0)
5z0 MAT Yawl- (0)
!;30 MA) Xtu (0)
540 MAT IPurer- (0)
560 Mtin Ptk%- (0)
570 MAT Ymuti- (0)
580 Lonosips All ROM "/CLnSSICK/RO()TINES/LDSSCAI C'
Soll LonosIJO All FROM */CLASSICKROUrIPJTS/LRSSCnICI"
590 IDAUsue ALL FROM '/CLAssiCK/ROUTIN4ES/SUBMIXLDSSI"
600 MASS STOP~flE IS -/CLASSICK/REDOAnIA
6)0 rPIER is Prnter
670 PRINT "LOSS CALCULATION RESULTS FOR STA)TION IUD AND MIXED FLOW RESULIS."




650 PrFINT "ENTER rlHE NAmE OF TH4E FILE CONTAINING THE CALCULATED DATA FROM THE"
60 PRINT "LOWER PRODE"
670 PRINT
600 INPUT Calclfile$
690 PRINT "ENTER IN THIE HIGHEST SCAN TAKEN FOR LOWER SURVEY"
700 PRINT "'f ... e..***..*.*****~********.........
710 INPUT Scaril
720 ASSIGN pT'athl TO CalcIftleS
730 ENTER @Path2.Calcl(s)




















990 PRINT FlIJER THE NAME OF THlE FILE CONTAINING 111E CALCULATED DATA FROM THE"
1000 TPRINT "UPPER PROBE'
moZ rINT *e ...... e
1030 TrTuT "ENTER IN THE 11flIEST SCAN TAKEN FOR UPPrER SURVEY"
I erl INPUT Scnt,
1060O ASSIGN OPeih7 TO Cmcruf IeS.
1070 ENTER PI'atlZalctu( *
10030 FOS N-12 TO Snu





1140) Qii-ECmcu( N, 15)
12150 Xu(N) -Cn1cii(N. )
12260 Xtiref(N)-Cm) cii(NP,)
117o ruref(N).Cmlru(N 73)
12280 PttiT N)-Calcu( N,74)
I2190 Ya,uu(N) Cm] cti(N,91
i272 z-(Pnu-Pt(N)I/Qu
2770 Ct~ttxk nu(N) -CR*U'2TU( N)
2730 7xk nui N)-7 0Krju( N)
740 NEXT N
2750 skfpzPRniNIER IS; Prritcr





2320 PRINT "XLP[FVG PLUFAYG PALAVG-




1 340 PRINT "RrYG PuRFFAvG r'nunvs1350 PRINT USING *'II.30E.ix,m.3DEMD.3E.iXurefnvg,Purefavg Paunva
13630 PRINT "
1370 PRINTER IS Scren
1380 PRINT
1390 PRINT "ENTER THE LIMITS OF INTEGRATION FOR THE LOWER PROBE SURVEY"
1400 PRINT
1410 PRINT ................................. "
1420 INPUT "ENTER THE FIRST POINT .LotivoirntI
1430 INPUT *'ENTER THE LAST POINT flipointl
1440 1 CALL l1lt INIEGRA7ION ROUTINE
1450 :.IL Dint(Lowpainti.Nfipointi.Kn(*1.PosIt(*1,Denoriinntor)





1510 PRINT "ENTER THE LIMITS OF INTEGRATION FOR THE UP'PER PROBE SURVEY-
i570 PRINT '
1530 PRINT -'o ...... o.............. o....... f................*...o...... ....
1540 INPUT "ENTER THlE FIRST POINT" ,Leupottitu
1550 INPUT -ENTER THlE LAST POINT",NI11olnitu




1600 PRINTER IS Pr-nter
1610 PRINT "INTEGA INTEGC INTFGY INTEGB INTFGZ NUtIERATOR"
1620 PRINT USING "MO.3OE.lX,MD.3DE,IX,MO.3OEIX,M.3DtlX,M.3DE,M.3E"inten,
16630 PRINT
1670 PRINT "DENOMINATOR"
1680 P RI NT ISING "M0. 3DE"iOenoinrator
1690 PRINT"
170e PRIN T *- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1710 Cp?-(intetz/Deiiorminntor)4(Inegy/Deniom'inator)
1720 Aydr -Numer at or /De nom i nn tor
1730 PRINT "STATION TUO RESULTS"
174r, PRINT _ ______
1750 PRINT 'siniIc PRESSURE RISE COEFFICIENT"
I17GZP 1 RNTI USING *lO3Ep
177o PRINT "
1700 PRINT "AVOR"
179o RINT USING, "MD.3DE";Avdr
180-2 PRINT "
1810 W-(Iritep (I/Avdr)-TIritegb)/(Intcn-intetpr)
1870 PINT "LOc;S COEFFICIENT"




1870) PRINT "THlE FOLLOWING IS FOR MIXED FLOW RESULTS-
1880 PRINT""
1890 PR IN T -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
189 PRINT ' iAVGL IZAYGI 13AVGL iiAvGU IZAVGU I3AVcGU"
1892 PRINT USING "MD.3DE,IX.MO.3DE.IX~tiO.30E.IX.MD.3DEIXMD.3DE. IXMO.3DE",Ih,
1893 PRINT"
1900 CALL Con ralc(Ilavgl.1?.vgI.I3agI.XlrefavrAavglBov1,Cavgl,DaIvgl.Envq1)
1901 PRINT "AAVGL eAVGL CAVGL OAVGL EAVGL*"
1.90Z PRINT USING "M.3D)E.IX.MD.3E,IX,M.3D)EIX.MO.30)E.IX.MD.3DE";iAnvgl.Bnvgl.C
1903 PRINT
Ism0 CALL ConsrnIc(IlIsvg...IfvguIIgt.Xrefvr,jvqu.8ou.Cnvgu,Davgu.Eavu)
1911 PRINT "AAVGU BAVGU CAvrGU DAVORU EAVGU"
191? PRINT USING "MO.30E,IXMD.30EIXMO.3DE,IX,MO0.3DE.IXMD.3DE";Aavgu.Bavqu.C
t913 PRINT ,




1950 PRINT USING "MO.3DE.M.3DE,IXMD.3E,IX.M.3D'E"IXIMxflou.YauImxfIou.PtIr
1950 PRINT I-
1970 PRINT "XlMIXFLOU YAWUIIIXFLOU PIRnTIO PSRnTIO FOR LPPER STATION-
1900 PRINT USING "tiD.3DE.1M.3DE.IX.MD.3DEIX,M.3)E"IXumixfIou.YauumlxfIouPtir





Zm3e PRINT "MIX FLOW RESULTS-
Z040 PRINT
7050 PRINT
z05 PRINT "MIX FLOU SlnTIC PRESSURE RISE COEFFICIENT"
2070 IPRINT USING "MC?.3E"#Cpmixflou
2080 PRINT "..
z90 PRINT "MIX FLOU AVOR"
ZIm PRINT USING "MD.3DE"gAvdrmliflow
2110 PRINT ..
2120 PRINT "MIX FLOW LOSS COEFFICIENT"
Z13o PRINT USING 'MO.3DE"U'iflou
z140 PRINT ...
215Z PRIN4TER IS Screr
ZIO PRINT
2170 PRINT "11111..1...........1t1-111111t1 1111.........1of-1..111.."
7IR0 PRINT





The additional subroutines for the fully-mixed-out
loss calculation are in the routine "SUBMIXLOSS." Subroutine
"Integrals" is used to calculate the necessary integrals as
shown in Appendix D. Subroutine "Conscalc" reduces the
integrals to the needed constants for the fully-mixed-flow
quadratic equations described in Appendix D. Subroutine
"Mixflow" returns the mixed-flow pressure ratios for the mixed
loss calculation. Subroutine "Mixloss" provides the mixed-out
loss coefficient while subroutine "AVDR" provides the mixed-
out axial-velocity-density ratio. Lines 10-640 of Table B4
incorporate these changes.
The print and format statements were added in lines
1610-2150 of Table B3. These changes are shown in Figures B3
and B4 which are the printouts of the loss results for the
reference blade and the slotted blade.
B5. PROGRAM LISTINGS
The complete listing of the programs and associated
subroutines is given in the Table of Contents for Appendix B.










z 0 1 THIS FILE CONTAINS IIIE CAILCLALITINS NEEDED TO FIND THE HI,,
30 IFLOW PfithilIEERS OF fjNr HEIISURED STATION
40
50 lINTtG0,iLS FINDS THE IlfivG.IZA;4f, AiND 13AVG~i VfnLAES
6 0 lCOIISCfLC FINDS 7T4E VM'UES OF 6,S.D.C.E
70 lHIxE1OW 71IN40 THE VKiUES OF A.ftI FT RuthIGN fitND PS RAiTIO
Be IlIx4OSS 'INDS THE CFT. fiVDA AND1~ HIX FLOW LOSS
so SUrB lnternas(Pt(e))((*, ,Fn(v) .Vtref(),)*asref(-.. yWl* ) P051t(a*) ,Hipaint .L
100 OFTION tiSE I
101 6-1.41
110 DIM Intcir-aI Ii 1001)
110 DI H Integrsl Z( Ite,
130 DIMH Irit enr &13( 0,
140 Hitt Intr~qrnl 1- %01
150 hituT Intecqral?- (0)
160 HAT Integreil3' (0,
170 F OR N-1 TO Scein
160 Intecirai l(N,-((Pt(N.F8(Np ,.,iNi)- I-uIN; 2).11-I .O( a(~)Ut~
210 NExF N
j j' C11iA t~ 01tInt I IL(fOui~n I *l.Hp~i I I V)'IT * ftr 11 - ,FOS 3t{
230 Cuit L litint l(Lc:point hlipoirit lIt~rnlZ( Fosi t( .12
240 Cht1l DiatzrtI(Loupoint.ipoint.Inteqrnl3(.,.Fo51it(*.,I3)
2 50 1 1 ,vcl 1
260 1 Z m"q- 2
2 70 1 3av~v3
260 SuriE NrJ
290 1------------------------------------------------------------------------
3 10 wm-e i vc)*( 12 nvg/ I Iavqp
3,0 6-xrefnvg*(I3avqllvg)
330" 6-1.41
340, C-i Gf I )i( G- I)2
3;;0 0-2 SNF( C -(- 2 Gu/6-I -it Z,-B 2
360, E-( I -t (2 &iu,( G- In fl 2. Z 8 2 -it 2
390 SUR Ht xf I owitBC,E . refavi.nII v)FmvxifIot Tlm fIo.tr oPa-
4 Cr r, -I. 41
410 A M I Xf Ii.v5 nr- D #SQRT (D 2 - 4 aC vF 2 -C,
420 umxflcouisqr2-(-D-S013(0 2-4.C.E )i( 2-C)
437 lb d AM I fI L 3I S (r ir u19f I OLusqr I
440 A m i xf i rim?-SOR I A i x 1f Iou~s tt2
45 0 IF AmixflowlI Aixilow2 THEN
40 F,17 Aixf Iou-Amxf low?
47;0 ELSE
460 Am I I ow. Xnx f I ow.1
49 0 ENO IF
30 SUDENDi
I4 ------------------------------------------------------------------------
550 ;URD HxIao-Ft2ratj,trt io,F rtto.Fal ru.rlr Pur Loss
570 Lniiv-(Ft lrntzo-Pt~rntio,,(Pt lrmtio-P~sIratio)
560 SUREND
550 1-------------------------------------------------------------------------
620 klifo~-trto(iiil-l-(IMi 2,/( I-Alref 2), 2.5*COS1vmwsu
0;30 (lvdf -kumuxflaujfx.,,xf~ou
640 SUDJ itI)
LOSS CALCULATION PESULTS FOR STATION TWO AND MIXED FLOW RESULTS.





INTEGA INtEGC INTEGY INIEGS INTEGZ NU1IERATOR









T11E FOLLOWING, It OR MIXED FLOW RESULTS
IIAY01 I?fWGL 13AVGL IIAv~u IAYGU I3nvGU
7.79GE-0TI -f.965E-ei ~.157E402 7.9I8E-0I 2.922E-02 1.I49F40Z
A(. BAV~GL cAv,L DAVGL EAVOL
8,344E-OZ 1.3O6E ,-3.455E401 
-1.8I'0E10Z 7.Z4SE40Q)
AVU BAVGU CAYG" DAYGU EAVGU
3.43811-03 1.35ZE401 3.4SSEi,&' -1.7iIE4457 I MZE,,0
XMIYFLOU YAUIIIXFLOW P TRAIIO PST?( FOR LOWER STATION
l .I l S F - 0 1 4 .8 4 U. 4 0 1 9 . 4 3 E - 0 1 .S 
-F
)(M]XrLOW YAWtIXLow PiRATij PSIZAT 10 FO rPER STATION
7.6SOE-07 2.S74E#00 g.S76L-0I 9.3IISE-0I
MIX FLOW RESULTS
MIX FLOW STATIC PRESSURE RISE COEFFICIENT
MIX FLOW AvoR
I. 015E#003
MIX FLOW LOSS COEFFICIENT
8. 7601-01
Figure B3. Reference Blade Loss Output
82
iOqf, CAt.CUL(111ON RIESUIIIS FOR SintION1 TWO (lurf MHiXE FLOW RESULIS.
USIE IE -4~YCL U- 3 1#1(YMCOLC
XL RErFIWG rLIwr flvO rALAYG
9.342E-0~7 1.71;7E#01 4.0[FF402
XUPEF AV(D rpRr nvG PAIJVOv
9.31SE-OZ I.7GOE401 4.0E;RE4@7
INIEGn INIEGC INIFGY INIEGB INIEGZ NUIErAion









THE FOLLOUING 1S FOR MIXED FLOW RESUILIS
IfAVGL. IA~vc'l_ I30VGL I IAYCO: 17AV'GU I 3A)VrG
-7.7'Bt Of R;.9gFS-01 1.I11,E#07 8. 0-BE -0 1 3.13GE-02 I.14GE407
AOV()GL SnVGL CAV7L. EAO VGL
t.344E-e7 I.3n6F401 3A455E.0I -I.81OEieZ Z.74SE400
AnYGOj FlAVOR EC vj OnAVOR FAVORj
3.03SE-03 1.37(11401 3.45SE+eI -I.647E#407 I.,MZE#00
)a1IYFLOU YALUIIIXL0W PIRnTTO pSOTijo FOR LOWER STATION
1.115F-01 4.84CE#0l 9.943E-01 9.52SE-0?
XH I XT LOU YAWNIXFLOU F'IRAIIO rPOTTO FOR UIPPER STATION
7.F0rE-07 2.7.3 E#V'Q g.540E-01 9.347E-01
MIX FLOW RESUlLTS
MIX FLOW STOIIC PHLSSRREF RISE COEFFICIENT
MIX FLO') (OO
1 .031EF#00
MITX I'LOW LOSIS COLEi~FICIENT







The plots are printed using the DUMP GRAP key on the Hewlett
Packard keyboard. A simple understanding of the plotting
procedures of Reference 10 is needed to ensure proper plots.
B6. DATA LISTING
Table B5 lists the scanivalve port and scanner channel
assignments for data acquired using the program "ACQUIRE."
An example of the table of survey data for an upstream
survey output by "ACQUIRE" in raw measurement units (volts) is
given in Table B6 with the corresponding scaled (engineering
units) data output in Table B7. Results of downstream surveys
for both reierence and slotted blades are similar, with
variations occurring only in measurements, scan numbers and
scan positions.
The following list provides the reduced data output





An example of scaled data output by "ACQUIRE" for a
surface pressure scan is given in Table BIl. The associated




SCANIVALVE AND SCANNER CHANNEL ASSIGNMENTS
5-ole Probe SCANIIER i2 SCANER 12
S.V. # 2 S.V. I I ch I ch
I P atmohr Patmospheric - SVI READ DATA 40 SVI ADVANCE(stw )
2 P calibration P calibration i SV2 4i SV2
3 P plenum P plenum 2 42
4 P wal static 20)B8 IFPreisY 3i________ ______
S fl (probe) IB 4 44
6 F2 "19B 5 _______j VFRIE1S o
7P3 " T7B 6 _ 4 6 V2 "'
n F4 R "B 7 47
9 " 15B 48
1' Ptp rrai.dci(cotali 14B 9 49
11 Fsp Frandtl(stati )13 8  1 0Tt(pienum) "50
12 BLANK 12B ii _______ 51 ______
13 10 1iB i2 52
14 f lOB 13 53
15 "' 9B 4 - 54
16 68 1 55
17 ... 7B S___6
i8 6B 17 57
19 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5B 18 _ _ _ _ _ _ 58 _ _ _ _ _ _ _
20 4B 1 9 59
21 3B 20 60
22 2B 21 61
23 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 22 ______ 62 _______
24 . _ 21(suction side) 23 63
2_ 3T .24 YAW XDUCER 64
26 __________ 41 25H ______ 65 ________
27 51 26 66
2 P 61 21 67
29 71 120 68
30 81 29 69
31 9T 30 70
32 10r 31 71
33 Tit 32 72
34_ 12T 33 73
35 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 34 _ _ _ _ _ 7 _ _ _ _ _ _ _
36 14__ _ __ _ _ iT 35 7j__ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
37 15r 36 76
3P i6r 37 1;
39 f_________ f -_ _ __ _ 30 8 _ _ _ _ _ 78 _ _ _ _ _ _ _49 igr -39 9
41 _ 97 _
42 _ 20 __,
43_ S[ [(ata inst)
44 S2 (suction sidel_451 3-
40 P2 (press aide) I
47 P3
48 [R ALING EDGE
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TABLE B6
EXAMPLE RAW DATA FILE PRINTOUT
PROBE RAU DATA FILE L-O4MAY7RlU
SCAN PROBE I 2 3 4 s
POSIT
I 0.00 -1.070F-05 -. 1E-0-O5 I.2S9E-03 -7.314E-04 9.GGGE-04
2 .10 -I.IZOE-OS -I.0eOE-OS I.2SSE-03 -7.Z94E-04 9.6f3E-04
3 .20 -8.400E-OG -6.6OOE-06 I.Z50I-03 -7.26CE-04 9.61TE-04
4 .30 -9.OOE-06 -9.400E-06 1.ZSE-03 -7.338E-04 9.726E-04
5 .40 -I.340F-O5 -1.2ZOE-OS 1.251E-03 -7.28C1E-04 9.79OE-04
6 .50 -I.300E-05 -I.360[-05 I.250E-03 -7.331;E-04 9.03SE-04
7 .60 -I.160E-O0, -l.300E-05 I.255F-03 -7.784E-04 9.9?7E-04
8 .70 -I.320E-05 -1.370E-05 1.750C-03 -7.34GE-04 9.907E-04
13 .80 -I.770E-05 -l.Z40E-0 1.ZSPE-03 -7.3SK-@4 9.9 IRE04
10 .90 -I.160E-05 -I.18 0-0S I.Z57E-03 -7.3ZZE-04 9.gr,2E-04
aI :. o . 18 eof-Os -I.ICOc-0 I.ZS4E 03 -7.372E-04 9.9GO-04
I? 1.10 -3.400E-06 -4.OOE-0S I.?SSE-03 -7.354E-04 I.OOIE-03
13 1.20 -l.240E-05 -I.IZOE-O0 I.2SBE-03 -7.392E-04 I.OIOE-03
14 1.30 -I.OW1-05 -1.080E-05 1.260E-03 -7.314E-04 I.,,1r-03
Is 1.40 -9.600-OG -I.080F -05 1.26111-03 -7.342E-04 1.018O3-03
11 1.50 -7.40K13-06 -6.000[-06 1.25GE-03 -7.379E-04 l.016E-03
17 1.60 -9.700E-Ou -9.800-06 1.767F-03 -7.364E-04 1.034E-03
18 1.70 -8.400E-06 -7.0E-0 I. 2G I E-03 -7.310E-04 I.03?E-03
19 1.80 -I.200"K-0G -I.4003-01C 1.2611-03 -7.370E-04 1.0291-03
zo 1.90 -S.1G00E-0 -5.300E -03 I .?53 E-03 -7.3 GOE -04 I.033E-03
71 Z.00 -Z.OOF-O@3 -Z.00013-07 1.262F-03 -7.3 50E-04 1-03IL-03
77 2.10 -I.Oe1-OS -1.OZOE-05 1.263[-03 -7.363E-04 1.030E-03
23 Z.ZO -1.340( -0S -I.Z001-05 1.755F-03 -7.3301. 04 1.073E-03
24 Z.30 -1.0703E-05 -1.040E-os I.'38E-03 -7.314E-04 1.076E-03
2S 2.40 -1.280E-05 -I.1I0-0 5 1.257E-03 -7.337F-04 1.07713-03
26 7 50 -IOE-OS -I.705E-bS k.AHE -Z3 -7.!.:2E-04 1.0711-03
Z7 7.SO -I.IOF-05 -1.2703-05 .255E-03 -7.41ZE-04 I.0ZG13-03
28 Z.70 -1.40E-05 -I.GZOE-05 - .254E-03 -7.390E-04 I.037E-03
29 Z.80 -1.0001-05 -I. IZOE-05 1.ZSO1-03 -8.037F-04 I.035E-9,3
30 2.30 -1.320r-%5 -I.37OE-OS ..254E-03 -8.071GE-04 1.075E-03
31 3.00 -1.170E--O5 -I. ZW'-0 . 25ts -03 -8.031-04 1.034E-03
SCAN 6 7 8 9 10 11
I -8.3771-04 -9.3627E-04 -7.734E-04 -9.5nqF1-04 1.0?"IE-03 -7.204E-04
2 -8.38;[.-04 -8.396[-04 -7.720E3-04 -9.604E-01 1.079L-03 -7.178[-04
3 -3.36GE-04 -8.346E-e4 -7.73?E-04 -9.644E-04 1.073E-03 -7.1iRCE-04
4 -8.3461-04 -9.35717-04 -7.604E-04 -9.62F-04 1.07GE-03 -7.718E-04
5 -8.360E-04 -8.3800E-04 -7.6313E-e4 -9.6 11E-04 I.0138E-03 -7.IRZE-04
6 -8.38GE-04 -8.344F-04 -7.6S/-,;-@4 -9.874[-04 1.078E-03 -7.231L-04
7 -8.39SE-04 -8.368E-04 -7.63GE-04 -9.740E-04 1.074E-03 -7.252E-04
8 -8.370-F-04 -8.313R13-ola -7.G10-04 -9.7971-04 1.07%t-- 3 -7.740F-04
9 -8.390lE-04 -8.3813E-04 -7.r,4E-04 -9.73131-04 1.073E-03 -7.?GBE-04
10 -8.40. -04 -8.374U-04 -7.647.F-04 -9.744[-e4 1.07E,-03 -7.72381-04
I1 -8.364E-04 -8.350E-04 -7.G34E-04 -9.710E-04 1.0711-03 -7.204E-04
12 -8.3/2F-01 -8.348-04 -7.676F -04 -9.668F-04 1.075U-03 -7.7301-04
13 -8.403E-04 -8.40ZE-04 -7.7772E-04 -9.7001-04 1.081E-03 -7.1'721-04
14 -8.3181F-04 -8.3'm, 0 7.V-0r1 3.177 r -. 04 1.087E-03 -7.746F-04
IS -8.374E-04 -8.38E-04 -7.7;gE-04 -9.61IE-04 .088E-03 -7.28213-04
16 -8.3581F-04 -8.374E-04 -7.75U13--04 -9.G3E[-04 1.084E-03 -7.264-04
17 -0.397E-04 -8.370E-04 -7. 7416E- 04 -9.6201E-04 1.084E-03 -7.jZrF-04
18 -8.337(-04 -9.374(-04 -1.716F-04 -9.5',03F-04 .0891-03 -7.778r,-04
19 -8.3,E-04 -0.356E-04 -7.738E-04 -9.G6I;E 04 1.0/1E-03 -7.188[-04
20 -9.344F3-04 -8.334F-04 -7.73:1 04 -9.490E-04 1.0891-03 -7.380F-04
?I -8..3IGE-04 -8.354E-04 -7.694E-04 -9.6171-04 1.013ZE-03 -7.?57E-04
27 -8.344E-04 -8.3401-04 -7.65GE-04 -9.614[-04 1.078F-03 -7.212F-04
73 -8. W01E-04 -e.2 31GE -04 -7.678E-04 -9.606F-04 1.077E-03 -7.?ZO1-04
24 -8.300-04 -9.209t-04 -7,SrQ 1-0,4 -9.674E-04 1.079F-03 -7.197P-04
ZS -8.31?E-04 -8.19G1-04 -?7.SAZE-T- 9.S7C:-z4 i.07!,E-03 -7.?24E-04
76 -- 973-, -A.2Gi--04 -7.407E-04 -9.6971-04 1.0751F-03 -7.197E-04
27 -9.3 E-04 -8.349E-04 -7.S10E-04 -9.18E -04 1.080E-03 -7.74E- 04
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TABLE B6 (CONTINUED)
28 -8.79GF-04 -8.Z76f.-04 -7.446F-04 -9.7IZF-04 1.076F.-03 -7.S0F-04
Z9 -8.?94F-04 -8.30V,-04 -7.4301 04 -9.787F-04 1.077E-03 -7.746E-04
30 -8.286f-04 -8.z68E-04 -7.48GE-04 -9.754E-04 I.071]E-03 -7.?ZFE-04
31 -8.340E-04 -8.29OF-04 -7.46r;--04 -9.T/[-04 1.073F-03 -7.197E-04
SCAN I' 13 14 Y/UCIInN fl: 'CIIAN n 0M75
VOLTAIE VOLTAGE PRE.SSURE
I 0I.860]-06 -8.l@0E- 6 -1.040C-05 4.SSIE-bZ I.ZIE_03 406.63
2 -4.9Q0[-@G -9.200C-06 -I.ZF;OF-05 4.851E-07 1.231E-03 40G.63
3 -4.400E-OG -9.400E-06 -1.060E-05 4.849E-CZ 1.Z4fE-03 406.63
4 -S. 000;- OG - I . I GO-01, -1.2801-0r 4 SOE-07 1.256 -03 4%. 63
5 -7.0O0E-06 -1.7GOE-O5 -.. 30E-0S 4.841E-OZ 1.257E-03 40G.63
6 -S.8001-Of; -8.40OF-OG -I.10)F-0t; 4.831;F- 07 1.Z5IE-03 401.163
7 -5.4E - S -I. ZME-05 -I.47OF-9)", 4.B38E-O2 1.250E-03 406.63
8 -7.0.M-00 -I.3 6. 05 -l.4GO -05 4.830F-02 1.TSTF-03 40G.63
9 -8.1ooF-06 -1.30C-05. -t.CCO:- 5 4.831E-07 I.264E-03 106.63
10 - 6.8L-90 -1.240t-05 -1.340i-05 4.e3iF 07 1.2696-03 40. V3
It -8.,-WE0'6 -I.0eOE-0S -I 14OE 05 4.1.313E-0? 1.264E 03 406.63
17 -6.496-01, -I.*18M-05 -I.340F Wi 4.857F-07 1.27E-03 40G.63
13 -I.0MlA.E IS -l.1Zet-05 -I.3 O0S 4.853E-02 .775E-03 40G.3
14 -3.400r-96 -O I .l;0W-0!, -I.7,01 4.8471-07 1.275F-03 40U;.63
15 -I.400E-06 -6.6 OE- eG -I.I:OE-05 4.84?E-OZ I.7GE--03 401.63
IG -3.09Mi. 06 -9.0'F-0 , -I.160E'05 4.t04F-0Z !.ZRIE-03 40r.63
17 -3.800F- o -8.79'-G -. e-c05 - . 35E-OZ 1.18BE-03 406.63
1 -8.0 '" -0 7 - 5.7M, -06 -7. WOL -6G3 4.849F 07 1.288F-03 406.63
19 -S. OME-OR -I. OWE CIS -l. ?40E-O.S 4.834E-07 1.307F-03 'CG.63
70 I. OOOS -0, 4.0 0-' f -8. 'E0 --0 7 4.833F-02 1.799F-03 40G.13
71 -6. -0E6OG -1.760E-OS -1.3O0E-5 4.831,E-02 1.?1c-03 406.13
Z7 -7. 000f - 06 - I.3,f -05 - I. F- 05 4.83OF-07 I. 79IE-03 406.63
?3 -7.4 00E- 0 -I.300E-05 -I .380E05 4.8376-CZ 1.311E-03 40. G3
74 -7.800,F-OF -I.TZOO[-05 -1.540[ 0' 4.836'-0? 1.31F6-03 40.63
2S -1.-700 G06 -1.7190E-05 -I.340 M- 4.834E-02 1.319E -03 406.63
26 -;,..- o [- O; -I.70O'-0. -1.420E (b 4.834r--07 1.374E-03 406.6G3
27 -9.70 6.'. E-eG -1.40l-09 -1.780 05 4.8366-07 1.331F-03 4,f;.63
28 -8.80iL 0[; -1.440i-05, -1.4;06 05 4.835l -OZ 1.379E-03 406.F3
29 -S.2CoE-oe -I.3OE-05 -I.4G6.-05 4.831E-02 1.330E-03 40,r3.F3
30 -S.40;-0i - -1.470E 0, 4.974E-07 1.33HF-03 400.F,3
31 S. ' 00E- f, -1.360E-05 -1.560[-OS 4.9317-07 I. 333-O,3 406.63
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TABLE B7
EXAMPLE SCALED DATA FILE PRINTOUT
I'H01F SCMtED DnIiA F IL11 L-04MAISCI
stAN P1101W I 2 3 4 5
PUOSI T
0.0M -1.070F-01 -1.0001-02 1.21391 401 -7.7)1I40,0 9. 7130-4 00
2 .10 -I.101E-oI G. MOE -03 I.2kblit'0I -7.187rtOO 9.B041:100
3 .20 -B.400E-OZ -2.0001u--3 1.7581 401 -7.1971:40 1.7M21400
4 .30 -!.8(*E-07 4. eO06- 03 1.28?E10I -7.?4,)EIOO 9.013zlco
s .40 - I .349)f.-OI 1.2004- 07 1.76,41:40 -7.1541-40 9.9741:400
6 se0 -!.380E-01 2.0%OFf-03 l.77EIOI -7.1981:100 9.117GE100
.7 .60 -. 113011-0I -1.40K1-07 1. 2681-401 -7.1681:400 1.000,:0i
9 .10 -I.AZOE-01 @.c00,8c-f0 1.21341:01 -7.214E+00 1.00311101
9 .80 -1.220E-01 -Z.nzi1-03 I.2701-401 -7.2791&400 1.0041:401
10 .90 -I.1801:-Ol -2.0,'W-03 1.262(101 -7.Z013Efle0 1.008(401
11 1.00 - 1 IE- of 2, OWF -03 1.216(401 -7.704E:400 I.OOB8U01
17 1.10 -3.4001z-OZ - S. CAME -03 I.2611:101 -7.320(4+00 1.004E#01
13 1.20 -1.740F--01 I.ZOOVOZ 1.2711:101 -7.26140e 1.0?71:101
14 1.30 -1I. OOE -0I1 -8. OWE -03 I.ZIO1:I0I -7.ZI4EteO l.023E101
I S 1. 40 - 9 .6wz -- 07 -1.7001107 1.771Ei0i -7.Z4131:4eO 1.07711f01
I1G 1.50 -7.40ef-OZ S. OWE 03 1.,-.64E 01 -7.2541:100 I.OZ4EIOI
17 1.CGO -9. 200~E -07 -6.0001 -03 1.2711:401 -7.277E400 1.043E401
19 1.00 -1.7@P-E-OZ -2.00'2 e,3 1.263FI0I -7.3e8ElO0 1.030POI0
20 1.90 -5.300F-07 -2. CARE- 03 1.759fte1 -7.304E400 1.039L101
2) 2.00 -2.0001:0Oz I.801f-o 1.25411401 -7.33011400 1.039L401
12 2.1IQ - 1.0W01 01 -7.001:03 1 .77.3001 -7.761:H 100 1. 040c, to1
23 Z.20 -1.3401:-01 1.4ME -07 1.2811:1 -7.196LI00 I1.03A1A 1
Z4 2.30 -l.0ZOL-0I -2.00i03 I.ZI;9'Il -7.ZIZE40C 1.0381-4@1
25 2.40 -1.790E:-01 I.COOE-07 l.71;srf.l -7.704E#100 1.03*3[E401
26 2 50 -I. 12OF-01 -9.000E 03 1.7213 ?L10 1 -7.2001 03 1.017Ff:ll
28 2.70 -1.400F-01 -2.000(-0Z 1.2681:4@1 -7.2581-400 1.041: 10
29 7.p.0 -I.080E-01 -4. WE -03 1 .78c 101 -7.974F#100 I. NSE tO1
311 2.90 -1.3?@E-01 0. 0011 clc I.ZSIEIO -7.944L40-W 1. 031r101
31 3.00 -1.170E Of -8.0001-03 1J869(f0I -70460 1.0451pll
SCAN 6 7 8 10 I
I -fl.770I1(1~0 -0.7601-100 -7.837) 100 -9.40GL410Z 1.08i1:101 -7. 101:11IM
2 -8.274CtO0 -8.2084E 00 -7.C001100 -9.4911:100 l.0910r401 - 7. Or~;E +00
3 -8,27F#600 -8.27F#1:00 -7.6401-400 -9. SrV1-4 00 1. 037E:41 -7.1071:400
4 -8.7401:100 -8. 254E:400 -7. SO;E 100 -S.S741:100 l.ee'3E401 -7. 120E400
S -0.276403 -8.7461:4e0 -7.5041400 -9.5471-40-; 1.0811:401 -7.0481:4CZ
6 -11.740EWO -8.2461#e -7. 51 OE100 - 9 -G;('00 1.09721>01 -7.W1CMf00
7 -9.2706 '00 -11.2571:400 -7.5201:480 -9.6741-400 1.0256101 -7.13611#00
8 -1.24SC100 -8.23G[#00 -7. 478E I'M -9. GSOE f00 1.089E#101 -7. 1 ZOE ICI
9 -8.788(400 -8.264LM40 -7.5G21-I0M -9. 61614 0' I .081.1110I -7. 14 6L 4 Q
10 -8.790(100O -A.2501:400 -7.S281:400 -9.678CIC0 1.0813(101 -7.177E400
11 -B.724614V0 -8.237004Q) -7.5 1St 4 00 - 9 -5911t4 W, 1.0831-401 -7.0f;(A lel
17 8.33B(100 -8.314E#100 -7.647E:400 -9.634[(100 1.01131401 -7.196(100
13 -0B.Z 27:4 00 -0.2711(400 -7.59111 007 -9. ;C;4 00 I.e931 401 -7.148:40
14 -8. 2381. 1 M -8.2413(10 -'.101I00 -9.SI2EOO 1.0911:401 -7.146[4eO
I S -8.270LOOO -8.206!40e -7.611:1010 -9.5771:400 1.09'IE401 -7. 10('1. 400
I1I -9. 284( t00 -9.30WE:400 *7.6floit'l0 -S.582(100 1.0911:101 -*7.19040.0
17 -8.3M06100 -8.2781:400 -7.F!,4E40' -9.5201-100 1.0931:101 -7.134E'00
18 -B. 7 i> iCV -8.240E#900 -7.634C,00 -9. 48431100 1. 090t1:10 -7.194E 4 00
19 -n.340407) -9. 344E t00 -7.726:403 -9. 60011:E4 OV 1.0801401 -7.1761:100
10 - 0.114E100 3.Z?0F40M -7. G0(,)00 -9.4471:400 1.0940:01 - 7. 337E4#M
21 - 9.3RGF 00 -8. 334 E 4 W -7.674E:400 -9.5921-400 1.084f-101 -7 '171 sw)
77-? - -i - -~~.&)oW - #~,400 -. --, 'JFI 0 - i,6s1 -7. 1IjEl0W
?3 -B.I 7F :100 -8.l!,2l40l -7. 4341:400 -9.11772640 1.0901-401 - 7. Wit 4 00
74 -8S. NOE s 00 -8. 1 OGE le -7.4S91:l0 9.571000 1.00917101 -7.0981:400
25 0. 184E:1M! -8.1111,100 -7.4041,4W) -9.r,471-4V 1.008tio1 -7.9)3GE 400
7, -8.110C100 -8.110EI00 -7. 3 ME 00 -9.S1KIP I.00FE4-01 - 7.09801 too
21 08. Z206F -25100)G#M -7. J9 u OZ -9.WA1lfec I.0ql1:401 -7. 134L 10-Z
70 -B.1561:100 8.13NE100 - 7. JOI, 100 -9.S17140e 1. 0119E4 0)1 - 7. 050(9 t00
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TABLE B7 (CONTINUED)
79@ .31100 - . 192E I NO -7.37?F 1o0 -9."674E 4V 1 .08tl.401 -7,138( MiQ
350 -8.1S4lEjv) -0.t1tO 40 -7. 3S4V ,0 - -61? t.G xO t.W310~01 -'7.094000
:1 -0.229F.0e -8.178140 -7.3,4AE40e -9.6[,4400 1.084EI01 -7.01 F 400
!3cnt4 1Z 13 14 YnU TLMP AltMOS
Dr G (R) I'RESS
I 8. -1&W - OZ 2.?3"E-OZ - 2. - 03 4.IISIE41 S. 3S I/E402 40S. b3
Z 6.40 2-07 2 . WIN" -OZ -1.4001-02 4.BWE.l40I S. 3f;0. 40Z 40r;. G3
3 4. ,) -0? - I. -0t-- 0Z -Z.ZOF-02 4.849r#01 S. 3853102 406.63
4 4. MOE- 07 -l.BOOF 07 -3.0'I -02 4.8I,-40I Of .3r,;o 2 43. .63
S G. 410E- 07 9.0'l0E 03 -I.13W0E-02 4.041F401 5. 39-E I1Z 406-36
6 B. O(W-7 S.4 9.- 0 2.1@O1f02 4.03(4 0O1 S.3;L4OZ 405.63
7 6.2OE-02 -4. ME E-03 -2. -AC -OZ 4.038[E0I S.3f;bE M02 40S.63
8 6.Z00F-t/ -4.W,(W.- 03 -1 .4E-02 4.B8f)t4OI 5.369f tr 40M3.63
9 3.JNE- 02Z . E-0 4.4.%) -02 4.831EI01 S..GBIF02 406. 6 3
1Z 4.80M . 02 -. O'F - 03 -I.00eL-07 4. AA? 401 S.361E407 40F. '
I1 3. .COE-02 I.r01 -02 4. "OE-0O3 4.8A3GE f01 S.371E1OZ 406.63
12 -3. OWE- &' -13. 400.- 02 -I.00[-MI 4.WOF 4 01 S.3'15E40 41T.63
13 I.60C-[02 I.?00E-02 - S. O'- 03 4. 9', 301 5.3",E +07 401.63
14 i.60O OZ -6.000F-03 -2.0 .0'10 4.847F401 S.375E02 401. 1;3
iS 8. 7,ZlE-0i 3. 00 -t7 - I. 4,E -OZ 4.04IE70i 5. 3 /102 4013.13
16 4.4M' 07 -1.6001-0 -4.20,^E 07 4.04, 101 5.31"7f107 406. 1,3
17 5.4 4" -, I.0 OE-0 Z - R.:1M-03 4. OS 01 5.I o 'ft " 02 406. 63
1a 7. 6MO -Q!7 3. 70qF --02 I. 4eo1 o' 4. EM t 101 5.37'jE40? 0,;. r 3
193 -4.CtOE-02 -9.4'00L-02 -1.17K0-01 4.0341-t0) 5.384E402 4LI3;. 6 3
20 6. GOE- '7 6.013V - 02 4. ME - 07 4.31f4 01 5.303F'407 40G. E3
21 -4.80FE-OZ -I.0OOE -01 -1.160E ? 4.0"L 9? .382CI OZ 406.133
2Z 3. O -07 -3.000E-07 -S. @E -07 4.83111401 5.38ZF0? 406 .G3
23 6.00OL-07 -4.0M.. 03 - 4. ,(, -03 4.83F101 5.307E407 401b.63
74 Z. 4,1 -07 -I.820-07 -. ? ,0E-OZ 4.836f1 0 5.3 CEP (2 406. 63
75 4.60OE-02 0.0001400 -6. 0W-03 4.834Li'bl 5.33OEI2Z 4 LC.C3
26 5. P-01: -02 - I .GOF-V 3..ZOO  07 4. 834,01 . .'31E 02 406.63
77 2.?r '.L 07 -3.4,0-07 -6.CV01-07 4.8313 101 S.394E-10? 4,.0133
78 5.1 I0 .-0A -4.-30E-03 -6. ME -0 3 4.Y3rC#101 5.393[>0Z 406.63
79 5. bOM1 -02 --Z.270 -02 -3.80C1 rN 4.8311[ 01 5. 394L 02 40. 63
30 7. 10011-07 8.W0Z 03 -I.0(Y0107 4.87411101 5.3931M2 W170133
31 4.6E0OO-07 -2.400F-07 -4.40N-07 4.8271401 5.391"407 406.63
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TABLE B8
REFERENCE BLADE REDUCED DATA FILE PRINTOUT--UPSTREAM
F RE L- OWAFY r.ALC
t s...... t I I I I .. .I . a9 9 I . I.1.........
511814 1lri OFrin GFlrl Pill Nvel Xe
i'aSI I
I 0.M( 4.331E-OZ 1 .071)E-t - _7. J.IE--0i I . IOF-01 9.3,,tt-02
7 .10 4.347E1-02 1.0421>81 0.10311-03 1.104l-01 9.34011 V
3 .280 4.33IE-0/. l.060c 81 -9.131E-03 1 .103E 0? 9.3111<0?
4 ..30 4. 340E -0)? 1.072F-01 - 9.7173f -03 1 .104F-01 9. 37 SF- 07
5 . Z 1 4. 362E-(4Z 1.17711-01 -1. Z!01011 1.106L 1 9. 337r -07
.;5s 4. 37411-02 1.190c 01 -1.6723E-02 l. IOIE-0t 9.359FE-07
7 . OQ 4.397L-02 1.151 W 81 -1.39181 -07 l. 10L 01 9. 349K1 02
8 .70 4.31113E-OZ 1.10911-01 -1.G11,1-oz 1.1019E-oI 9.1301>02
ItQ .98 4.41E-02 I . 451-01 -..3 7117-02 1.11ZE>81 9.341-8? 0
11 1 .00 4.390U.-OZ 1. 13 3F1-01 -1.30r;,-02 I .1111<01 3.33oF-oZ
17 1.18 4.40111-02 1.04L 81 -1.034E1-07 1.1131>01 9.373F-Q7
13 1 .20 4.43911 07 I. U'I[E-01 -9.41!7E-03 1.1171 Of 9.35AJ OZ
14 1 ..3.0 4.431[-8)? 1.014117-01 -7. VII13E- 03 1I. I IIll- 0 1 9. 1!1 -01"
I .1. 4.44;1- 0 1.014C 01 6..1311f.0. 1 .1191-01 9. )M11-07
17 1.90 4.4813L 02 I.01211>81 -!,. G32L- e3 1. 1241-01 9.3,711 82
1a 1.70 4.47211-01 9.873F 07? -4.63H-83 I. 12j110I 9.3r511-0?1
19 1.88 4.47Z1>81 l.@D*/L-8l -15.01111-03 1. IZZE-01 9.32/1-80?
28 1- 903 4.477E>07 9.43/1>07 -2.Y; 1 -03 1 .174E-081 9.3171-0,;
ZI 2.00 4.497[-07 1.024E-01 -6.903[1-03 1 . 25F-01 9.331IF 0/
12 2. 18 4.4,W07 1.851.31-01 -81.3/1F-03 1. 121U1-01 9. 31;r 8?1
23 720 4.4441[ 8/ 1. 013717 8)1 -9.3'1, 03 1.11111>01 9 .34 K1 07
24 -.311 4.444[1-072 1.13531-01 -1.33111-0Z 1. 111)1-01 9.7:1;k- ?
25 2.47. 4.442F-07 1.154E -OS -1.4 151 -01 1 .I 13 01 !i.3_441 OZ
2c6 2 .50 4. 43 7E- 07 1. 1911F 01 -1 . Cr - z 1. 1 Is[-01 9. 3431LAI
27 2.111 4.4587-827 1.?80":.- 0I -1.71911-0? 1 .111117 01 9.3401, -07
2 [ 2. 70 4. 41: 'Of.02 1.21111-01 -1.0117-07 1. 11831>81 9.3111-87
79 2 .110 4.4701>02 I.21111,.-01 -2. 01 M - 1. 1191>01 9.341E 82
38 7518 4.4411'- 02 ].??IF Chi -I .R(.IL- 2 1 .11:11-01 97710
31 3.80 4.4721, 82 1.739F C I9 1. BIP:' 02 1. 119E-oI 9.3,,111-07
C....,ggegg..g se'eg ........ I.... so.$ gg..... ... g...gw.Cgge .... Rogssg
!3C1114 VtgA Vr f 0 U. ef 111311 nvol
1 7.79 111. 101 7.3211!1 I. /781l I .755111 7.4AM1 01 4. U5 t 101
2 7.40.4 '07 Z. 370f 407 1.7/411-10! I .2 51 4 01 7. 4(25 Of 4 .1351141N
3 7.11C1210? 2 .31AE 0 12 t. igr' le .745( 101 7.42111-01 A .1541 101
4 Z.138A1'C I .11:1 1.727f-lo1 1.24811101 Z.491311 01 4.115A IQ"
7 .81191'87 7. 3'Mc'IV I .97. IQ) I I 1.2711E 1 2 .411111- a1 4. 114k1r IN
6 2.111 I'll 2.37/1140? 1 .71/118 1 1.25811101 7.490E1Of 4.1 411401
7 7 H 1F 1102 1. V7'1102 1.741L101 1 .7?'IF10 1 2.49/C -01 4. V4.111 Q
0 2 0 1U 1,1i 7 2. VOL182 1.73/7L'01 I.VAIlei 2.494i:-01 4.0431 '11
9 2.9M1102 1.3/Shr 02 1.7~4100.1 1 . FF 0 2.49IT1-01 4. FIVE 10 1
le 2 .8273If'2 2 .3/4!.IN 1 .741IF 01 1.2 SF 10 t 2.50111-of 4.114' ZL IOl
11 28.11111072 2. 3 71V10 1. 714101 1 . 7 -1 4l 1 .499F 0' 4.111101
12 Z2.1170)1 IN .51 I 3PStiT I ) 0 .2491 101 2.50111 T1 4.11,IL 10l
1.3 2.A 3,111 04 2. 3/If 10? 1.7111'8 1.11;11101 2.sI4E-0l 4.W0531 101
14 7 0 3 11 IO 2.11kE'07 1.71;7[1 101 1 .251A 101 2.51211-01 4.111211101
IS 784 ?t4 Q)?8 2 "! 711 2 1 ./1-0 I .25I1)11I10 Q)1 2. 1191-01 4. T./I 101
GF 2.84J IN '8 .3/lI '112 1. 7W.Ur. 11 1 .2 e1i0 2.51/l: 01 4 .1155'! 1le
17 2.21-31,3 #0 7. 3 PIC 07 1. '11111.le8I1 1571fell 2.r'0F11-8 4.1W;' "1101
I2 z.11 0 2.3771:107 1 .,/" I C l I . "4:111101 .51 01 4.1339L101
20 7 .851 0y4o 7 .11,ilt I ' I .7 151e I8 1.24511'01 7.57111 01 4.830,' 10;
21 7 .03A;8A 117 7.3VIC 407 1 . MH 40 1 .5.101 f2.31I11- 0  4.11,11 '01
90
TABLE B8 (CONTINUED)
72 R.8?E 107 2 .381-402 1 .'7'7!E1[ 1.71;91,8lo 7 .S?4[-0I 4.943EiII
:1 2 .1344 ~0 7. 3 IF 40 oi .76?L.01 I Z ,;E 40 1 7,51517 01 4.84ZE901
Z4 7.V44El02 2. 3793F:'07 1. ?'0to1 I.?P;sulef .1~o 4.94117101
V7 7.841 oilY Z 0 .3 ?l 10:* 1 .7F;0 Y 1 I .25 1E 101 2A.Il1u-o1 4 .0:51: 10
IS F3 7 3 e 7 .371 I I .P61[ Fo I .?54#0I 2 W!c- 1I 4. 8 P01101
Z9 2.R43. 07 7 .39W0?01 I. 77W 10i I .ZS!s Of1 Z.bIta 01 4. 931:, 01
31 2.04911101 2. 381E 40 I.717t401 1.75SI110; Z.5,1(-01 4.827E10'
S3FAN rref 'tIQ',1 ef U Ire
I 2.3?91-01 0'09E I OZ I17*/ 1,0
2 Z.283E-0I 1.01911, 4e0 I l/-A t'1:l
3 7.267F-01 IV,9utoo 1. I171-100
4 7.741L el I .0"OE lIiU I .1I 1e0)
s 7-1W Ofr 01 .01711100 I. 171 0
6 2.11-01l l.0IO030 I .l7U71,
7 7 .09 W 01 1 .010 ICM I .I IIF I "
8 z 2.0211 7 11 1 .010f, t(00 .fall I00
.9 7 . I I1W 01 1 .01 OFl 1.30 1 . I1 p(r: e~o
10 7.0~ 11/1 o 1.O10) Io I n)1( 40c
11 2 1111r-01 1 .001 oc00 1 .18 5rt02
14 7 . OG .1: 0I 1 .0101 100 1 .11/1 #071
14 1 l.99ri -O) I.Ooltec I 1.9If71 o
16 1. 9701 of I .01011'00 1.19ME 100
17 1.811 -Ol I.OIo~fzv) 1.1111j00
Is) .87 0 1 I .0101 1 O I .1 94L 4071~
23.9,171 l.0Ir00 I .19 /C ''
10 1 .7klm t '1 . V)101 0, f.0tl''
21 1110,1-E o1 1.01011140 I . 1911 -. 1
7z 1.P51: of 1 .0101 109 1 .191E #00,
231 1.01he 01 1.01OF110 1.1091100
24, I. 91',.l .0197 01 119
I7 I 17 7) .01900 I 111 1
~10 1 . */,;1 0! 1 .017W- '0. I . 19W1 f M!
79 1 .7 hit- 01 1 .0 1 Ou 10 i . 1
30 1 .37 3101 1 .01 M -c I 1. IB61967I1O
31 1./11191.-O1 l.0l6,EI00 1. 19 1E 4009
... 98 I" ... ,8185 ....81 &.01 ..... 5. 595 1*8155 166
1-117r 7 1~ 1Mf'n.'?y MLi I FIV VrVN 01:1-1 (IV(,
I.7;K41 40;1 fl.-3.Clo0 13P..82 9.347E-02 2 .3'.",[ 02 i.?531101
M1.1 13311102 rF1 V
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TABLE B9
REFERENCE BLADE REDUCED DATA FILE PRINTOUT--DOWNSTREAM
FILE I-01JINCAIC
SCAN P138 BETA GAMMA PHI XveI Xref
POSIT
I -3.m0 Z.7ZSE-OZ 6.991E-02 5.347E-03 8.6Z6E-OZ 9.362E-02
2 -2.90 Z.7I1E-OZ 7.77SE-02 3.830E-03 8.604E-OZ 9.340E-02
3 -2.70 2.692E-02 7.184E-02 4.334E-03 8.S75E-0Z 9.349E-02
4 -2.60 Z.673E-02 7.32BE-OZ 3.587E-03 0.544E-02 9.3SIE-02
5 -2.so Z.6Z7E-OZ 7.6ZSE-0Z 2.043E-03 B.47@E-OZ 9.391E-02
6 -Z.40 Z.554E-OZ 7.66fE-OZ 1.82@E-03 8.353E-OZ 9.31SE-oz
7 -2.30 2.483E-02 7.344E-07 3.401E-03 8.23BE-02 9.320E-02
8 -2.70 2.35SE-02 7.754E-02 1.317E-03 8.028E OZ 9.320E-OZ
9 -7.10 Z.ZI5E-OZ 8.341E-OZ -l.63BE-03 7.793E-0Z 9.332E-02
10 -7.00 Z.044E-OZ 8.770E-OZ -3.76SE-03 7.49SE-OZ 9.31SE-02
11 -1.90 l.90SE-0Z 8.460E-02 -2.107E-03 7.24GE-0Z 9.327E-OZ
12 -1.80 I.782E-OZ 9.272E-02 -6.261E-03 7.014E-02 9.331E-02
13 -1.70 1.640E-02 8.851E-02 -4.0-75E-03 6.73SE-0Z 9.30SE-02
14 -1.60 I.SSZE-02 8.76SE-OZ -3.6SU,-03 6.5S7E-02 9.307E-02
IS; -l.lo 1.494E-02 9.43BE-OZ -7.224r 03 6.40SE-OZ 9.320E-02
16 -1.40 1.493E-02 B.893E-OZ -4.3653E-03 6.431E-OZ 9.317E-02
17 -1 ;o 1.530E-02 8.42?E-OZ -1.800E-03 G.SIIE-0Z 9.31SE-OZ
18 -1.20 1.619E-OZ 9.6Z6E-OZ -0.120E-03 6.691E-07 9.320E-OZ
19 -1.10 I.764E-OZ 8.79SE-0Z -3.786F-03 6.980E-OZ 9.324E-OZ
20 -1.00 l.93GE-OZ 8.59f1E-OZ -2.921E-03 7.303E-OZ 9.314E-07
21 -.90 2.099E-02 0.377E-02 -1,777E-03 7.S93E-OZ 9.344E-OZ
2? -.1Bo Z.2S4E-02 7.873E-07 7.331E-04 7.860E-02 9.312E-OZ
73 - .34SE-02 7.643E-O? 1.BV3E-03 9.0IZE-0Z 9.331E-02
Z4 -. Z .4ZIE-OZ 7.51SE-02 Z.5?SE-03 8.137E-02 9.337E-OZ
2s -.so 7.480E-02 7.390E-02 3.IHIgE-03 8.234E-02 9.323E-07
26 -.40 Z.SIOE-0Z 7.397E-02 3.142E-03 8.281E-ol 9.316E-02
27 -.30 Z.SZ3E-OZ 7.6r.SE-0Z 1.814E-03 8.304E-OZ 9.316E-02
28 -.70 Z.53BE-OZ 7.463E-02 2.814E-03 8.3Z7E-02 9.299E-02
29 -.10 2.529E-02 7.4SOE-eZ Z.87BE-03 8.314E-02 9.3Z4E-OZ
30 0.00 2.539E-OZ 7.686E-02 I.60CE-03 8.329E-02 9.297E-07
31 .10 2.540E-02 7.47SE-0Z 2.751E-03 8.331E-OZ 9.331E-OZ
3R .20 Z.540E-OZ 7.30SE-OZ 3.671E-03 8.331E-07 9.313E-OZ
33 .30 2.53GE-OZ 7.50SE-02 Z.600E-03 8.325E-O)Z 9.317E-02
34 .40 2.529E-OZ 7.409E-OZ Z.681E-03 8.313E-OZ g.31GE-02
35 .50 2.493E-02 7.099E-02 4.651F 03 B.75SE-02 9.377E-02
36 .55 Z.439E-02 6.S93E-OZ 7.71'r 03 8.167E-02 9.31SE-OZ
37 .60 Z.47BE-OZ 7.32SE-02 3.444E 03 8.149E-OZ B.31BE-02
38 .65 Z.36SE-02 7.677E-OZ 1.707E-03 8.04SE-OZ 9.307E-02
39 .70 2.370F-OZ 7.416E-07 3.@3@E-03 8.054E-OZ 9.374E-OZ
40 .75 Z.ZSSE-o2 7.591E-OZ Z.167E-03 7.861E-07 9.349E-02
41 .80 Z.7Z7E-OZ 7.557E-OZ 2.353E-03 7.8ISE-02 9.3?SE-OZ
42 .85 Z.146E-OZ 0.IISE-0Z -4.807F-04 7.675E-02 9.290E-07
43 .90 2.069E-02 8.1ZSE-oz -4.702E-04 7.S42E-OZ 9.294E-02
44 .95 2.024E-02 0.239E-OZ -I.032E-03 7.461E-02 9.330E-02
4S 1.00 I.94SE-02 8.604E-02 -2.96GE-03 7.31SE-OZ 9.336E-02
46 1.05 1.062E-02 0.594E-OZ -2.727E-03 7.16SE-0Z 9.297E-02
47 1.10 1.79SE-02 0.423E-01 -1.977E-03 7.04eE-0Z 9.307E-02
48 1.Is 1.719E-02 9.197E-OZ -S.8611E-03 6.891E-02 9.30ZE-OZ
49 1.20 l.690E-oz 9.410E-OZ -6.977E-03 6.9ISE-07 9.331E-OZ
so I.zS I.63SE-0Z 9.322E-02 -6.530E-03 6.723E-02 9.332E-02
sI 1.30 1.569E-02 9.695E-V)2 -9.452E-03 6.599E-02 9.308E-02
5? 1.3S 1.531E-07 9.?OZE-02 -5.948E-03 6.SIIE-02 9.307E-02
S-3 1.40 I.500E-07 9.299E-02 -6.407E-03 6.444E-02 9.323E-02
54 1.4S I.48SE-02 9.67SE-02 -8.200E-03 6.410E-02 9.3?6E-02
SS 1.50 1.460E-07 9.79SE-02 -6.495F-03 6.358E-02 9.319E-OZ
S6 1.55 I.470E-OZ 9.59@E-02 -8.030E-03 6.380E-07 9.371E 02
5,7 1.130 1.4135E-07 9.429E-07 -7.174E-03 6.4IZE-07 9.37ZE-07
* ~ ,Ao~~a7 onr.^7 -0o ioArrhi C A7-7C.(X7 a in.,~
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TABLE B9 (CONTINUED)
59 1.70 1 S 34 E -O 9.28 2 E- 07 -S. 36SE -03 6. 516(- 0Z S. 306(-o2
GO 1.75 1 60931 -02 S. 65-7E- 02 -9.284E-03 S..670E -0 9.297E-02
61 1.00 1.6541 -02 9. 6 1 E- 07 -0.082-03 S. 762E -02 9. 303E-OZ
67 1.As 1I.71 IE-02 9. 640E -02 -1.167[-03 G. 974E -2 S. 307E -07
63 1.90 1.703E-OZ 9.218E-OZ -5.981E-03 7.014E-02 9.280(-OZ
64 1.91, 1.833E-02 9.204E-07 -S.93BE-03 7.773E-9)2 9.311E-02
65s 2.00 l.984E-07 8.947E-07 -4.647E-03 7.389E-02 9.30ZE-02
cc, 2,01 20707-02 8.35817-02 -1.662E7 03 7.543E-OZ 9.31317-0?
67 2.10 2.153E-02 6.4-76E-07 -7.30SE-03 7.687E-02 9.319E-02
so 2.15 2.251(-02 8.33GE-07 -t.67S5(03 7.SS3E-02 9.79-7E-07
69 2.20 Z.319E-02 6.273E-07 -1.319E-03 7.968(-02 9.30GE-0Z
70 2.25 2.39917-02 6.10517-02Z -4.69217-04 8.08417-02 9.3)1E-02
71 2.30 2.422E7-02 7.654E-02 1.82017-03 8.13817-02 9.379E-02
72 2.40 2.SZOE-02 7.65317-02 1.84617-03 8.291-457 9.30217-02
73 Z.so 2.594E7-02 7.445E-02 2.93SE-03 8.418(-02 9.29717-02
74 2.60o 2.617-02 7.41917-07 2.774E7-03 8.4S4E-45Z 9.374E7-02
75 2.70 Z.636E-OZ 7.56017-o7 2.38217-03 8.48517-02 9.3ZGE-07
76 2.80 2.655(02 7.46E-OZ 2.77217-03 8.51617-02 9.30617-0?
77 2.90 2.65517-02 7.86417-02 8.512E7-04 8.515E-07 9.31017-02
78 3.00 2.663E-02 8.14617-02 -5.699E7-04 8.528E-02 S. 3081 -0?
.............................. a...................
scnN Vel Yr- f Q or e f mniAI yAlU
LW 6
I 2.188(402 2.37517*02 1.06817401 1.76117101 1.93617-01 2.687E#00
2 2.183(482Z 2.370(402 1.01;3E401 I.25SE401 1.931E-01 2.P33(400
3 2.175(402 Z.37ZE402 I.0551401 1.257E401 1.974E7-01 2.80017E400
4 2 .167F #0O 2.372E#402 1.0411(401 1.258(401 1.917E-01 2.5181740
s 2. 147[40Z 2.373(402 1.029(401 1.260(E401 1.901E7-01 2.392(400)
6 2.117E#O2 2.361E402 1.00I(401 1.249E401 1.874F7-01 7.253E400
7 2.088(402 2.362F#02 9.733E4"3 1.249F7401 1.848E7-01 Z.13717400
8 2.034E12)' 2.36217102 9.239E400 I.249E401 l.801E-0I 2.02917400
9 1.97S(402 Z.36S(402 8.703E400 1.7[;3E401 1.74817-01 1.75517400)
10 1.90ZE402 2.361(402 8.048(400 I.74SE401 1.601E7-01 I.E?2E400
it I.936E40Z 2.363(402 7.S17E400 1.25117401 1.62517-01 1.5981400
12 1.7'77E407 2.364E402 7.039E400 1.252(401 I.S72E-0I 1.609E400
13 1.70SE407 2.36ZE40Z 6.490E4Q,00 1.246(401 1.51017-01 1.SOGE1400
14 1.666(407 2.36417402 6.149E#00 1.246E4@1 1.469E-01 1.85RE400
is 1.628(102 2.368(402 5.873E400 1.749E401 1.436E-01 2.13517400
if; 1.634E#02 2.367E49i' 5.913174eO 1.24817401 1.441E7-01 2.537(400
17 1.654E402 2.366(402 6.062E400 l.24SE10T 1.4S917-01 2.6sGE400
to 1.700E7402 2.368(402 6.402(400 1.249E4@1 1.499E7-01 2.904E400
19 1.774E#02 2.3691740Z 6.971E4@0 1250(E401 1.56517-01 3.177E74@0
20 I.85F,1#740 2.367(402 7.63617400 I.14BE401 1.637E7-01 3.30117400
2) 1.930E7402 2.375(402 8.25817#00 1.256EI01 1.703E7-01 3.7217E400'
22 1.99817402 2.367E402 8.853E400 1.247E#01 1.763E7-01 3.176E400
23 036E402 7.371E407 9.202(400 1.252E401 1.797E7-01 3.1SZE400
74 2.069E402Z 2.3'74L#740 9.49617#00 1.254F#01 1.826E7-01 3.171(400
25 2.094E#402 2.371E#02 3.724E#00 1.250(401 1.847E7-01 2.925(40
26 2.106E402 2.369E;02 9.838(400 1.24817401 1.85817-01 2.307E400
27 2.112(402 2.370E#02 9.091E400 1.248(401 1.863E7-01 2.655(400
28 Z.118E#402 2.365(402 9.948(400 I.244E401 1.86817-01 2.760(400
29 2.115(402Z 2.372(402 9.91C(400 1.250(40e1 1.86517-01 2.767(400)
30 2.119(402 2.365(402 9.953(400 1.243E#01 1.86917-o1 2.777E#00
31 2.119(402? 7.3-74(40? 9.956(400 1.252(401 1.86917-01 2.6131400
32 2.120(402 2.369(402 9.958(400 1.74717401 1.86917-01 2.649(400o
33 7.118(402 2.370(402 9.947(40 1.248(401 1.86817-01 2.613E#00
34 7.11S(402 2.371E#07 9.915(400 1.24n(401 1.86SE-0I 2.264(400
35 2.100(402 2.373(402 9.777F#00 1.251(401 1.85217-01 2.26517400
36 2.078E#.02 2.370E#07 9.567(400 1.248(401 1.832E(01 2.121(400
37 2.073(402 2. 371(E4 02 9. 523( 40 1 I.249E401 I .8287-01 2. 1201 #00
3F? 2.047(007 2.367(402 9.28l(40l0 1.245(401 1.80517-01 7.119[4"0
39 20650(402 2.373(402 9.30I(4003 1.250(401 1.807E7-01 1.989E100
40 7.007102 2 379(407 11.85fl17.0 1.257(401 1.763E-01 1.72240
Alr;% 7 QIl'OM 173407 1.7r54K 40 1.7t34011 I 75317-011 I pr7r 414"
9 3
TABLE B9 (CONTINUED)
qZ 1.9541E#02 7.36SE402 8.44IE #M0 1.241E401 1.721E-01 1.731E400
43 1.92OE402 2.367E4@2 E8.148E400 1.24ZE4@1 1.691E-01 1.72GE400
44 I.SOOE#02 7 37GE402 7.974E400 I.7rZE401 1.673E-01 1.49IE40
45 1.064E40Z Z.377E402 7.671E400 1.2S4E#01 I r541E-01 I.SSSE#00
46 1.BZSF'00 z.3so~te? 7.349E#00 1.74-'E 0' I.SOGE-01 1.307E#00
47 1.793E40Z Z.371E4@Z 7,094E#O00 1.Z46E4P.' 1.57BE-O: 1.337E490
48 1.75FE#q)Z 2.370E#02 6.79SCI0 M L74SE401 i 544E-01 1.473E40
49 1.736E#02 7.377E407 6.134rE40' I.ZSZE#01 1.S?7E-01 1.483E400
so I.71?E.OZ Z.377E402 6, 467E 'M 1.753E#01 1.507E-01 1.520E400
sl 1.6-79F402 Z.371E4(h? 6.710[400 1.246E401 1.476E-01 l.SSZE$00
5? 1.65SE40Z 2.371E40Z 6.O(54E+O0 I.24GE401 1.4S9E-01 I.S74E400
S3 1.642E402 Z.37SE40Z S.940E? Z l.2soEfol 1.444E-0It 1.764E400
54 1.633E40Z Z.37GEf@Z 5.676c#00 I.ZSIE401 1.43GE-01 1.832E400
55 1.670E#07 2.374E4O? S.79IE400 1.249F#01 I.42SE-0l 2.047E400
SEG I.GZSE+0Z Z.374EM0 5.80E400 I.Z50E4@1 1.4ZSE-01 2.108E400
57 1.633E#07 2.375E402 5.679F400 I.75OE4@1 1.437E-01 2-244E400
FIB I.630r.oZ 2.31AE40Z 5.907E4@0 1.743E401 1.44@E-01 2.303E400
59 .660E 4 9Z 2.371E402 C.073E400 I .246F4ol 1.460E-01 2 .613E +00
Flo 1.6991102 7.369E40?Z 6.363E4@0 I.243E#;0l I.49SE-01 2.904E400
61 1.723E#C0Z 7.370E40Z 6.541E400 1.24SE401 I.St6E-01 3.007E40
13? 1.7',IE#07 Z.371E402 6.75SE100 1.246E401 1.54)E-01 3.ISSE+Q0O
63 1.-87E402 2.364E#OZ 7.04OE400 1.Z3BE401 I.S77E-01 3.1I34E400
P34 1.840[1102 2.372E#02 7.467EfOO I.747F4OI 1.619E-01 3.321E4eo
5~l 1.887F4Q52 Z.37OE40Z 7.9sr,22 t.Z4SE401 1.6S7E-01 3.Z9EE4@20
69 1.92IE407 Z.37ZE407 0.147E400 1..-0 E91E-01 3.41GE400
I", f.9S8E402 7.374E402 8.464E400 I.Z49E4@1 1.724E-01 3.3SGE42o3
so 2.W0,OE40Z Z.36GE402 8.837EfOO I.?43E4@1 1.762E-01 3.379E400
69 2.OZ9E#07 2.370EI02 9.098Ef00 1.2473E'CI 1.787E-01 3.377E400)
70 Z.059E407 2.373E407 9.3513E 00 I.Z49E#0I 1.814E-01 3.79SE400
71 2.072E402 2.375E402 9.496E+00 1.2S7E401 I.9Z6E-01 3.31IF400
77 2.113E407 Z.369E402 9.87SE400 1.24SE401 1LOEZE-ol 3.14OE400
73 2.14't: 07 2.36RE40Z 1,017E401 1.743E#01 1.809E-01 3. 15SE400
74 Z. s3tr4oz 2 .375E102 I.OZ6E401 1L?5OE401 1.897E-01 3. 03GE 4 L7
7S Z.1131E402 2.37SE402 1.033E#Q01 l.2S1E#01 1.904E-Ol 3.0Z77E4@Z
76 2.I66Ci', ? 2.3790E402 1.041E401 I.24GE401 1.911E-01 7.30r0
7*7 Z.1613E40? 2.37IE407 1.04fE40I I.Z4E401 l.911E-Ol 2.85R17400
'78 2.177F407 Z.370E4@2 1.044F401 1.24FE401 1.914E-01 7.87BE400
SCAN Pref Pt/Qref u Ire
I 1.77SE-01 L.00E400 9.748E-QOI
7 1 .BORE -0 1 I.0(WE 400 9. Z4BE -01
3 I.G59E-01 1.00SE400 9.?OSE-0I
4 1.054E 01 I.OOGE400 9.167E-01
s 2.I3SE-01 1.00K#Wu 9.07SE-01
6 Z.29E-01 L.005E400 8.990E-O;
7 Z.5FSOE-0I l.2#0 .86OE-0l
p~ 3.OOIE-0l 1 .005E400 8.628E-01
9 3.47t1E-01 I.OOSE400 8.359-01
to 4.0013E-01 1.004C400 8.04817-01
It 4.46717-01 J.@041740O 7.76517-01
I? 4.8601 01 1.004114oo 7.S0717-01
13 5.76PE1-01 1.004E4@0 7.27417-O9
14 G.SSE-01 1.00317#00 7.079(1-Ol
fS S. 79011- 0?I l. M I #0 51151117P 01
is 5.769E7-01 1.003E + N 6.884E7-01
17 5.66IF-04 1.003E40 GAV 0.7 1
18 5.43 E7-01 1 .003E7400 7.163E7-01
19 4. 9b A - 01 I .004E#400 7. 475F -01
20 4.312- Of 1.0041740 7.P37E-01
21 3.906F7-O? 1.004E7400 8.177E7-01
77 3.339E7 01 1.0051400 8.45217-01
73 3.03F31701 I.M'3[400 8.1,1011 of
74 2.740E7-01 1.0051740 8.734L1 01
.r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ai -Anr. ,,~ca~~ C t
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TABLE B9 (CONJTINUED)
78 7.379E-01 I.OOSE.00 8.9311101
19 7.3351:-0l .08:0 8.942E 01
30 2ZSG8E-01 1.0051:400 8.9881:-0l
31 2.3481:-Of 1.0051:400 8.953E:-01
37 7291E Of 1. "SF 4 O S 8977 F- 01
33 2.37118-Ol I.0051:#0 .9i1-0
34 2 .321SE 0 . 1. OO:40" 2.9d 91:-oI
35 7.40SE-01 1.0081:400 a 8,751:01
3S Z.881E-OI 1.0011400 IR.?R of880
3? :.884W8-0QlI l.,OO1So 8.7688-01
38 2.854E-01 1.0051:+00 8.66GE-Of
39 Z.89SE-01 1.0c'1rE4010 8654E-01
40 3.Z97E--01 1.005E:400 8.42 'E-Ol
41 3.343F1 1~ I. OS102 8.31'1: CI
4? 386GE1-ui 1.008E~oo 8.269E-01
43 385S48-01 1.004F:400 8.11OF-0i
44 40108E-01 1.0041:400 7.99SE-1-l
45S 4.249E-01 I.CN41401 7.B3PE-01
48 4.S458E-01 I .Q04 ,4 (0 7.70118-el
47 4.7ZIE-Di 1.00IE400 7.1;57F-01
48 4.961E-(l I.OO4Ei00' 7.39flF Of
49 5.1508W-0 Q, .I. 04t 0 7 -79IF-01l
5 0 S.Z6E E01 1 .Oe I 4 M 7.1901O
81 SA.4551 C . 3t '00 7.O1,41-Ol
87 5.536F-01 1.0031:400 G.91111Of
83 S.lSOE-Of *.003E4(12) 6.89FE-of
54 5.760[-el l.003Eioo 6.0111-01
55 S.1174E-01 1.0031:400 6.80"L of
EG8 .7117E-'11 1.003:49- 8.87617-01
C;7 E.7F1F-Ol I.00Mi50c G3 OU13 V
'1.1 F-747-l .11003E:400 13.e95E-Ol
531 8.tE-0I 1.003E 4 Q0 8.9115-Cl
V50 > 37ME-Cl 1.003840M 7.1591:-Cl
F;1 S.2135-01 I .e,41:.0 N 7.254 01
87 5.11PE-O1 1. M41:400 7.373E-01
S3 4.874E-01 I.001C4M- 7.540U-0l
64 4.SGZE-0l 1.0041:4 00 7.7SOE-01
ES 4.763E-01 j.0041400 7.931: ol
573j 3.9014E-0l 1.004E#400 8.0998-ol
8? 3.739E-01 1.0058400 B.757: of
r g 3.36118E-01 I . osE 4IOO 8.4558-0Of
89 3.15E-01 1.0051:400 8.S73lE-,N
70) 7.9588-0 1.005E4 " 8.690[-01l
71 i.81SE-01 1.0051:100 8.'74K o-0
72 2.485SE-0l 1.@0.5[400 8.943F-0?
73 2. 143F-Ol I.0MSF400 9.Q . - 0 1
74 Z.1181:-Ol I . 00(v 4 9.09S8-01
75 2.0161-01 1.0051:40o 9.12(8F-01
713 1.937E-01 1.00G84010 9.187E-Of
7? 1.911E-01 1.0051:4OO 9.179E-01
78 1.9038-Of 1.@OG3840 9.194E-01
.......... f ........ .. .......4......
PPAVG PflflvrG TU hP MG X111FIWGC VPFFI8G OREFIWSG
1.763F:401 407. PF4(0. 538. '0 9. 31SF-Q)Z ?.370E#402 I.?49:4901
MIJP1: T EMP 5 T A I AV
1 .279F -U, 5.338,#0?
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TABLE B10
SLOTTED BLADE REDUCED DATA FILE PRINTOUT--DOWNSTREAM
........... ...............
FILE V-3IlMAYMCALC
.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...............
SCAN PPO BETA GAMIMA PHI XveI Xref
POSIT
1 -3.00 Z.G816-02 6.65S6-012 7.81P6-03 B.SSGE-02 9.2926-02
2 -2.90 2.650E-02 7.11,E-02 4.661E-03 8.5876-82 9.290E-02
3 -2.70 2.633E-02 7.524E-02 2.5986-03 8.480E-02 9.30411-02
4 -2.60 2.593E-02 7.273E-O82 3.1107E-03 B.41SE-e82 9.31SE-02,
S -2.SO 2.S24E-02 7.61@E-02 2.067E-03 8.30SE-02 9.282E-02
6 -2.40 2.414E-07 7.3S@E-02 3.36GE-03 B.12SE-01 9.27SE-02
7 -2.30 2.29GE-02 7.382E-02 3.22Z6-03 7.930E-02 9.2766-02
B -2.20 2.199E-02 7.930E-02 4.62@E-04 7.767E-02 9.792E-02
9 -. 0 2.8486-02 8.413E-02 -l.93SE-03 7.584E-02 9.127E-02
18 -2.80 I.919E-e82 8.433E-02 -1.974E-03 7.272E--02 9.2866-082
11 -, .90 1 .751E-02 8.34BE-02 -I .47ZE-03 6.9S66-82 9.2766-02
Q2 -1.80 I.694E-02 8.4836-02 -1.74SE-03 6.766E-02 9.28GE-02
17 -l.71 1 .533E-02 8.667E-02 -3. I96E-03 G.S17E-02 9.20?76-82
14 -1.£0 I .4896-e2 8.363E- 02 -l .60SE-03 6.416E-02 9.,94E-e2
is -, .so 1.467E-02 8.733E -82 -3.SSIE-03 6.3766-82 9.29,'E-02
16 -1.40 1.489E-02 8.112E-02 -2.931E-04 6.4266-02 9.297E-02
17 -I.30 I.S29E-02 7.8396-082 1.173E-03 G.5116-02 9.290E-02
le -1.210 I.64SE-02 8.3066-82 -I.24GE-03 6.748E-02 9.2@7E-02
9 -1.10 1.76SE-02 6.032E_@2 I.SKIE-04 6.9e96-82 9.292E-02
20 -1.80 1.922E-02 7.36SE-82 3.S186-03 7.2886E-82 9.3896-02
71 -.90 2.073E-02 7.516E-02 2.644E-133 7.5906-82 9.298E-02
Z -.90 2.214E-02 7.S73E-02 2.27SE-03 7.792E-02 9.218317-02
-3 -.70 2.337E-OZ 7.600E-02, 2.107E-03 7.9986-82 9.21926-02
24 -.60 2.407F-02 7.3S16-02 3.3S9-03 8.11SE-02 9.2946-82Z
2r -.50 2.463E-02 7.297E-02 3.639E-03 8.2856-82 9.29P6-02
25 -. 40 2.914E e2 7.470E-0: 21.774E-03 8.2896-82 9.290E-02
-7 - .30 2.S236E-07 7.443E-02 2.914E-03 8.303E-e82 9."9RF-8'
29 -.20 11.529E-02 7.21SE-02 4.80E-03 8.313E-O' 938E0
29 -.10 '.S34E-0,' 7.240E-02 3.94S6-83 8.320E-02 9.294E-02
30 8.00 2.914E-02 7.430E-02 2.9796E-83 6.2P6-8? 9.3VOE-02
31 .18 2.S31E-02 7.191E-C82 4.194F-03 8.319E-04' 9.309E-P2
32 .210 2.539E-02 6.863E-02 5.851F-03 13.330F-02 9.307F P2
3 .30 2.5436-82 7.024E 02 S.8436-8 8.3396-8 9.Z04E-8
34 .4P 29S486-02 6.748E-e2 6.44PE-03 8,331E-02 9.3146-02Z
39 .50 2.9286-02 6.817E-07 6.091E-03 8.312E-01" 9.333E6-82
36 SS9 2.51GE-0Z 7.216E-(02 4.80E-03 e.292E-K2 9.28SE-C2
37, .60 2.S10E-02 7.090E 02 4.6r7E-03 8.28'E 82 9.3246-82'
!9 .65 2.499E-02 7.2941 e2 3.714E-@3 8.?Z4ii-v 9.341E-02
'9 .70 2.464E-02 7.313E-@2 3.S9n6-03 6.2876 @2 9.33,-E-02
40 .7S 2.439E-02 7.213E-02 4.06IF-e3 8.166E 0T 9.374E-02
41 .130 2.397E-02 7.301E-07 3.210E V 8.099E-02 9.340E-C,2
4,- .95 2.3286-82 7.523E-02 2.49c;6-e3 7.9P46-02' 9.333E-02
43 .90 2.2"73F-02 7.7996-82 1.124E-03 7.892E-@82 9.312E 82
44 .9l 2.2296-02 8.124F-02 -5.40GE-84 7.817E 02 9.33.0(7-02
4S 1.00 2.14SE-02 7.qGIE-e2 2.3':E 83 7.677E-082 9.319E-02
46 1.0c; 2.8836(,2 8.1496-82' -6.019E-04 7.956-8 2 9.3456-82
47 1.181 2.021E-02 6.7696-02 -3.72P6-83 7.4996-82 9.309E-02
48 1.15 1.941E-02 6.9816-82 -4.804-03 7.312E-02 9.337F-07
49 1,20 1.824E-02 8.699E-02 -3.3826-83 7.094E 02 9.3116-02
9 1.5 1.70,11-02 9.9836802 -7.87!E-03 7.022E-02 9.331E-02
91 1.30 1.693E-02 1.0"16-01 -1.1146-82 6.837E-02 9.3346 82
92 1.39 1.632E-02 1.8186-801 -I.O9P6-02 6.71S6-82 9.3317E-02
t;3 1.48 1.613E-02 9.674E-07 -9.3716-83 6.6786-82 9.374C 82
S4 1.4S .~68 1.8246-e1 -1.13A6-82 6.6386-82- 9.3496-82"
Ss 1.50 I.S47F-02 9.933F-087 -9.7996-83 6.9306-02 9.30196-02
5 1.55 1.99168 2 1.022E-o1 -1.1296-02 6.5496-82' 9.3566-82
97 G 16 I.S47E-02 1.003E-01 -1.8276-OZ 6.540E-02 9.33r.6-o2
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TABLE BlO (CONTINUED)
59 1 .70 1 .59SF-02 9. 93SE-0-7 -9.74PE -03 6.641 E-02 9.3286-02
E8 3 1.7S I .63ZE-02 I . 07 'F-o -1 .14SE-02 6.7166-02 9. 327E-0261 1 .90 1 .678E-e2 I .010E-01 -I.059gE-02 6.807E-02 9.31SE-0262 1 .C3 1 .754F- 02 1 .0166-0i -I.08SE-0' G. 957E-02 9. 338-0263 1.91, 1.834E-02 1.023E-01 -1.266-02 7.109E-02 9.313E-0264 I .95 1.907E-02 9.75SE-02 -8.7826-03 7.24PE-02 9.337E-0"
6s 2.00 2.006-02 9.249E-O82 -6.207E-03 7.426E-02 9.3218E-0266 2.05c 2.111E-e2 6.9s9E-02l -4.757E-03 7.613E-02 9.32@E-02
67 2.10 2.199E-02 9.116E-02 -6.6866-03 7.7666-02 9.344E-0269 2.116 2.277E-02 9.0736-OZ 
-5.3826-0e3 7.6966-02 9.33)E-0269 2.20 2.371E-02 g.767E-02 -3.83SE 03 B.OS4E-02 9.340E-02
70 1.2"6 2.43SE-02 8.935F-02 
-4.6606-03 8.164E-02 9.311E-O02
71 2.30 2.49GE-02 9.09-7E-02 -5.4376-03 8.2S8E-02 9.3366-O272 2.401 2.577E-02 9.01GE-02 -5.0366-03 8.39PE-@2 9.3336-02"73 2.60 2.617E-02 6.6666-02 -3.1886-03 6.4S46-02 9.340E-0274 2.pc0 4.649E-PoZ 6.92PE602 
-4.S4!6-03 ti.b@SE-@2 9.3486-e2
7S 2.70 2.662E-02 9.044E-O' -5.121IE-03 B.S2SE-02 9.372E-02
'G 2.90 2.662E-02 9.62-o 




SC A 2. I r F Or ef MACH YAWl.
1 2.1766402 2.365E'02 1.0496401 1.240E401 1.920E-el 30IE0
2 2. 16SE102 2.364E402 1 .037E401 1 .233E+01 1.9096-01 2.919E*003 2.1686402 2.36P6402 1.0316401 1.243E401 1.903E-01 2.893E400
4 2.142E+(12 2.371E402 I.O156+o1 1.246E+01 1.8896-01 2.783E+00
s 2.II4EAN2 2.36H4@02 9.982E+00 1.237E401 1.864E-01 2.6046406 2.069E+02 2.3626.02 9.4666.00 I.1136E+01 1.823E-01 2.3936400o
7 2.02OF6.1" 2.3626402 9.0006.400 1 .2366.0 1 .779E-01 2.230E4.06
P, 1.979E-2! 2.366E#02 8.633E400 1.240E401 1.742E-01 1.97GE4029 1.9116+02 2.365E#02 8.0576#00 1.239E401 1.683E-01 1.gS676400,
10 I.86E26.2 2.3666+02 7.W6E;00 1.2306+01 1.630E-Oi 1.82FE40Z11 1.771E402 2.362E407 6.914E400 1.236E+01 I.S69E-0I 1.71-7E400
2 I .723Eis0 2.36SE422 6.541E+00 1.238E+01 I.GIEE-01 I .@OE400
13 1.6686+02 2.36FE.02 6.0566400 1.219E+01 1.460E-01 1.97,"E40014 1.634E.02 2.3676.02 6.879E#00 1.241Et01 1.4306-01 2.220E+00is 1.624E402 2.3676.02 S.eorE400 1.2406.01 1.429E-01 '.441E400
16, I .E37E'02 2.36U4'02 S.89 EoO0 1.2'41E,01 1.440E-01 2.89660
17 I.SS?64O02 2.367E402 6.osd6'Oo I.24eE40t 1.4S9E-01 3.139E400
18 1.719F402 2.3666402 6.507E400 1.2396.01 I.S12E-0I 3.264E#00
9 1.7906.02 2.3666402 6.971E.00 1.237E401 1.66-01 3.369F400
20 1.855E*07 2.371E402 7.760 .,"44E+01 1.632E-01 3.611E.00
21 1,924E402 2.387E402 6.fs626+0 1.239E+01 I .697E-of 3.4926400
22 1.9PqE#02 2.366E#02 6.6606480, 1.238E+01 1.7496-01 3.374E+00
23 2030.02 2.26PE402 .1740 1.24(l6,01 1.794E-01 3.3606.0024 2.VrE~602 2.36c6.0Z 9.429E403 1.214041 1.821E-eal 3.153P )O26 2.09I6402 2.3696402 9.64S6400 1.2416401 1.6416-01 3.12P640026 2.112E.02 2.3676402 9.8426400 1.24P6.0 1.8606-01 2.984E#0027 2.116F*02 2.3696402 9.67"76.00 1.241E,01 1.66.36-01 2.86600
26! 2.119E#02 2.371E6+02 9.060 .Z44E+01 1.86S6-01 2.731E#00
29 2.12OE402 2.3666.82 9.9106400 1.2!96401 1.P667E-01 2.767E400
30. 2.113E#02 2.3706.02 9.944400 1.24E6.01 1.6606-01 Z.7176400
31 2.11q1-02 2.372E,02 9.9806.00 1.2466.01 1.866E-01 2.8286'0632 2.27.0 .370,E,02 9.94"E400 1.243E+01 1.8696-01 2.8336.08
37 2.124Ff82 2.37![,02 9.9sSE-00 1.243E#01 1.07@E-01 2.711640034 2.1236,0*2 2.3736.02 9.94SE400 12460 
.6-1 2.660
36 2.IIB86,2 2.3706.0? 9.99806400 1.2SIE401 1.86666of 2.330F40036 2.113E#0,2 2.3G66401, 9.e4l6'08 1.2366.81l 1.8606-01 2.331E+0037 2.11CE06, 2.376640I2 9.8206.00 1.2149c.01 1.6606-01 2.2626.06,39 2.10U6.02 2.3886.672 9.7P6600 1.63. 1.854E-01 2.174c.00
3? 2.0916.02 2.377E.02 9.641F#N0 I.2'.l6,l 1.841E-01 2.063[feo40 2.000r,!? 2.3766.02 9.5521400 1.243F-01 1.9326-01 1.9496.00
- ,, -r~rV,.. ~ftnn Irt~ .O'n
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TABLE B10 (CONTINUED)
42 2.034E.0Z 2.37PEtO2 9. 12F;E.00 I .251E#01 I .7915-01 I .848E+00
43 2. 011E5132 2.37ZE+02 8.514E400 I?.24GE401 I .77CE-01 1.6S7E400
441 I.99'"Efo2 2.3'77E#02 0.7485.00 I .2rOE401 1 .753E-01 I .6665+00
45 l.9,SF.02 2.3755.02 (3.431E400 1.247E4@1 1.722E-01 1.641540@
48 9250 2.38?5402 8. 19@E#00 I .2555+01 1 .697E-01 1 .649E+00
47 !.e0qF4P02 2.37,-E402 7.949EW0 1.245E#01 1.67,"E-01 I.S39E.00
49 1.862E.02 2.379E+02 7.64554eo 1.2525+01 1.639E-01 I.541Eo00
49 1.8075+02' 2.371E#O02 7.193F4PO 1.24S5401 I .S90E-0I 1 .498E#00
so 1 .789E+02 2.377E402 7.048E+00 .-2STE+01 1 .574E-01 I .685E400
sI 1.741F.02 2.377E402 6.69OE400 1.251E+01 I.S32E-01 1.GSGE400
S2 1 .71@E#02 2.3705.02 6.442E#00 1 .252E#01 I .SOSE-01 1 .641E+00
53 1.7015.02 2.377E4@2 6.371F400 1.1,57E4@1 1.437F-01 1.797,E+00
54 1 .689E#02 2.381E+02 6.279F400 I .2555+01 1.48G5-01 I .7985.00
55 1.664F.02 2.3715+02 6.09VE4@0 1.24SE401 1.463E-01 2.159E0
SG 1.68E4502 2.38E.02 6.1295.00 1.26OE401 1.46BE-0I 2.067E+00
57 1.66F402 2.377E402 6.11017400 1.152F401 1.46S8501 2.233E400
s8 1.672E,02 2.376E+02 G.1555+00 1.Z515+01 1.471E-01 2.4215+00
S9 1.611F+02 2.3785+02 6.29q5.00 1.250174@I 1.488E of 2.6905+00
Flo 1.71OE402' 2.37SE+02 6.441E400 I.249Et01 1.SOSE-0l 2.837E+00
6I 1.734P402 2.3725402 6.6705.00 1.2465401 1.S26E-01 2.942E400
8-2 1.771F#02 2.3725402 6.91SE400 1.21;3E#01 1.559-01 3.@77+00
83 1.811L+02 2.372E+02, 7.222t400 1.2485+01 1.S94E-01 3.2125+eO
64 1 .94f;.04 2.3725.02 7.SO9E400 I .2S2E401 l.625E-01 3.3585*00
91, 1.89150?l 2.3755+0? 7.pp114'0 .2050 1.6655-01 3.4795.0
8r3 1.939E.02 2.373,E402 B.2295.00 1.249E#01 1.707E-0l 3.592E+00
87 I .97PE.02 2.379E402 8.8295+40o I.254EI0? 1.742E-01 3.SZP5,509
FIB 2.011IE+02 2.3785F402 8.925E+00 1.251E4@1 I .7?2E-0I 3.528E*00
59 2,051E402 2.379E+02 9.2255+00 1.253E+01 .20*75-0? 3.4925.00
70 2.0205.02 2.372E402 9.5425400 1.24S5.01 1.832E-01 3.4P3F400
71 2.1@4r402 2.37BE+0& 9.787F400 1.,I2E#@40 1.0535-e1 3.344E+00
'72 2.137E#02 2.377E+02 1.009E,01 1.251F+01 1.893E-01 3.3G55+00
73 2 ,13.2 2379E4@2 1.0"4F401 1.2 3E+0I 1.8175-0? 3.236E400
74 7 '5'2 2.3815.02 I .0375 0? I 25, 0? 1.0' 3.242[+eO
7S '.17F1,'0 2.387E'02 1.0425+01 1.2525+01f 1.913E-01 3.07TE.00
78 2.1715.02 2.379Ei02 1.042E401 1.2s-71701 1.913E-01 3.1215.400
7 .75'2 2.32A4@2 1.04S5401 1.25PE4@1 I .9165-o1 3.0285.400
7P ".176F#02 2.382E#02 1.04SE.21 1.2585+01 1.917E-01 3.078E+00
. . ...........................................................................
5~ .mJ F ,r - Ft , '!f tJ 1,
1 1.075F 01 1.00F58400 9.2395F of
I . 0o~--01 1 .006.00 9.1905-01
3 .99GE of 1.0085.00 9.1455 01
4 2.131E501 I.0055.00 9.053E 01
I 2.331E-01 1.050 2.7-?
6 2.69B5-01 1.0055+00 8.7'79F-01
7 3.126F 01 1.0055.00 8.560[5o?
8 3.4085 01 1.005E400 8.3r875 01
9 3.9755-0? 1.004E#00 R.Pe205-01
10 4.344E-01 1.004E#00 7.829F 01
1I 4.9015-01 1.004E4o0 7.4255-0?
12 5.1845-01 1.004E#00 7.274E501
13 5.59P5-01 1.0035400 7.001E-01
14 5.795-0? 1.003E400 6.8965-01
is 5.8145-01 1.@@3E400 6.P435-0?
IS r.750V 01 1 .00,15. 00 6.891E of
17 S.6215-01 1.003E#00 6.9915-01
12 15.327F-01 1.004E+00 7.111W 01
19 4.895F-01 1.004E#00 7.51SE-01
"0 4.412F 01 1.004F#00 7.819E501
2? 3.0985-0? 1.004F400 8.130E 901
2? 3.444E5Of 1.00S17400 9.401E-011
23 3.03450?f 1.005F+00 8.6NI5-0?
214 2.19lr el 1.0055+00 B.719[ 01
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TABLE B10 (CONTINUED)
26 2.37SE -01 1.OOSE+00 P. 94FE-0
7 2 .36SE-C; I I OOE#00 8.956E-o1
26 2..356E-Cl I .Ce56.60 0.95GF-e;
29 .30SE-0l I.OO5E#00 8.99iE-0!
30 2.3386-0? I .OOSE+66 8.93S6-6?
3? 2.327E-01 I.665E.6 13.95917-01
32 2.27G6-0? 1.0056+06 8.991E-01
33, 2.Z64E-01 I.Oos6.06 8.986E6 61
:4 2.263E-01 I.06eOSPO 8.971E-01
3s 2.37CE-01 I.0656.68 8.937IE-0l
36 2.3686-0? I.005E.00 8.9S4E-01
37 2.39SE 01 1.005E+eo 8.9962E N
38 2.439E-01 I.OOS6+60 8.872E-01
39 2.S646-01 1.005E400 8.816E-01
40 2.G59E-01 I.OOSE.60 8.77917-01
41 2.803E-01 I.0056+60 8.699'6-01
42 3.Q6346 -6? I .@ZSE+0 8.5613E-0?
43 3.237E-01 1.005E+00 8.4866-6?
44 3.344E-01 I.Oe5E.00 6.3886E-01
45 3.686E-O ?.6656.6'6 8.24--0
46 3,846E-01 1.004E4-66 8.099E-01
47 4.@72FE01 1.004E400 8.OO96-01
48 4.31,E-01 1.004E+00 7.92PE-01
49 4.70,"E-01 l.06*1E400 7.6126-01
so 4.PO7[-C? 1.004E400 7.517-iE?0
5? S.119E-01 1.004E400 7.31-H-01
62 S.307E-01 1.0@3E+00 7.179E-01
53 5.34CE-01 1.007EPO0 7.140E-01
S4 5.4166-01 I.0093E+-66 7.OPOE Of
55 S.S9TE7-01 I.0056.00 6.9996-e1
56 6.S48[-O? 1.003E*00 6.977E-01
57 5.56@E-01 1.00--E4@0 6.99E6?
5 9 r.!- -0? 1.ZZ-F.po 7. 01 H- (1
59 S.46'E-01 .0E'9 7.122-0? O
66 5.394E-01 1.0676.90 7.19SE-0?
61 5."117661 1.0046+66 7.29AE-01
62, S.6976-o? 1.001E#00 7.439E-01
63 4.7796-C9? I.M4006 7.C-24F Of
F4 4.541-q? i.OOIE402 7.7-01O
65 4.249E-01 1.004E400 7.957F 01
66 3.902E 2? 1.00A4eo6 13.1636 1?
(67 3.6266-9? l.@OSE40e 2.315F of
69 3.3666E-0? 1.00SE40CA @.47"E601
69 3.054F-01 I.0056'90 8.6-76E61
70 2.78561-01 I .OO5S960 e87956-e?
71 2.6646-n? I.090E+90 8.Pqr56-6
7 2.31166-9' 1.00c6.60 9646
73 2.17EE 01 f.0666.66 9.6786-6?
74 11.073E 01 I .696600 9.127E Of
75 2.024E-01 1.006E400 9.1271-01
76 1.974E661 1.0066+C 9.15SE-0?
77 1.9666-e? 1.0666+66 9,1576-61
78 1.969E-01 I.00SE400 9.1646-01
............. ......................................................
6?136?LE AFPrdir
PPA')17 FAAV5T 161W.VGt XPFFAv,13 VR6FAJG OPE l,'
1-.16P6f61 406.83E#00 546.6? 9-31517-02 2.3736.62 I.,46E401





BLADE COEFFICIENT OF PRESSURE SCALED DATA FILE PRINTOUT
......................................................
BLADE SCALED DATA FILE B-17APRSCL
............................... a........
rrOBE DATA ASSOCIIED WIli THE BLADE DM1A IS CONTAINED
IN FILE: U-17APR7SCL
SCAl: 49


























































BLADE COEFFICIENT OF PRESSURE REDUCED DATA FILE PRINTOUT
BLAOE CF FILE 8-29MARTCALC
........ ............... I..........................


















































Improvement in the method of obtaining probe survey data
can be made by changing the three programs involved. Changes
will make data acquisition more efficient, reduce the chance
of errcneous entries and provide more accurate data.
Recommendations include:
1. Classick's [Ref. 6] recommendation on DVM error correc-
tion is reiterated here.
2. Dynamically size the arrays in "CALC." ("LOSS and
"ACQUIRE" have been dynamically sized in data files and
arrays.)
3. Establish data files to include survey scan number and
probe position to be used in flow field mapping.
4. Convert the use of "1" and "2" in previous programs to
"1" and "u" for upstream and downstream positions. This
would make program flow and conversion easier.
5. Do not combine "CALC" and "LOSS" as recommended by
Classick. Combination would require repetition of
"LOSS" in "CALC" for mass-averaged and mixed-out losses.
B8. SUMMARY OF PROGRAM STEPS
All commands except RETURN are executed by pressing the
soft keys fl-f8 corresponding to the labels appearing at the
bottom of the screen.
The following is a summary of program steps:
1. DVM, SCANNER and Scanivalve controller--ON
2. Disc Drive--ON
3. Disc Drive Amber lights--Extinguished





8. Type raw data file name for probe survey without
quotation marks.
9. RETURN
10. Type scaled data file name for probe survey without
quotation marks.
11. RETURN
12. Type atmospheric pressure in inches Hg.
13. RETURN
14. Press ONE PROBE or TWO PROBES
15. Type scan number, probe position. For two probe option,
type scan number, lower probe position, upper probe
position.
16. RETURN
17. Press REPEAT or RECORD
[REPEAT returns prompt for scan number and position of
data point to be repeated. RECORD stores data to the
file.]
18. Press GO ON or END PRB DATA
[GO ON returns prompt for next scan number and probe
position. END PRB DATA terminates probe data
collection.]
19. Press GO ON or COLLECT
[GO ON by passes instrumented blade data collection and
returns print option prompts (Step 20). COLLECT returns
prompt for instrumented blade raw data file.]
a. Type raw blade data file name
b. RETURN
c. Type scaled blade data file name
d. RETURN
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e. Press REPEAT or RECORD
[REPEAT repeats the blade pressure scan, RECORD
stores data to the file.]
20. Follow the print option prompts
Note that this is the only time to obtain a hard copy of
the raw and scaled probe and blade data.
21. Press GO ON or CALC
a. GO ON terminates "ACQUIRE." Note that "CALC" can be
executed later by the commands:
1. LOAD "/CLASSICK/PROGS/CALC"
2. Press RUN, loads and executes "CALC"
b. Proceed at Step 22
22. Type the scaled probe data file nae created in
"ACQUIRE."
23. RETURN
24. Type the probe calibration coefficient file for X
(velot'ity).
Note that for this work MIKEC3 is the X file.
25. RETURN
26. Type the probe calibration coefficient file for Phi
(pitch).
Note that for this work MIKEC2 is the Phi file.
27. RETURN
28. Press ONE PROBE or TWO PROBES
[TWO PROBES will prompt the user for the upper probe
calibration coefficient files for X and Phi]
29. Type the file name for the data to be reduced from the




31. Type in the probe block to vertical angle.
32. RETURN
Note that this angle was 40.4 degrees for this work.
33. Type in the low limit scan # for the Reynolds number
integration.
34. RETURN
35. Type in the high limit scan # for the Reynolds number
integration.
36. RETURN
37. Press REDUCE DATA after amber light quits blinking.
38. Press GO ON or BLADE CP'S
[GO ON returns prompt to load "LOSS" (Step 39), BLADE
CP'S prompts for scaled blade data file]
a. Type blade scaled data file name
b. RETURN
c. Typ 2 the file name for the data to be reduced from
the scaled data file
d. RETURN
e. Type scan number associated with lower limit of
integration of probe lower blade-to-blade survey
f. RETURN
g. Type scan number associated with height limit of
integration of probe lower blade-to-blade survey.
h. RETURN
i. Press BLADE DATA after amber light quits blinking
39. Press GO ON or LOSS
a. GO ON terminates "CALC" and would be the choice if
only one of the survey pairs had been conducted.




2. Press RUN, loads and executes "LOSS"
b. Proceed at Step 36
c. Note that "LOSS" requires upper and lower probe
blade-to-blade reduced data file names.
40. Type the lower probe blade-to-blade survey reduced data
file name.
41. RETURN
42. Type the lower probe survey maximum scan number.
43. RETURN
44. Type the upper probe blade-to-blade survey reduced data
file name.
45. RETURN
46. Type the upper probe survey maximum scan number.
47. RETURN
48. Type t ,e scan number corresponding to the lower limit of
integration for the lower probe survey.
49. RETURN
50. Type the scan number corresponding to the upper limit of
integration for the lower probe survey.
51. RETURN
52. Type the scan number corresponding to the lower limit of
integration for the upper probe survey.
53. RETURN
54. Type the scan number corresponding to the upper limit of
integration for the upper probe survey.
55. RETURN
[Note that integration interval for both upper and lower
probes must be exactly equal even though the scan number
entries may not be the same]
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56. Program "LOSS" terminates after mass averaged and miyed-
out flow cunditions and losses have been calculated.




I I 11 is PEIROGRAM ACiuIRES DATA FROM S-IIALE PROOF SUIRVEYS AND PRESSURE
:2 IDISTRIBtJTION FROM AN INSTRUMIENTED BLADE. SEE CLASSICK M.S. THESIS
13 ISEPT 89 FOR PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND DETAIILS.
SZ least........ ote-- DIMENSION ARRAYS ..........***...*gs*sa*..*...-
S3 Orliol" ensf IBASE Or nP",w WILL BE ONIE INSEAR or ZERO
54 DIM Raudmt( 1.10G) irTml ARRAY WIL.L ACrOMOTIATE B0OTH 48 PORT
55 ISCANI vALVES ANDO te ciIANUELS FROM THE SCANNER
16 DIM Scmied(I*106) IARRAY USED IN PRINTING PROBE 9 CASCADE PRSSURES
57 ITO SCREEN
59 DIM Prntdctall1,48) IARRPY USED IN PRIN4TING 1BLADL PRESSURES 10 SCREEN
Go DI M Prfitditb( 1 .48)
6I MAT Prntdmta- (0) ITNITIALLY ElLIS ARRAY WITH ZEROS-IF ENTIRE AruiTY
F, 7 1ITS NAT FII(ET, UIT IP OA:A. THEN REMAINDER o,- ARRAY
63 IUILL CONTAIN ZEROS.
65 MAI PrntIdnib- (0)
I, I I .... ** *. . .... * * ** A I AD). ES .. * t ...................... *to.$ ........
67 Ovort-I IDESIRtO, Pont. IT IS DESIRED THAnT THE SCANIVALVE
FIBT IREGIN AT PORT 1.
70 Hport-14 miciGP PORT. LAST PORT ON THE SCANIVIILVI, IIAT IS
71 POE INTEREST.
'73 vrt-l PsATIE AS (nROvi EXCEPT IT PFRTAINS TA SCANIVALV_
i4Pll EilF;VED FOR INSIDLJTIENTED DLADE S jIVEY.
76 IlriortAIPT PALL1 PORT USER ON THlE BLADE SURVEY
77 DpIm tb1 I IiN two PRUDE SURVEYS. MORE PC..TS, APIE USED- THE
78 IRESIRED PORT IS STILL I.
so IIr,'-tb,9 ILAST PORT OF INTEREST FOR TWO PRODE SURVEYS.
81 scntrmpn! 1~0 ISCANNER CHANNEL AS'.IGNED TO THERMOCOUPLEF
8Z Scnytg.trdlr,-74 I YAU TANSDUCER.
P3T Sct~ynu~-,nI . 74 I LOWER PROBE YAW
pi iiiitrimLP1.n rfOR Two rrmaD SuivEYS.
86; Scnym~rh ... .- ? 1 I? SCANNER CHANNEL ASSIGNED TO UPPER PROBE YAU
P 7 T RANSDURF FOR Two-Pr)OE SURVEYS.
IT9 I~vIPSCANT VALVE USED FUR INSTRUMENTED BLADE.
j Q' S~r, ? - .1..............PROBE & CASCADE PRESSIII1ES.
91 Scr,7P'l ISCAIJER DU OS DREC'
97? S '-70 I IA VOLu vEi CONT1ROL LEA su, ADDRESS 1516- 78K I
93 Dvm-777 IDII3TA. VOLTMETER BUS ADD'c;S
114 Scfir d5.'r- I P SCANItII CIlATlJEL A7S lfSEJR) TO READ SCAN) VALVE
91, PCONTRO[IERP (SCANIVALVE READ IS THIE ONE FOR
9R PROO ANTIu CA tSCAE RESSURES.
98 Scm dsvr.m-0 isAmE AS AROiVF EXCEPT TilE SCAINIVALVE READ IS FOR
99' TH1E INSTRUTIENTER BLADE PRESSURES
101 Srrirdsvrb-) ISAME AS ABOVE EXCEPT SCAINTVALVE lR'] Is THEF
he? PIflE FOR PARE & CA)SCADE PRESSURES WHEFN "-PROEIF
1911 POPTION IS SFlECitD.
175' S, .? tpIvral40 I SCNNER PIANNI L ASqSITNED TO STEP S;CANI VALVE A
106, Srrtpivch-41 I 0I
I0*7 Scrilms.:n- 4 5 ISCANNFR CHANNJEL ASSIGNED TO HOME SCANIVALVE A
108 1 .. ..v 1. R I
109 Mn-dhT- .0zmT50 IETRoR TR,'I' FOR SPURTOUS DVM OTEARINGS.
I10 Prnter-70I IUS ADDRESS FUR PRINTER
1III Sc' ell-I PODS AT~lORSS FOR MONITORD
1 IZ LOADSuO Ali FROM "/CLASsick/rDTIiNES/SURlACOUTRE"
1 13 I.55 STOOGE IS I/LSIKO) ALL OUS PAU E)ATA FILE NAPIF TO RE ENTERED
1 14 IA) TIE PoRTiPT WI TsiouT PAIPNAPiE
116 PRINT .............................. ,...........'
1 17 PRINT
I If!8 P I~ " NATE FEII E F ORA THE RAW DAIT 13B COLIEFCTEFL) F ROM THlE PROP[I S)"
1 19 INPUT l~uiel
P27 CREATE RHI P.rinfT0,4 imRiWt)Et is A sRinc, VAmRIARE ASS~IPHE
1724 P TIlrP~ r,.) EE NnM TO O3F ENTERER Al iiHE rPArR)i
lT?5 P THIlS 1l1 F IS P010 DECO, JS (ENOUGII FOR 100 DATA
17F; IPOINTS) EACH RlECOnR CAN CONTAIN 106 REAL
108
TABLE B13 (CONTINUED)
12-? INUMBTERS 8X I G- 114,8.
12 ASIN pmthI TO Rswiftles !ASSI(GNS A PAIII NAPEt T0 THE RAW FILE JUST
zg ICREnTED FOR ENTER AND OUTPUT STATEMENTS.
130 MASS STORAGE IS "/CLASSICK/REDDATA'
132 PRINT ...... *....... ............. I....o. .......
133 PRIN7
134 PRINT "NAME FILE TO SICRE THE RAU DATA SCALED Ta ENGINEERING UNITS"
!31; INPUT Sc~ftIe%
1363 CREATE BOT Sclfilet.100.94 6
137 ASSIGN PPet7 I(' Self tleS
139 PRINT * . . . .* 4. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .
139 PRiNT "
140 PRINT 'ENTER THE ATMOSPHERIC PRESURE -~4 INCHES HG"
1-1 N1'I I Pb^ro
147 PRINT
143 PRINT .. . . . . . . .A . . . . . . .I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
144 PRTNT""
145 PR I NT "PRESS '"ONE PRTOF"" IF ONE PROBE is TJs~r."
'413 PRINT "PRFSS ""TWO PROBES'" IF TWO PROBES ARE USED."
147 PRITT
1419 PRIT .
ISO ON4 KEY I IRABEL "ONE PROBE" CO010 Nur'ibrrpr'hsI ICOPING FOR SOFT KEYS
151 ON KEY 4 LA)BEL "TWO PROBES" GO0(, Num'bpbsZ
15? Spint' COTO Sp~Iv, IKEEPS SOFT KEV' LABELS ON SCREEN UNTIL
153 IFITIIFR SOFT KE ' IS PRESSED.
! S4 Nurmbrprbsi' Noofprb5-I 1INUMBFR OF PROBES DETERMINES WHIERE TO
100; IG0 IN THE PROGRAM.
157 GRID Chrcknoofp~bs
10F0 Nu~t', 1' ,: Noofp,F,?,-
1 10 Check ro,oc p, s :IF Nooffivbs 2 THEN
I GO Star t~prbs: INPUT "ENTER THE SCAN NUMBIER, LAUER [RODE POSITION AND UIPPER P
I1I31 ELSE;
If07 St a, It I vb I nPUT " ENTIER I HE SCAN4 NUMbERP AND PROBE POSTI IDON" .Scarn.Po t t
13 PRTINT ""
TTF;4 PRINT,....a..... .... a....
1165 END IF
ITF I CON /PosItvf-b~s/ Sv'eScri 1COV1'L KLOCK VARIABLES USED IN POSITIONING
i F; 1 NIE SCANI,'OLVE PORTS.
I F9 COII /Rf-mtl'rbI 5/ Scrn Or, Scanvb( 1 ,48)I Temtwr~lrrdYaticlitrd,Scnyaicirt.*Scntemip
170 COM /NendvrbIa/ Y8IwclnrdI Mm*xd~f
Ill1 I ABOVE COMMORN BLDCK VARIABL.5 USED IN
172 1OBTAINING DYM READINGS.





179 Remdzprb":PrnNf "'SCAN -nliR"scrn,
I SO PRI NT I I OIT1 PROIBE POST 11 N" rPesit1,T
101 PRI NT " f'i ERA PROBE POST 11ON" Pot tu
I1Fl, PRINT "PART1 VOLTAGE GAUGE PRESS(INCIIES H~o)
1113 NT Srin ol0
I 04 FOP 01, B "rth1 TO Ipcorth
11,31 Cnl L 0,:nvror'tposi1t( Scnvb, Dh.ScnIhr' cbhScis tr5vrbT icALLS SUBROUJTINE
I0 pTO POITO SCANTn sniVALVE PORTS. INITIALLY IT WILL
187 IPOSITION SENIVALVF TO PORT 1.
I P" CALL Rr,d&vm', [b, Scd,vrb) C'LSUBIIROUITINE TO REAR) THEF
I 190 ITIEF SCANIVALVE rPT RltiDINGS ON
191 1IT1IF 0/N.
I'll Pf'nt,,thl 1I I-Srem,,vI I .00 ICOIJVfihTS CIYM READINGS Tc rPSSUJIT
114 1 Vnt(I ;E .
I113r If Ri,; I THEFN PrrvdmtI, I 06)-Sr.mnvti( I *bh)o I0000)-Prntdatb( I ' I lLl OUS
109
TABLE B13 (CONTINUED)
197 IPORT I READING TO BE SUBTRACTED
19B IFROM OTHER READINGS.
zoo PRINT USING "DO,IOX.MD.3DE.I0X.MD.3DE"IDbScanvb(I,Db).Prntdatb(I.Db)
701 NEXT Db
707 CALL Readdvm(Db.ScnyauchnIl) IDb IN THIS CONTEXT ACTS AS A DUMMY
Z03 IVARIABLE. DYM READS TiE LOUER PROBE YAW iRANSDUCER.
704 CALL Remtddiv(Db,Scnyauchnu) IUPPER PROBE YAW TRANSDUCER IS READ.
70 5 PRINT "4eo iiI l Ii l i lf .. . . 0-00 .... l l e ll e le e
206 PRINT 'LOUFR PROBE YAU CHAN READING ".lYauchnrdI
207 YauI-YeuchnrdiIl0O ITHIS IS UWERIE TIlE REFETIENCING
708 ICORRECTION FOR TIlE YAW ANGLE IS MADE
710 PRINT "LOWER PROBE YAU (DEGREES) lYal-
711 PRINT "LIPPER PROBE YAW CHAN READING "iYawchnrdu
712 Yauu-Yachr,rdu 1000 IMAKE THE REFERENCING CORRECTION FOR
213 IUPPER PROBE YAW ANGLE HERE.
715 PRINT "UPPER PROBE YAW (DEGREES) I Yaau
716 G010 Cont Iriue
217 Readlprb:PRINT "SCAN NUMVER"IScan ICODING FOR READING ONE PROBE BEGINS
218 PRINT "PROBE POSITION";Posit
Z19 PRINT 'PORT VOLTAGE GUAGE PRESSURT.( INCHES HZo)"
Z0 MAT Scmnvb- (0)
771 FOR P-Dport TO !!port
777 CALL Scrivportposit(ScnvbO.ScimhivcbScnstpsvcb) ICnLLS SUBROUTINE TO
773 IPOSIIION SCnNIVALVE PORT.
275 CALL Readdvm(DScnrdsvc) ICALLS SUBROUTINE TO REAF) SCANIVALVE PORTS
7?G ION THE DVM.
zz8 Prntdatb(l.!)-Scnnvb(I.I),I0l ISCALES DVM RfADINGS TO
779 110 ENGINEERING UNITS.
731 IF 0)1 THEN Prntdotb( I,D)-Scavovb( I.D)lI0000-Prrttdatb(l,l) !PORT 1
737 ) ERDING suTIRACTED Off THE SCANIVALVE
233 IPORT READINGS.
73S PRINT USING "DO, IOX.MO. 3DE.IOX, MO.3DE",1.Scaivb( I.D).Prntda tb( I.D
73G NEXT 0
737 PRINI ......... &II ........ l l ll l l ll l l ll l ~ llI l ll l
738 CAOIL Rendrivn(0.Scriyouchn)
739 PRINT "YAU CIIAN READING "IYIsuchnrd
740 Ynu-Yawclird 10M ITHIS IS WHERE TO CORRECT FOR PROBE YAW REFERENCING
241 PRINT "YAU (DEGREES) "IYau
747 Contlnue:CALL Readdvm(Db.Scntempchn)
743 PRINT "TEfr CHAN READING "Tampchl r d
744 T-Tempchnrdo 1000
745 Temp-33.9I.T434.ZS44G0 IIRON CONSTnNTAN TItERI1NCOUT'LE EQUNION
74G ISAPIE ONE USED BY DREON.
748 PRINT "TEMPERATURE (DEGREES R) "ITemp
z49 Pa-PbAro'13.57 IATMOSPHERIC PRESS CONVERTED TO INCIIES H7o
250 PRINT USING "6A,4X.70.O.X.4,SX.3D.70.SA""ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (INCRES)".P
751 PRINT
7S7 PRINT l I lll l i Ili e l lII l li eI e e lI l lIII l l i Il l l "
753 PRINT
754 PRINT "IS DATA OK7 PRESS ""RECORD"" TO RECORD DATA. PRESS ""REPEAT"" TO"
755 PRINT "REPEAT THE SCAN."
7S6 PRINT
257 PRINT "C.llie el e *e l*ic **le l*l * ** l I ***l *******e
7S8 ON KEY I LABEL "RECORD" GoTo Storeraudata.
259 ON KEY 4 LABEL "REPEAl" 6010 Repeatscon
760 Spin?: GOID Spin?





26 Storeriudtm: I ST0qE RAUDnTA TO RAUDAIA FILE
767 IF Noofrba-7 THEN
110
TABLE B13 (CONTINUED)
2F,8 MAT nawuldjt- (0)
219 FOR K-1 TO 19
270 Rawdat( I K)-Sconvb(I.K) PASSIGN ALL THE SCANIVALVE READINGS IN TIlE
Z71 ISCANVB ARRAY TO THE RAuDAT ARRAY ELEMENT
272 IBY ELEMENT
774 NEXT K
Z75 Ramdat( I .ZO)Posttl
276 Ra.jdqt( I.ZI)Poitu
277 Raodmt( I .72 )-Yauchnrdll
278 Rmjdmt ( I .23)-Yauchnrdu
279 Rmudnt( I.74)Tempchnrd
Z80 Raudat( I,?5)-Pe)
71 OUTPUT PnthI.Scau IRaudat() 1T7lE DATA IS S1OVIED IN THE Rnu DATA
7ZB IFILE UWHICH UAS PREVIOUSLY CREATED.
283 ITHIS IS A RANDOM OUTPUT STATEMENT.
ZRS MAT Scaled- (0)
786 FOR K-I 10 19
Z87 Scaled( '.K)-Prntdemtb( IK) !SAMlE METHOD HERE EXCEPT SCALED DATA
289 IS REASSIGNED.
Z90 NEXT K
Z91 Scled( I ,20)-Posit
297 Scaled? I .ZI )PoItu
293 Scm]ed( I ,Z2 )"Ym,.I
294 Scm] ed( 1 .2 3)'Yat
295 Scmlerd( I.?,1emp
296 Scale.d( I .5)-Pa
297 OUIPUT @Pmth2.ScanScAled( )
298 ELSE
799 MAT RurJat- (0)
3"; FOR K-I TO 14 IFOR 7I1E ONE PROOE OPTION. ASSIGNS
321 ILL TIlE SCANIVAI VE READINGS IN THE





308 Raudat( I . IG)-Yawuhnr-d
309 RAtiud ( I . 17)-I mpcinrd
310 Riurli.t( 1,18)Pm
311 OUIPUT VPathl.ScaniRawdatt#) li1E DIA IS STORED IN TIHE RAu DAIR
312 111CRi tnS PREVIOUSLY CREATED. THIS
313 ITS A RANDOM OUTPUT STATEMENT.
315 MAT Scaled- (0)
316 FOR K-I TO 14









327 PRINT ...... ... ... *.v..oof .. a."1I I •I I I I I ll l l l I ll lI I
378 PINT
32 PAIN? 'RESS ""GO ON"" T0 CONIINUF TAXING DATA. PRESS ""END PRB DAIA..
330 PRINT "TO TERMINATE PROBE DATA COLLECTION."
331 PRINT -..
333 ON KEY I LAPEL "END PRR DATA" GOio Printfile,mrme
334 ON KEY 4 LAREL "GO ON" GOIO Collectdmin
335 Spin3: 7010 Spir








343 Prirntfilenam~e: PRINT "RAW PROFE. (IOTA IS STORED
344 PRINT "IN DATA FILE" *R1igfileS
34S PRINT "
347 PRINT ....
348 PRINT "PROBE RAU 0A1A SCALED TO ENGINEERING UNITS"
349 PRINT "'IS STORED IN REDOAIA FILE",Sclfilell
350 PRINT
352 PRINT
3S3 PRINT "ENSURE THE PROBE IS CLFAR OF THE INSIRUI1ENTED BLADE."
354 PRINT"
3r,6 PRINT
3S7 PRINT 'PRESS ""COLLECT DAtA"" TO COLLECT hErA FOH THE INSTRUMIENTED BLADE"
358 PRINT "PRESS ""GO ON"" TO CONTINUE WTTH THlE PROGRAM.-
35,9 PRIT4
360 014 KEY 4 LABEL "GO 01" 0010 Prititolitinrtl
361 ON KEY I LABEL 'COLLECT DATA" 6010 Nariefile
362 Spln4: SOTO Spin;1
363 Namefile* 11055 STORAGE IS "/CLASS ICK/IOAT A" ICODING FOR INSTRUIIENTED
364 IBLADE SECTION OF PROGRAM IS SAME AS FOR
367 PRINT
36B1 PRI NT 'Nr, I FILE FOR ITHE RAU 0010 TO BE COLLECTED FROM THE BLADL."
369 INPUT RetubladileS
370 CREATE B001 Rawblarifila$,100.384 1 100 RECORDIS. EACH RECORLI CAN CONTAIN
371 148 REAL NUMIBERS BX48-384.
373 ASSIGN t)'ath3 TO Rai.biadfilel
374 MASS STORAGE IS "/CLASSICK/REOOATR"
376 PRINT
377 PRINT 'NAME FILE FOR THE RAU RLAUE 00T0 SCALED) TO ENGINEERING UNITS."
378 INPUT ScIbladfileS
379 PRINT""
380 PRINT "e......... ....... 000-9860.....
38$1 CREATE BO)AT ScIbIadftle$.I00,394
387 ASSIGN 01'ath4l TO Sclblarif le$
383 Blader-ead' MAT Scanva" (0)
384 PRINT "SCAN NUMER" ,Scrmn
305S PRINT "PORT VOLTAGE GUAGE PRESSI INCHES H~o)"




390 IF De)$ THEN Prntdatn( $.0a)-SanvD( $ *OI10Q)0-Prntdota( 1.1)
391 PRINT USING "DD.$OX,MD.3D$T.IOX.MO,3r)E",Da,Scarvva(I,Oa).Prritdatafl.Oa)
392 NEXT Da
394 PRINT""
39r, PRINT "IS 0A10 ox? RESS ""REPEAT"" 7O REPEAT THE SCAN, PRESS ""RECORD--
396 PRINT "TO RECORD TilE DATA."
397 PRINT
398 PRINT "00-9 .......................... e...s....
399 ON KEY 1 LAREL "RECDOD 6010 StorednIm
4T00 ON KEY 4 LAPEL "REPEAT' G010 Blarlet earl
410$ SpinS: 6010 SpinS
112
TABLE 13 (CONTINUED)
40' Storedhta: OUTPUT @rath3,Scanva(.)
403 OUTPUT 9Path41Prnldata(v)
404 PRINT "THIS DATA IS ASSOCIATED WITII THE LAST SCAN OF FILE ".SciFTi-4
40S PRINT ..
4eG Prir.topltonl: PRINT ", 2,. .......uf,...,,.,.e....*..I**w,,
407 PRINT " "
408 PRINT "ALIGN PAPER IN PRINTER.
409 PRINT "..
410 PRINT "TO PRINT OUT A TAPUIAIJON OF THF RAW DATA COILFCTED FROI"
411 PRINT ....
412 PRINT "TIHE PROTBE(SI. PRFSS ""RAnW TAL-t;_ ". PRESS ""GO ON.
413 PRINT ..
414 PRINT "TO CONIINUF WITH Tl!' PROM;fRM."
41S I'RTNT""
416 PRINT .......
417 ON VEY I LPCL "RU MAILE" G0O0 Prtntreutable
418 ON KFY 0 LAOFI "GO ON" GOTO PrlntoptJo7
419 SptnS: GO00 Spirli
420 PrintrautaLIe, MASS STORRGF IS "/CLASSICK/)l]A"
ASSIGN @Pathl TO Rawrties 'STAIEfMENT PUTS FILE POINTER AT REGINING
427 IOF FILF.
424 PRINT ..
475 PRINT "PRESS ""ONE IOTl"" IF ON[ PROM-. WAFS USED."
476 PRINT "PRESS ""TWO PROBES"" IF TWO PROUES WERE USED."
4Z7 PRINI..
478 PRINT ".....s......s...l.u.e.u|1uw..t...ees..e...e.eeeoee..e......,.."
429 ON KEY I InI3EL "ONE PROIIE" S010 Nimberolprbsl
430 ON KEY 4 LRFI- "TWO PROFIES" GOTO Numhbr'ofprbs7
431 Spi 7 : GOT0 Spin7
43Z Nuimbero, bs lI: Noofprbs-I
433 6010 lowinyp rb5
434 NumberofprLbs7: Noo'pris-2
436 Howtninyprb-: IF Noofprbs=7Z TIN
436 PRINIER IS Prntrr ISENOS PRINT SIATEMENTS 10 THE PRINIEL.
438 PRIN1 "IPROVE RAW MIA FILE ",RI,,,TII.$
439 PRINT ...... 9 , to*,.... ,,,,,,...
440 PRINT "SCAN L PRO I 2 3 4
441 PRINT " POSIT"
44Z FOR N-I TO I00
443 ENTER @Path0 ,NtRauri tl) StAIEMFNT ACCESSES THF RAW DIA FILE IN
444 1 RNDOM TIM0E.
446 ON END Ff'athl G010 Tuoprintrawl ISINCE ALL RECORDS Of A FILE MAY
447 INOT OE FILLED (RFCALL 100 RECORDS UERE
448 lRESFRVEU FOR 100 DATA POINTS), THE ON
449 TEND SIATFEMENT ALLOWS THE PROGRAM TO
450 ICONTINIE Al TIlE Tuoprlntrasil I.INE WIEN
451 IAN END OF FILE CONDITION OCCURS.
463 Pot I'Rtureiat( 1.29)




4S6 Por t6-RAuLJnt( I.5 )
459 PRINT USING "4D.3X.4D.2D.3X.MD.3DE,3X.MD.3D).3XMD.3DE.3X.MD.3D).3X.MD.3D"
460 NEXT N
461 Tuor-rlntraul! PRINT ",,,, ,,, ,,,, ,', ,,,, ,,' ,,,, ',' ,,'' ''' '''' '''
462 PRINT "SCAN 6 7 9 9 1@
463 FOR N-I TO 100
464 ENTER PPnlhl .NiRudatI*)
46S ON END Pf'atlil GOTO TuoprlntraiJ7
466 Por t6 ,R , ,Jnt( I ,6 )




ic co, iasadaii8 i,)
470 Port 10"Rnudati 1 .101
471 Pori I I RIriI( I I I)
477 PRINT USIN4G "40.3X.MD.3DE.3X.MO.3*.3X.M.3E.3X.MD.31F.,ZX.M.31).X,l.3L
473 NEXT N
474 luorrritrau?,7 PrINT .. Sfa......u..g......u..,a.
475 PRINT "SCAN U PRO 12 13 14 Is
476 PRINT " POSIT"
477 FOR N-i10 OIQ
478 ENTER @PatI,.Nj~clat(.1
479 ON END PnthI 6010 Tuoprintrnuj3
480 PosituRIludtt(IjZl
481 PortlZRatudat(I,IZ)
49? Por *13-Rmmjdzt( 1.13)
483 Por t 14 Rmdt I. 14 )
414 rorI SRtmiilct(1.15)
485 Part16-Rdat(I,1G)
49E PRINT USING "4D.3X.4U.2D,3X.MU.3Lup 3X MO.3UE,3X MD 3[0E 3X.MD.3[lL,3X 110 3L'"
487 NEXT N
4F38 Tuoprlntraiu3! PRINT".paug**geg*g*g.*eq.....qg..
4p9 PRITr 'SCAN 17 isT I9
490 FOR N'-1 TO 1W0
491 ENTER PPathl,NIR.iutdatl*)
492 ON4 END @retwt GOlD Iuotorintraw4






500) PRINI "SCAN YAU L YAU U IETPCHN ATHoS"
fSO I PRIN4T VOLT VOLT VJOLT PRESSUFIE
SO? FOR N~I TO 100
503 ENTER PrathI.Ntnawdat(e I
5814 ON END prtlif 6080 lwoprintrisuS
50' , YmwcI,rirdI Rri;jr.Jt( I .7)
SOS6 Yabpchnrdu'Ri'jdet( I .23)
581? lfmpchInrd-Rie*ud!At(1I,Z4)
SOB8 p~-aitpjat( 1 75)
5019 PRINT USING *4D.3X.MU.30E.4XHO.3EAX.MD.3E. 4X.3.DNYacrrdIYaichm-t
510e NEX(T N
511 Tuopriistraw5: OFF END @PvtI.I ITERMINATES THE ON ENDj comlmlfNO
512 ELSE
S13 PRINTER IS Prriter
514 PRINT".ees.......u,.....g...
515 PRI NT "PRTOBE RAW 0ATA FILE ".,wfj1Ie
516 PRINT"..*f......qg........,"
517 PRINT "SCAN PROBE I 2 3 4
SIB PRINT " POSIT"
Sig FOR N-I TO 100
S?0 ENTER PPathiI.NiRaeudat(9) ISInfE?IFNI ACLESSFS THE RAU DATA FILE IN
571 1 RANDOM MORE
573 ON END Prathl 6010 PrIntrauI ISINCE ALL RECORTDS or A FILE MAY NOl RU
S24 IFILIED (PECAIL 100 ?JERE USED FOR 1IM
575 I0010 POINTS), ON END STATEMFNT ALl OUS 11HF
576 IF'RO(GRAM TO CONTINUE AT TEPitalLN
578 Posl t-flei.dnt( I .15)
5291 Pot1R.uJt I I1)
530 PortI71.rnt( 1.2)1
531 Pr 'cual1,3)
537 Por t4 Rmoudtil( 1.4)
114
TABLE B13 (CONTINUED)
533 Par tS-Faat( 1 .5
534 PRINT USING '0Z.0?ZXtO3FZf0.p.X .DE2.f30?xn.T
535 NEXT N
S36 Pr in-, ow: . RiNtlI1 1aaaa0aa411 ffftttttttfffffftttttff.ffffffft 4 1 1 tftfta a I1 0
537 PRINT "SCAN 6 7 to l I
538 FOR N-I TO 100
539 ENTER @PathI.N;Rmudnat(.)
540 ON END @PmIII 6010 PrlrntfcuZ
541 Port-tR,,udait(I,6)
542 Po,-t7-Resijdrt( 1 .7)
545 Pork)0-Rmwpudt(1,I0)
546 Por-t II-PL.L~dflt( I, II )
S,47 PRINT USING "40.7X.KO.30E.2X,110.3R)F.2X.M.3DE7x~jfl.33E.2X.Mt).3DL.7X.MLU.31:
S48 NEXT N
549 Printrau?: PRINT '*e*ttfefvf*fftrtfbegtshqtte;us.t......
550 PRINT "SCAN 17 13 14 VAUCflAN JEIIrCffAN AT
551 PRINT " VOLTAGE VOLTAGE: PR
S5Z FOR N-1 10 IM~
553 ENTE14 @T'atf,INjRnr4at(ft)
5S4 ON END PPathIl S0TO Prtintr-ntj3
555b Par IZ-Rwdlit( 1. 12)
S56G Port I3 .Wuhj 1 13)
GS7 Portil4-Rautcia(1,14)
%S8 Y.murhnrd~flamiat ( 1. 16)
559 Tempcirtrd"Re~udot( 1 .17)
r590 Patllaudat(1,18)
SrI PRINT USING "4O,2X.fl.3D.X,M0.3DE.X.MD.3U.ZXtiD.3F.ZXM.3F.?X30.jzo
56? NEXT N
563 Prin-tra.'' PRINT "f'tff**ffe*p*'.p*f~....q..gp........
564 OF-F END mi'thI ITERMINAFES ON END? STATEMENT
565 END IF
566 PRINTER IS Screrv IRETURNS PRINT STATEMENTS TO ftI:7P.UT
567 PRINT "
568 PRINT.
569S Prinitoptiont PRINT "ALuGN rAPER IN PRINTER."
570 PINT""
S71 PRINT "TO PRINTOUT A TADULAT ION OF THE PR~OBE DATA SCALED IN"
577 PRINT "
573 PRINT "ENGINEERING UNITS, PRESS "SCAU n OAT A""
574 PRINT 1
575 PRINT 'PRESS ""GO ON""10 CONTINUE WITH THE PlIOGRRM."
57s PRINT 1"
577 PRINT ft tf tf t......................... 3tffttttf *f"
578 ON KEY I LADEL " SCALED DATA" 6010 PrrptscaIedtable
S79 ON4 KEY 4 10011 "GO ON4" SO10 Prinloption3
580 spine: G010 Spine
S81 Prntsca.Iedtnhle: MASS STOR'AGE IS "/CLASS1CK/REDDAlnA"
S9? ASSIGN @Path? TO Sclfilel
583 PRINT "
584 PRINT "PRESS'""'ONE P001:1"" IF ON4E PROMI UnS USED."
585 PRI NT "PRESS ""TWO PR0PtS "" IF Two PRUDES WERE USED."
586 PRINT "
587 PRINT ......ttttfff~ttttttffffffffffttttttttttffffffff~tf~ttttttttfff~ttttt
SOO ON KEY I LADEL "ONE PRUD3E" 6010 Numberprob'sI
589 ON KEY 4 LAPEL "IWO PROfEES" 6010 NuPmberprobes7




594 Iuanyprobe5: IF Noofpi-bs"? THEN
99S PRINILER IS Prnter
115
TABLE B13 (CONTINUED)
596 PRINT'* #** , ds. C
597 PRINT "PROS8E SCALED DATA FILE ",Sclftle$
S99 PRINT "SCAN L PREI 1 3 4
60'0 PRINT " POSIT"
601 FOR N") TO 100
607 ENTER @IlmtIZ.NiScaled(-)




609 Por-t,-Scaledl I 4)
609 Port5"Sc,Ied( 1.S)
610 PRINT USING "AID, 3X. 40. W, 3X, M. 3D.3X. MC. 3*.3X.M. 3013X.iD. 30F 3XMDf. 3'E"
611 NEXT N
612 Tuonprutscli: P R IN I
613 PRINT "SCAN 6 7 8 9 10
614 FOR N-I TO 100
GIS ENTER (orethz,NiScaled(s)






672 Par I I Scal el( I. II I
623 PINT USI1NG "40.3X.MU.3DE.3X.1O.3'E .3X*M~i.31* ,3X.t10.3DE .ZX,MO.3RE,2X.PIU.3)F
612 NEXT N
625 Tluor' irutscIZ; PRINT "of..*S* t~...... v ...... ~ dCS**CEt~
626 PRINT "SCAN U PREI 12 13 14 I
627 P14INI POSIT"
1379 FOR W'I 10 I'M
679 ENIER 9PatI7,IJiScsIed(*)
630 ON END @PathZ COTO luoprtntscl3





637 PRI1NT USING "4U,.3X.40.2D,3XflhI.31!E.3X.1D.311E.3X.MD.3L1..3X,11O.3trF.3X.?1O.-3M*
638 NEXT N
639 7uovrlnt5CI 3: PRIINT '*U**.***.**5.*~6***.I.*
640 PRINT "SCAN 17 to 19
641 FOR 1N-I TO 100
642 ENTER tIrot,t?.NiScmIed(')
643 ON END~ VPdIII 60TO Tuoprintgcl4
644 Portl7-Scied( 1,17)
645 Port I BSrcl et( I1,18)
646 Por i 195Scl ed( 1 .19)
647 PRI NT USI NG "40, 3X.l1O. 3144X.MCI. 31)E.4X.M. 30EIN.or t 1.Port I8.PortI1S
648 NEXT N
649 Tworrintaclfl! PRINT '...,........,...g*gCR**dU**
650 PRINT "SCAN YAW L YAU U TEIIP 011105"
651 PRINT " DIG DEG (R) PRESSURE'
652 FOR N-I TO 100
653 ENTER !f'atl,7 .Ni ScsI ed( ')
654 ON END PP.,1hZ 60TO Tuoorttscl5






652 PRINT USING, "40.3X, MD. 3V-4X.tiD. 3DF.4X.M. 3E4X, 3D. 211" N. YawlYawl, Te.Pa
660 NEXT N
1311 Iuoprint1.'S, OFF END PatI,7
636Z ELSE
1313 1 ENT, JF
(364 PRINTER IS rrnter
663s PRINT -- m--, v om-e## w . ... .
6616 P'RINT "PROBE SCALED DATA FILE ".9ciflel
1367 PRINT "0........,co.,.. ,et........ of' h... s"
6138 rRINT "SCAN PROBE 1 2 3 4
6139 PRINT - POSIT"
670 FOR N-I TO 1.0
6371 ENTER sPratI,7,NiScIerd(.)
16-7 ON END Pth? G01D Printact)
6373 Pos11"Scaled(l*Is)
6371 Portl"c',cJI I)
637s Fort2'Scal cl IZ1
1376 Port3 Scmled( 1.3)
1377 Pcrt4-Scm~Icd( 1 ,41
678 Port S.S., ed( 1,S)
6379 PINT USING '40.3X.40.7D.3X,1ID.r*3I.30F.3xO.3nF,3X.D3).X.1o.30E*3X*.lo.3oE
690~ NEXT N
1382 PRINT "SCAN 13 7 89 to It
G303 FOP N- I TO 100G
684 ENTER A0Pati?,NiS:.iI cd *)
CPS1 ON END OF'81I7 6010 PrintscIZ
13 Por-t1-ScaleJ( 1 .6)
13B8 Port[3"Sc 31d 1,8)
1389 Port-l9Sceaei( 1.91
1390 Port0-Sc.ilrjl 1.10)
1391 Port II-Scrled l.11)
687 PRINT USING i4D,X.MO).3lE.X.M[1.30F.7X,10..1fF*ZX.l1.30IE,7X.D.3t*7X~ri1.3YF
1393 NEXT N
6394 rrfscI7: rPiTi "we.u.s. ..... u..............u..
69S PRINT -SCAN 12 13 14 YAW TEIIP AT
139F PpINTI F0)"G (R) PR
697 FOR N-I TO I10
T398 ENTER ftl~2,WiScalcEt4l)
6 9 9 ON END Lvr.,tti2 6010 Prlntsc13
701 rortl21-Scaeld(11
'702 Por-tI4-Scp,1d( 1,14)
703 Y.tuSc,41 df I1,16)
704 1emr,pSc~j1-'f 1.17)
105 Pa"scaIcd( 1,181
7o6 PRINT USING "40,7X.MD.3Df .7X.1IU.3(* 2X,ML).310 7X.ID.3DT,.7XHD.3OF.IX,.3D.7D"
707 NEXT N
708 PrintscI3* PP.INI
709 OFF END VP.,hZ
710 ENE) IF
,71l rvITER 1I Sir(-n
717 PRINT "w~.....,,c...g.,gI............w..
713 PRINT
714 Pr-intor,tion3, PRINT "PRTSS ""PLAIT DATA' FOR RIADF DATA PRINT OPTIONIS."
715 PRINT "
7 15 PRINT "PRESS '-GO ON*- TO CONTINUE rfiDO6RiO."
717 PRINT
718 PRINT ".*.****.e*u*..a..*..uu....*.a....
719 ON KEY I I.AIFL RFLAUE DATA 13010 Printoptioni
720 ON KEY 4 LAPTT "G0 ON" 6010 Loarlotlimil




773 PRINT "ALIGN PAPER IN PRINTER."
724 PRINT
775 PRINT "10 PRINT OUT A TABULATION OF THE RAU PL01 DATA"
726 PRINT ..
727 PRINT "PFISS ""BLAO1F DATA"". PRFSS "-60 ON"" TO CONTINUE."
728 PRINT "..
729 PRINT . ....... ...- .........
130 ON KEY I LA1UEL "ILIRUE DATA" OTO Prntbla,,data
731 ON KEY 4 LADEL "GO ON" GOIO Printoptiori,
73Z Spinlil OTO Spinil
733 Prt,tLIrdedtejit: MASS STORACF IS "/CLASSI:K/oATA"
734 ASSIGN VPalh3 TO RubIdftileS
731. PRINTER IS Pr,,ter
73C PRINT *'-----. ...-......... h.. ............. "
737 PRINT "RLADE RAU DATA FILE I,Rl,.,bIndrJ] e$
738 PRJNI e
739 PRINT
740 PRINT "ROv[ DATA ASSOCIATEn WITH 1THE iLADC DATA IS CONITINrr'
741 PRINT "IN FILE: ".R.iutlIel
742 PRINT "SCAN:" Scav,
743 PRINT "SCNIYALVE VOLt I T"
744 PRINT "PORT RIE ADI NG"
745 FOR N=I TO 48
746 FNTE R P'atlt3ScntvB( I .N)
747 PRINT USING "tD,.20X,MD..AfE";N,Sc.-inva(I.N)
748 NEXT N
749 PRINTER IS Scren
7io Frtntoi'ticS: PRINT "..le..el r..e.,elul f.el .stlel e u......wl...l..."
7 5I P " 'I f " ..
75? PRINT "AI.IGN PAPER IN PRINTER."
753 PRIN ...
754 PRINT "10 PRINT 0l111 A l TDUI ION OF THE PL ADF UATA SC, FI TO "
755 PRINT -..
756 PRINi "ENSINLIRING UNITS, PRESS ""SCALE) DTn"'."
"/57 PRINT "..
758 PRINT "PHFSS -,"GO O4"". TO TER14INALI PI10tf)tIc .
7891 PRINI..
76o ON KEY I LAFI "SCAIEtp DAIA GRIo Prrt5cJdblbrlr1At
"11 ON KEY 4 LATIEL "GO ON" 6OTO L,.,Iloptioni
767 SpJnI?: GOTO Sp'nl2
763 PunlicItIbldat MSS STmIflGE IS "/CLAS';CKM/EODOATA"
764 ASSIGN tPuatl,4 TO .cIlIelrfilet
76S PRINTER IS Prnter
7b6 PlaINt "..ee.....'lhe...ws...e...u ... u....w III ..... emlula.l...."
767 PRINT "DLAO SCALED DATA FILE ".ScIblnJrlIeN
76P PRINT "e e e e t w ee |l w e | l o eo e le| | | e e~ =
769 PRINT
770 PRINT "PROFW DATA ASsOCIATLD UI TI THE BlADE DATA IS CONIiED"
771 PfRINH T "IN FILE: ",ScIf IeS
"7-12 PRINT "SCAN: " ,ScaII
773 PRINT "SCANIVALVE PRESS (INCHES 142o)"
774 PrvI NT "POR T"
775 FOR N-I1 TO 48
776 ENIER It'ath4IPr t deIa( I .N
777 PRINT USING "1,M,)X.M.3U.";N.P,'.LJdta(I.N)
778 NEXT N
719 Lo.,tlop nl: PRINTER IS Scr.'n
780 PRINT "ee.,lice elll.elle.l.leez.eelee..,l.ee ....eepee.iele.,l"
781 PRINT
782 PIMNT "TO LOAw PROGIMA11 TO REPU[F THE ACQUIR[D DATA"
793 PRINT I-




78(1 PRINI " ., uf f,,, ,,,, ,, ,,,,,, h,,,, ,,, I, l,,,t u~ *iii **mm , la i,"
787 IN KEY I InHEL "CiLC" GOO L[adaipl
788 014 KE0 4 Lti[. -G0 ON" 01U F In
719 Spinl3: GM10 Splnl3
790 LoE, dufl: I ftSS STOROCE IS "/CLtA!;ICK/! 1RClj
791 LOAD "CALC"I.)10
7 Z F-in? P~iI[ *111 !11 I nii ilfl i i ~ii ** l* ligii I II I!,11111 1I III 6iIlflli"
79P PI . .N | ...
795 PRIM " ENDf OF PRO.4FIr'Il
796 IRIN ..
797 PAI , ..... .. a. ...... v..ir........... Ill SI ::::::::::::::: ... .





10 1',1M PYNOM4INS Tilt SUFMROC411WAtT FOR POSI TIONING THE SCAIIIVALVE
20 WPORTS Ao'nr IlEAING THE DtIl.
720 SUUl Scnvpo-jgjos I ( Sciv. Q s. Scroomsvc.Scn,, trot.vc) ITHF STRUCIUNEI OF THIS
'721 I SIIIJUGNA?1 IS SIMILAR TO PV)FVIUJS
'727 incouTSTTmou PPorsrnms WRITTEN At THE
7W3 !irL. SEE cEoPFARTH THESIS.
725 OPTIION gnSL I
726 CO~l /Prosltvi-bis/ Svc.Srn
-72/1 Foslt!OUIPU)T S'vc IISING *I!.K ;Scnv
7280 ?G"PRL(.Svc)
'729 UI-T OR( 2 . I S)
'730 Y -slI 1(. 4)
731 T-FJINATIII(V.7)
73? P- I@, Tit) IF' IS THlE F'F'TSFNT F0111 THAT THIL
733 iSCflimVL-VE IS ON.
'? M, CLEAR' Sv~c
73r, IF P 'Op THVlN fletrn
73*1 IF P)FJ1, THFN
738 OUTPUTI 5cr USINf; "2 IScni,m.~vc 111ONE THE SCANIVALVE
739 CLEAR 5cr
740 wil 4 nALEtnt 4 SEcoNus~ FOI TFEW HOME 10
743 5010 Posit
744 ELSE
74S OUIPUF Sciv USING 22a"Scf.stp~vc 'StEP THlE SCANIVALVE
45 CLEAR Scn
747 HnlT .1 lWEAP 1/10 SIC BETUEEN STEPS
748 601 Posit
749 END IF
/I.;1) Re l,i,- F I
-75) SU13 kec;dvmQilp.Cl,ai eo((iT.)
'7rZ Ol'TIOII OSE I
'7173 CRl1 /Po! I ivrbI s/ S%-c 5cr,
755 CR11 /R:?,ioJv, bls/ Yulp,,1S.~iJlnS~.rcm Mx7sc OUIPU Sc,, USING "Z2;Cl.an1,',Jpt lCIIOlASr.ICN TALES ON THlE V01111L
757 InSSTIG19t TO IT 13Y ME Cnl L IW
150 OUI'IT U,mFi,-7m3.ift0t3 I STAFIORD 5ETTING VOR THlE 0V.1
-7F,I I SEIS THlE FUNCtIONS ON THE Mill.1
763 S,mp Ie: 1111 A(S)
764 1101 Ao (o)
755 FOR 1-1 TO S I TAYF S REAFIINGS AND 510SF IN THtE
75 1An, ARRAy
7514 TRIGGRr tRvm.
7139 FNErp tjvm in( II
7-10 AvpnSUM(A)/I AnVErfIAE liii 6 READING3S
'771 Dcv'A(It-Avq
77Z IF Dcv>Mm1,dlf 711111 IERROE) TRI?' FOR SPURIJOUS DV1i 11111455NG





7'11 IF Nc'ufrIj! I THEN ke~in~
719 IF Ch.m.I 35t'jfl-SrtnrJ3v(:b THEN
7 Bch Scnf,vb.( I .Ilp).SUMi Al/S
781 ELSE
7)12 IF Chrs,) ,.t., SCHiMyrulml THlt N









790 L tl I F
741 FN'J IF
793 Sr~i,,~( I *Ll-SUMI A/,
791 ELSE
7 9 5 1 F C 1, 1~ j 5 ri, y a ucI 1~ 1
7917 ELSE
7989 mti Trw.'rl: I -rp, -P S i i 6 /
-7519 END IF
130 EPill IF





I@ IT141S SUFOPROGRAM IS AN ADAPTATION OF S"REEVE'S INTEGRATION ROUTINE
20 ISIVEN IN APPENDIX B OF NPS-57SF73071A
Z7Z SUB Dat~nt(LoupointH~point.O(*) Posit(a),Oatint)
277 OPTION BASE I
Z87 DIM WC100)
Z97 DIM 0C 100)
307 DIM C(Ho~)
317 DIM Oint( 100)
371 MAT A- (0)
377 MAT B- (0))
373 MAT C- (0)
3Z4 MAT Dint- (0)
3Z5 N-14tpoint-I
3Z6 Nr',1N-I
307 FOR I-LoupointfI TO N
360 NEXT I
361 Datlnt-0
3137 FOR I..Lc,.polntG I TO Nfnl
363 Oint( I -(A(I )4n(141))*(PositC 14i) )3-Posit(T1V3)/641B(I)4C 141))*CPoeltC 141
367 NEXT 1
377 Dlnt(I)-A)(7)*(Posit(i)3-Poaltl)^3)134BC7).(Posit(Z)7Z-Po5Cit(I)7)/24C17)
3S7 Dint(N)-A(N)e(Posit(N41 )3-Posit(N)^3)/34B1(N)*(Posit(N41) P-rositCN)7 117+
407 SUBEND
10 17HIS SUBF'ROGRAM IS AN ADAPTAION OF SHREEVE'S INTEGRATION ROUTINE
70 IfIVEN IN APPENDIX B OF NPS-S7SF'3071A TO RE USED FOR MIX L')SS
Z72 SUB Dantinti(Loupoint.Hipoint,Dj(I.Fosit(P.til)
277 OPTION 86iSE 1
207 01)1 H) W001
797 DI B(W Iirbi
307 DIM C ( I qmh
317 DIlM Dint( I100,
37) WInT A- (ep
327 MA1 B- (0)
323 HfiT L- (0)
324 MA T Dint- (0j
3Z5 h=Hlpo~nt-I
326 NmI-N-1
3~27 FOR I-Loupoinit) TO N
337 WC 1 1- /( (Pos~t( 1#) )-Posit( 1-1u01311.4 ( (0( 11 ) -0(I )/1 (Posit( I-1 ) -FofsitC I)
347 13(1 -(DI )1-D( I- I WI/ (Posit( I l-PFo5itC I-1) ii 3)y-) (Posit( I i,3-ePost(I- 1)/3)-
357 C) I ,-Dj( I )-(Ai I )-(Posit( 1)/3)' 2 )-(Bt I )-(Posit( 1Ii3i)
360 NEXT I
361 Datintl-0
362 FOR I-Lounalnt4i TO Nm)
363 Dit(I )-(A( I )-#A(141I )-I (Posit( It1 p/3)' 3-(Posit( 1)/3) 3i/6+(6ECI,,BC1 # i,.C
364 Dptinti-litinti4Diint( I)
3637 NEXT I






I fttfl ltitlrl Ut.'LljtrLU I
2IVROGiAAH FLOTS MAS5 -,VEi,fE j 6LiOE COEFFICIENT OF PRESSURE AiGAINST
3 ITHE FACTION OF COriO A/C IROM THE LEADIING E66E.
HtMiS; STOGHGiE IS /CLfiSSI C Lbf,(
7 INFLIT 'ENTER IFE Wtlff OF THF FI LE CONimiahit THE BLADE CP'S *Epfl-'e*
I 0 ASSIGN tpakhl 10 Cpfi1et
I Of- 1I1ON tiS E I
I bl Ih Crm!s s a g( 46)




E,0 ii l ER IS EFIT .INIEF, iL"
61 . EtAf F-,EFN
52 ErY LG , rF
73 1,66MiW(I TIIO
45 1Q3) 6~ .IA ,I Ri J
76 FOR 1--.3 TO .3 SIFF .
t F LhTITA "Cp VS P-ERCENT I EOI3I
63 Elf (
It4 1bITR 50
6 6 L tEL .p
AS HcivE A ~ t-clau9-f2 ..
E-1 CS~iF 3.1
51 LrI -FL At/C FIACENT CIIOi-,
54 F~min
95 WTTJ(U6 01-.F
96 6FS . 26,62,,
97 CLIP OFF
.16 C51ZE 1.5. .S
99 LORG 6,
I2~ C- FO 1-0 TO 10-b SUEP 10
102 L(rFACL USING f.K il
103 NT'tT I
104 LOj~t', 6
1l2S F OR I --. 6 lb jI. 0 ST EP . 4
166 MHjvE -. 1
10e7 LAGlE L USI 1NC, DD. DuT II
109 EFOR N- - TO
1 13 rLOT Xov(NY,pr,4fsmvq(N.3)
114 NT'tT N
I 15 FOP 'I-I to 26)






,rnoonr, el OL 111t V- I
2 IFPROGRA PLOTS BETA VS PROBE POSITION
4 HfiSS STOif7E IS 'CLASSICKiREDftT"'
7 INPUT "ENTER TIlE NAME OF THE REDUCED DATA FILE".Calcdat*
10 ASSIGN @Pathl TO Calcdat$
II OPTION BAiSE I
12 DIM Calc(I 10.25)




60 PLOTTER I5 CRT,"INTERNL"
61 CLEfirl SCREEN
62 KEt LABELS OFF
70 GRAIHIC5 ON
73 X_Qdu lM- 10,0-hf X ( I .RA~T 10 )
74 ,vgdut_mx-100H.AX( I'IiRATIO)
7s LORF 6
76 FOR 1--.3 TO .3 STEP .9
77 HOVE )(_gdu_max/21l.tqdummx




65 HOVE 0, du mnxlZ
66 Lf-I8EL "EETAZ (deg)"
67 LDIR 0
00 MOVE X_qdu_max/2.. Iyqdu_max
89 C51E 3.1
91 L 1OFL ' SP'N (mln;
92 VIELFORT .I,(_gdu-max,..95(-qdu_max,.15,v _qdumax,..9-_gdu_max
94 F f-(tfME
95 WINDOU -5,5.-Z,B
96 f,.E5 . I,.2,-5.-2 F,S,2
97 CLIP OFF
9 A SIZF 2.5..5
99 LO F 6
00 FOR I--5 TO 5 STEP f
101 M-OVE I.-2.OI
t02 L;,FEL USING "#.K"jI
103 NEAT 1
104 LO~fi 8
105 FOR 1--? TO 8 STEP 1
106 MOVE -5.9.1
10? LABEL USING "O.0"II
106 NEXT I
909 FOr k-I TO Scan






2 lPRffR(M PLOTS PPEF-PT/OREF VS PROBE POSITION
4 M(,S; STORfAGE IS '/CLASSICkrRFD~ftIA-
7 INPUT "ENTER THE NfAME OF THE REU)UCED D6TA FILE".Calcdatt
to ASSIGN LbPathl TO Calcdat*
11 OPTION SiASE I
(2 DIM CmIc( 100.25,




613 PLOTTER 1S CST,"INTERNAL"
61 CLEAR SCREEN
6Z kEy LABELS OFF
70 GRAPifi-CS ON
73 _gi xI0*A(I .RFTIOI
7S Lo0r-, F;
76 FOR 1--.3 TO .3 STEP . I
77 HOVE *Xgdu~maxi2t I , gdtunmx
78 LABlEL 'Pref-PtZQref VS PROBE DISPLAiCEHEN(REF)"
is NEAT 1
83 DE C




be MOVE xAadurwaxi2,. Ier gu_m'nx
89 (SIZE 3,1
91 LAiffL bLADE-TO-ErLfiDE in)'
97 YIELJPORT I._du i.9*du r.ISrdurx..y duwx
94 FRAMEif
95 WJ NLOU - 3,3,0 .7
97 CLIP OFF
96 C512E 2.0. .5
99 1006 6
i oo For, 1-3 TO 3 STEP I
101 HOVE 1,-.01
I Z2 LAGBEL USING MKi
103 NEAT I











I IJ- IrItLAI vMInC f LUI
2 IPROGRf ;i PLOTS ViVREF V5 PROBE FOSITION
4 HAS5 STOiriGE IS "/CL'5SSICKREDDA*TR
5 INPUT ENTER THE NiHE OF THE REDUCED DATA FILE',Calcdati
6 ISSIGN @PathZ TO Calcdat*
9 OPTION BASE I
10 DI" Calc( f".025)




60 PLOTTER IS CRT.INTERNiL"
61 CLEftiR SCREEN
62 kEt LABELS OFF
70 GriftPHICS ON
73 X)qdJmax -100HMX(IRAT1O)
74 _qdu_amnx- I00- MAx( I I /fRTIOu
75 LORS 6
76 FOR I--.3 TO .3 STEP .1
77 HOVE X_gdu_max/ZI.f_gduamax




&5 MOVE 0, rqdttnaxiZ
86 Lf- t " 'V?/Vref"
67 LOIt 0
Be HOVE Xrqdu_max/,. I rgdu_msx
65 CSIZE 3,1
9I LAfBEL "BLf DE-TO-BLADE(IN)"
5z VIEUPORT .Iiqdu_Mfx..5BXgduaox.. ISTfdumnx..5,vqdu.nx
94 ERfR6HE
95 UINDOU -3,3..5,1.0




100 FOR 1--3 TO 3 STEP I
101 HOVE I.49
102 LiuliEL USING #,K"ll
103 NEXT I
104 LOR 6
105 FOR 1-f.0 TO .5 STEP -.1
106 HOVE -3.1,1
107 LfuBEL USING DO.DO'I
108 NEXT 1
109 FOR k-I TO Scan






Reynolds niumber calculation was added to the "CALC"
program. This capability was added primarily to find the
Reynolds number for the (averaged) inlet flow, however it will
also calculate the value for the (averaged) downstream flow.
The value in general should be calculated over the same three
inch interval used for loss calculations and will have the
same lower- and upper-integration scan numbers as the loss
inputs in most cases. However, the ability to use a different
interval is provided by having the ability to enter the
desired limits for the selected scans of a three inch
interval.
Lines 2514 to 2530 of Table B1 contain the Reynolds number
calculation process in program "CALC." Line 2577 of Table B1
produces the output in the reduced file printouts. The
following is the analytical development for the Reynolds
number calculation.
The Reynolds number (based on chord) is defined as
Re = pVC ()
Properties vary at the inlet so integration is required over
one blade space; thus
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Re f PVds( c ) = of -PV Vref ds( p r efVref ) (2)Re : s o prefVref V pref
which reduces to
Re = prefVref f s i (ref3)
ref f 0 cospl 11
The ensemble average of survey span Reynolds number is then
defined as
'Pp f 2re f s i k ,,
Re-( P) =(aos 1 ))(ref ds (4)
Rp0
with subscript p denoting the plenum (reference) condition.
Introducing Sutherland's Law for the viscosity
3
p O.063329T 2  (5)
PO 198.72+T
and using the calculated value X from measurements to find T




The integral in Eqn. (4) is then
fUds (8)0 cosp,)ud 
0
which gives
Re 12a P ) ref 1  (9)
RTP Aref
where
Pref = O.063329fref 2
198.72+fref o (I0)
and
Tref = f -YXzref 2) (11)
Eqn. (9) was used in the calculation of the Reynolds
number in program "CALC" with the intermediate steps of
determining ,ref, Tref and the integral I using Eqn. (10),
Eqn. (11) and Eqn. (8) respectively.
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APPENDIX D







Plane T tre f
Vref /Z (t)
Figure Dl. Fully Mixed-Out Conditions for a
Stationary Cascade
D1. FULLY-MIXED-OUT SOLUTIONS
Figure Dl illustrates the concept of fully-mixed-out
conditions for a stationary cascade. For loss calculations,
tho mixed-out conditions must first be calculated from
measurements made at both station 1 and station 2. However,
the procedure will only be shown here for station 2 to
hypothetically mixed-out conditions at station 3. The
procedure from station 1 to fully mixed-out is the same. The
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present procedure [Ref. 12] was found to be consistent with
the method of S. everding and Starken [Ref. 13].
Measurements were made at station 2 where the flow was
non-uniform. Uniform (fully-mixed-out) conditions at station
3 were calculated from those at station 2 using conservation
of mass, momentum and energy for the control volume labeled
ABCD.
Assumptions are made that the flow is steady, that the
gas is a perfect gas witn constant specific heats and that the
stagnation temperature is uniform throughout the flow.
Conservation of energy is satisfied by the assumption of
constant stagnation temperature, thus
T=3 =Tt2 = > (1)
Conservation of mass yields
p2V3COS03 =f P COSP 2  (2)
Conservation of momentum yields
0 = f IVdzn 2 - Vdi 3+fd2 .P (3)AB zJ AD r C
where dF is the component of force on an elemental area of the
control vOlume's surface. No contribution to the conservation
equation results from the periodic conditions along BC and AD.
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If the integral of the shear stresses over AB is
neglected, the component of Eqn. (3) in the x-direction
becomes
p 3V3cos 3sin33 f' p2cosP2sinP2d(X) (4)
With no assumptions, the component of Eqn. (3) in the z-
direction becomes
P 3 + p 3 v 2 COS 2 3 = f' (p 2V 2 COS 2 2 +P 2 ) d( x) (5)o s
Equations (2), (4) and (5) give conditions at station 3 in
terms of those measured at 2. Using the equation of state and
constant staqnation temperature, the four unknowns (P3, P3, V3,
B3) can be reduced to three. Introducing the limiting velocity
Vt = 2CT (6)
which, here, is a constant, and defining a dimensionless
velocity as
V (7)Vt
the steady flow energy equations and isentropic relationships
give
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T - I-X 2  (8a)
Tt
-(1I-X 2 )  I- (8b)
PC
P (l- 2 ) Y- (8c)
PC
Multiplying the left hand side (LHS) of Eqn. (4) by
1
P t3 t
and the right hand side (RHS) by
1 P t2Vt2)Pt2V a C t3 Vt 2
and using the equation of state with Tt as constant,
1
P 3 Xjs(1-np 32 ) --cs3snf =f Pt2X22 (l-X22 ) Y-'cosP 2 sinP2 d(X)s (9)
Similarly, from Eqn. (5), noting that 2Cp/R = (2y/y-1)
P 3 [(l-X 3 ) -,-( 2y )- 32 (1-X2) cs 2 0] =It-l 3 Y
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f P12 [l 1X2 2) -+2y )X 2 2(1-X 2 ) TyICOS2 0 2]d(Z-) (10)
0 - S
and from Eqn. (2)
1 1
P13X3 (1-X 32 ) -- cosP3= PC2XC (-X2 2) Y-1 cos[2d(Z) (11)0o S
Equations (9), (10) and (11) are three equations for unknowns
P13, X3 and B 3 .
Identifying the three RHS integrals as
i=f p 0 2 X 2(1-X 2 2) ICOSP 2 d(- x ) (12a)140 PI 
-s
1 2 J p 2X2 (1-X 2 2) y1cosP;sinP.d(- x ) (12b)
0 S
f _-X2 2 ) y A+ 2) 1 (12c)
3=  P [(I- 2 +(- 2-cos2 ]d(X)
0 Y-1s





Similarly, dividing Eqn. (11) into Eqn. (10) obtains
[(1 2l)X32cos 2 3] - 13 =B (14)
X3cosP3 T 1
Equation (13) and Eqn. (14) are simultaneous equations
for X3 and B3 in terms of A and B, which are known from




-B A2 -2 Y+ 1;1]a (15a)
Y-l Y-1
which is also
7+I y -  1 ' ' y1 )[1- ( 2 )A 2 ] -A 2A-0 (15b)
Equation (15b) is a quadratic equation for X32, yielding an
explicit solution
X3 2 = -D± D-4CE (16)2C
where
C= ( Y+) 2 (17)
Y-l
D=2 (y-+l - )A2 -B 2  (18)
E-- [- - A A 2] 24B2 A2 (19)
Y1
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The alternate s'gns in Eqn(16) correspond to subsonic and
supersonic roots. (Ref. 13] When X, is known from Eq'.. (16),
B3 is given by Eqn. (13), P13 by Eqn. (11) and P, by Eqn. (8b).
These are the fully-mixed-out conditions.
D.2 INTRODUCTION OF REFERENCE CONDITIONS
In practice, when probe surveys are conducted to obtain
the integrals in Erfn. (12), fluctuations occur in tunnel
supply conditions. The integrals in Eqn. (12) are to account
for spatial variations in properties. If time variations
occur, the effect on the spatial integral can be minimized by
referencing the integrand to tunnel reference conditions at
the time of the measurement (Duval [Ref. 9]).
Ptref, Ttref and Xref are defined as the tunnel reference
conditions aL the time of each individual measurement, and Prf,
Tre and Xr,, as the ensemble average values of the reference
condition- cver all points in the integration interval.
The conservation of mass equation is divided by the
reference mass rlux
prefVref (y--)Xre.(l-Xref ) 1 Ptref (20)
Y-1 Vtret
and the momentum equation by the referance momentum flux
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pref V-ef 2 ( = y ( )X-ref,(3--Xref 2 ) y-'ptref (21)
Dividing Eqn. (11) by prefVref with Vtref a constant,
1 - 1X X2( Y-COSf3 2  P _-X2 yxOSPf1 ,X(1-d(-)=_ 3t ((-X1a)CS~
1 10 
- I(ha)2 y1
PtrefXref(l1-Xref2 )y l Ptref~ref(l1-ef)7
Dividing Eqn. (9) and Eqn. (10) by prefV~ref
1(-2  1
=f P~~cssinp, p,,,',X opsn.
d()- t-1( e2 cosref f-
Prf~rf2 (1 -Xref 2 )'Arf~e2(~)rf)~
(9a)
I-1 [SI- -2 Y-+2 2 1 a
Pt'refXref 2 (1-Xre- 2 ) Y-1
2y(-X 2  Y (2 \ 32(_3)Y 23
t31X 2 (lX2)YCosf1
f~ref)7ref2 (14re f2) y-I





[ (1-X 32 ) +( 2 )X3 2cos 2 3 ] -
X39refcosP3  £
This leads to the following equations:
A=Y~ref( )=X 3sinP3  (22)£1
S [(1-x 3 2 )+( 2y )x 2cos 2P(e 13 3-1)31 (23)
-flX 3COS13
The solution for X3 is given by Eqn. (16) using A and B
in Eqn. (18) and Eqn. (19). Then, the mixed-out-flow
conditions are given by
0 3=sin-1 (-) (24)X3
1
Pt 3 -: (25)
X3 (1-x 32 ) Y1 cosS3
~(26)




FULLY-MIXED-OUT FLOW SOFTWARE TESTING
El. INTRODUCTION
After coding the fully-mixed-out flow calculation within
the software developed by Classick, a test of the software was
required using an initial profile for which the mixed-out
conditions could be determined exactly. By applying the test
case, it was possible to determine that there were no
fundamental errors in the programming.
Figure El shows the selected test case for which the
analytical solution was programmed on an HP 9830A [Ref. 11]
computer.
x = 0 - 1.5 x =1.5 - 3.0
X0 = 201 0.= 0. 0 5
2 0 00 = 0,0
P = 401" water Ptref 430" water it
P 400" water Tt - 520°R
Figure El. Fully-mixed-out Flow Test Case
The test case was provided to "LOSS" as a reduced file
for inlet tlow angles of zero and 20 degrees. Zero degrees
was chosen to ensure that the flow angle did not change as a
result of calculation errors. The value of 20 degrees was
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chosen to provide a reasonable test against the predictions of
the analysis program.
E2. "LOSS" TEST CASE CALCULATIONS
"LOSS" was used for the test cases of zero and 20 degrees
initial angle. Figure E2 shows the output at the zero
initial angle, which produced no change in the mixed-out flow
angle, as was expected. Figure E3 shows the output for 20
degrees initial angle, which is shown in comparison to the
analytical predictions in Table El.
E3. INDEPENDENT PROGRAM CALCULATIONS
The analysis program used closed-form expressions for the
integrals involved in calculating the values of X, Pt, Ps, and
yaw for the mixed-out flow (Appendix D). Figure E4 shows an
output of the test case at 20 degrees initial flow angle using
the values provided in Figure El along with a listing of the
analysis program.
The analysis program was also used to look at the effects
of changing initial velocity, angle, fraction of the flow at
high velocity and ratio of high to low velocity on the mixed
out values of X, yaw, Pt and Ps. Some results are tabulated
for cases with the flow equally divided between high and low
velocity in Table E2.
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LOSS CALCULATION RESULTS FOR STATION TWO ANO MIXED FLOW RESULTS.
USING FILES L-Z7FEBACALC U-20MARTESTO
X2REFAVG P2REFAVG PAUAUG
1.430E-01 3.00OE401 4.OOOE+02
INIEGA INTEGC INTEGY INIEGOII INTEGOI2 INTEGOI3
7.334E400 2.Z36E+00 9.698E-01 1.752E+02 2.505E+01 2.505E401
NUMERATOR INTEGO INIEGZ INTEGNII INIESNI2 IMTEGNI3











THE FOLLOWING IS FOR MIXED FLOW RESULIS
I IfY.G "AIJG 13AVC AAkVG BAVG CAUG DAUG
S.186E-01 O.OOE+00 S.0I4E+0I 0,000E0f0 1.382E+01 3.G@OE+0-I.79IE+@,
EAY(G
1.00PE100













MIX FLOW LOSS COEFFICIENT
9.570E-eI
Figure E2. Test Case Loss Printout--Zero Yaw Angle
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LOSS CALCULATION RESULTS FOR STATION TWO AND MIXED FLOW RESULTS.
.................... ... o............ .... 4 ..... at*.




INIEGA INTEGC INTEGY INTEGDII INTEGOI2 INTEGOI3
2.334E+@0 2.236E+00 9.9SBE-eI 1.752E+02 2.SOSE+01 2.50SE+01
NUMERATOR INTEGS INTEGZ INTEGNII INTEGNI2 INTEGNI!











THE FOLLOWING 15 FOR MIXED FLOW RESULTS
...............................................................
IIAVG 12AUC 13AVG AAVG BAVG CAVC DAVG
4.874E-0I 9.719E-02 4.989E+01 2.8S2E-02 1.464E+01 3.sOOE+OI-2.024E+02
.63E+00
XMIlrLOW YAIMIXFLOW PTRAIO












MIX FLOW LOSS COEFFICIENT
9.563E-0l
Figure E3. Test Case Loss Printout--20 Degree Yaw Angle
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TABLE El
COMPARISON OF "LOSS" AND ANALYSIS PROGRAM





Total Pressu'e 410.822" H20 410.829" H20
Static Pressure 402.6" H20 402.61" H20
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10 REII --- *II10u:! -- R.r.SIIPEEVE ---3/ 4'S
20 PElt --- rP0r.Pfh 71) TEST THE cnLCULATI iu OF FULLY MIJXED OUT
?0 PEl -- FLO14 FROM- A cfslSCE
40 FElt










150 REl --- CAMC IIITERI-IEDinTE VARIABLES
13(0 x9=-(rO/P9,tI/62)
220 Y I n I /X
2?0 PEll---CI1LC OF 11,12913
240
2050 13=2*2 1Y *& IY9CS82 S(1-F9 I -G0GO)





?TO REII-FRIIIT "rosmITE ROOT' X~3=*"S0R,",1I"IIEGAT lYE PO011 1'3="S0.PX5
380 PEl -- SELECT SIIALLER(SUBSOIIIC)ROOt
41(3 B3=fIlWZSWR1-ZZ))
'1403 REMI--cnC. SInGII. PRESSURE III
4150 7P(-XElt-2
4693 F~P2*(I-(G0*X1)f2)tI(-G2)
470 REII -- rpiT SECTIONI
4?.0 rRuI1T "wIrUT Dnin"
4?(3 rR1tl;-------------
0 'p 1111
5 pRpmt ",,,fl="X1"OVEP."F(3"OF VLnPE SF ACE"
,;26 FruI T "X,="YIfGO3OVER"1-F8"OF BLADE SPncE"
,,? r1IIir w"22"SEll 2="82




s~o ppimi "CALCULnTED MIXED OUT FLOWI
5TO FPIIIT --- - -- - -- - - - - - - -
588 PRIMI





Figure E4. Analysis Program Listing
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TABLE E2
EFFECTS OF VARIED X, YAW AND AREA
Yaw XB/XA Yaw (Mixed) Psratio Ptratio % Area XB
60 0 73.93 1.0044 .9979 .5
0 0 0 1.0179 .9911 .5
43 0 61.93 1.0015 .9953 .5
43 .05 59.60 1.0086 .9950 .5
43 .1 57.41 1.0077 .9950 .5
43 .25 51.85 1.0054 .9958 .5
43 .35 69.05 1.0040 .9966 .5
43 .45 46.92 1.0029 .9974 .5
60 .5 62.57 1.0011 .9979 .5
43 .5 51.03 1.002 .9978 .5
43 .5 46.08 1.00242 .9978 .5
40 .5 43.06 1.0026 .9978 .5
0 .5 0 1.0046 .9977 .5
20 .5 22.08 1.0040 .9977 .5
43 .L .5.ji 1.0020 .9982 .5
43 .65 44.29 1.0012 .9989 .5
43 .75 43.54 1.0006 .9994 .5
43 .85 43.19 1.0002 .9998 .5
43 .95 43.02 1.0000 .9999 .5
43 1.0 43.0 1.0 1.0 .5
0 1.0 0 1.0 1.0 .5
60 1.0 60.0 1.0 1.0 .5
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E4. TESTING RESULTS
The results in Table El show excellent agreement between
the two predictions and suggest that the programmed fully-
mixed-out flow calculations are correct. It is not possible,
however, to determine with the programmed test case whether
the calculation will be accurate for all initial conditions.
It is noted that the inlet flow angle of 43 degrees gives
the maximum turning angle, during mixing, as determined by the
analysis program. The angle, in all cases of varying the flow
fraction at XB, is seen to increase as the fraction decreases,
until the fraction is about 0.1 of the flow area. Decreasing
the ratio of XA to XB results in less turning in cases where




The free-jet method as described in Appendix C of
Reference 6 was used to relate the measured yaw angle to the
locus of the leading edges of the cascade blades. A digital
precision inclinometer with a resolution of 0.10 was used in
all the following angle measurements.
Cascade T.E. Locus
...... .. .. ............. lortzontal
Orov
Vertical
Figure Fl. Probe Angle Referencing
1. Angle 6 , is the angle of the leading edge of the cascade
to horizontal as illustrated in Figure Fl. The average
value obtained in blade-to-blade measurements was 0.250.
This compared to 0.20 as measured by Dreon [Ref. 3].
The value of 0.20 was used.
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.......... .. . . .... ....... ....- o l o ,
P,\ Hor12ontal
P.A. 8
Figure F2. From North Side of Free-jet
2. Angle A,--The probe was pneumatically balanced (Figure
F2) at free-jet velocities of 200 and 250 feet per
second yielding A, equal to 49.70 at each velocity.
.. ... . . . ...... ...... ,I ....... ..... Horizontal
Figure F3. From South Side of Free-jet
3. Angle A2--The probe was pneumatically balanced (Figure
F3) at free-jet velocities of 200 and 250 feet per
second yielding A2 equal to 49.10 and 49.0 respectively.
A2 was taken to be 49.00.
4. Angel A, is the angle of the probe pneumatic axis to the
surface of the bar (Figures F2 and F3).
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A0 = ( Al A2)
Ao+2 2
2








Using the measured values
8 j 49.7-49. 0
2
8 = 0.35 °
6. Angle B, is the angle of the pneumatic axis to the
vertical
PPA = 9 0 -Ao




7. Angle 3' PA is the angle of the pneumatic axis to the
normal to the locus of thE leading edges of the cascade
blading.
0 PA = PPA-8B = 90-Ao- 6 B
Using the calculated values,
PA = 40.450
8. Angle BH is the vernier reading when the probe bar is
horizontal. Sire the vernier scale is accu-ate only to
0.20, B was measured by placing the probe's mechanical
axis vertical -ith the inclinometer and then measuring
the probe bar angle from horizontal with the
inclinometer. BH was measured to be 40.40
9. Angle R, is the flow angle as measured with the probe yaw
angle vernier's vcltage output.
10. Angle 1 is the flow angle to the normal to the locus: of
the leading edges of the cascade blading.
Hence
P P.A ( +
yieldijg the final expression for the referenced yaw angle of
= 40.45 (OF + 40.4)
The above expression was inczrporated in the "CALC"
program with a user input of B in the evant that it should
change. 83 is input from the yaw transducer during a scan.
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